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There has been a great deal of interest recently in using the simulation 
approach to analyse and optimize industrial systems. Applications of 
simulation techniques in the South African field are however limited and 
there is an urgent need for further work. 
This thesis provides industry an illustrative example of a simulation model 
of a chemical distribution system. It is concerned with the handling of 
raw materials and products at the African Explosives and Chemical Industries 
(AECI), situated in Somerset West. The model objectives were threefold; 
firstly, to establish the application of the simulation concept in the 
distribution field; secondly, to analyse the whole distribution system and 
to provide the factory with thorough details on its distribution performance; 
and finally, to identify any potential future strategies to minimize 
distribution cost. 
At AECI, a variety of chemical products are delivered every day to customers, 
using trucks·, mechanical horses and trailers. Some of the vehicles are also 
dedicated to carry Ammonium Nitrate to the factory. Distribution is 
influenced mainly by the following factors, which are incorporated into 
the model: 
1. The size and number of orders for each product. 
2. The time at wh1ch orders are placed. 
3. The target time to satisfy the customers. 
4. The vehicle/product allocation rules. 
5. The vehicle and load utilizations. 
6. The mechanical horse/trailer allocation rules. 
7. The loading and unloading resource utilization. 
8. The frequency of vehicle breakdowns and maintenance policy. 
9. The journey time. 
10. The overtime policy. 
In an initial phase, the products were classified into 5 groups. Using the 
SLAM II simulation language, orders for each product group were modelled as 
entities. These are scheduled to be introduced into the SLAM network at 
random times during working hours. They are then combined into batch 
entities, according to the desired vehicle load utilization, waiting time of 












After having been assigned to a vehicle resource, the batch entities undergo 
a series of delays, representing the various activities involved in 
transferring loads from the warehouse to the customers, and taking empties 
back to the factory when necessary. 
The data employed by the model is based on distribution during January and 
February 1988. The model was designed to provide information on the 
customer service, resource utilization and distribution costs. In general, 
the results correlated well with information on the actual situation. Owing 
to the flexibility of the modei, a number of alternative strategies were 
simulated to evaluate the impact of certain variables on distribution 
effectiveness. The following conclusions were drawn from the results: 
1. By increasing the actual vehicle load utilization of 70 % to 80 %, 
customers would be satisfied in an average time of 49 hours. This policy 
could be achieved by batching more orders together and would represent 
the best compromise between customer service, resource utilization and 
distribution costs. The remaining policies are based on an 80 % load 
utilization. 
2. By extending the time to satisfy the demand from 48 to 72 hours, overtime 
would be reduced by 14 %, while the customers would be satisfied in a 
mean time of 53 hours. 
3. The influence of varying the maintenance frequency and duration for 
vehicles could not be fully investigated. In this regard, the maintenance 
rules employed by the model need to be improved. 
4. No significant improvements were obtained by altering the present 6-hour 
policy with respect to the maximum overtime per journey. 
5. Variation of the frequency of breakdowns for vehicles did not yield 
consistent results, as the approach employed is not sophisticated enough. 
6. Morning inspection of vehicles had a significantly adverse influence on 
the satisfaction of demand time. Ideally, it should be effected outside 
delivery hours. 
7. The effect of delaying vehicles during delivery hours for changing the 
m·echanical horse/trailer combination can considerably increase the 
satisfaction of demand time and overtime. The optimal solution would be 
to effect these changes outside delivery hours. 
8. The preseht mechanical horse/trailer allocation rules constrain 
distribution. By allowing all possible combinations, the average time to 
satisfy the demand would be reduced from 49 to 45 hours, together with a 












9. By discarding TRUCK 412 from the system and concentrating loads on larger 
vehicles, the average satisfaction of demand time would be reduced from 
49 to 42 hours, with a 9 % saving in overtime. Alternately, removal of 
TRUCK 469 would increase the mean satisfaction of demand time by 1 hour 
and overtime by 6 %. However, a 3,2 % saving in fuel consumption would 
be achieved,: as well as a reduction in human resources. The last 
potential alternative would be to discard TRAILER 453. This would 
increase the mean satisfaction of demand time by 2 hours and overtime by . 
20 %. 
In conclusion, the model has achieved its objectives and proved to be a 
powerful and versatile systems analysis tool. It is hoped that further 
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Since the beginning of this century, industrial societies have developed 
sophisticated manufacturing, commercial and management systems. With 
the ever-advancing technology and the existing instability in political, 
social and economic environments, decision making tends to be poor and 
costly. This is particular true when considering expansion programmes 
and improving system performances, where the degree of certainty about 
future strategies is not well defined. The necessity to develop effective 
techniques to analyse systems then becomes evident. 
Simulation may be defined as a general activity performed to answer the 
question "What if ••• " in order to find the optimal solution to a 
specific problem, before actually setting out on a specific course of 
action. In the industrial engineering context, simulation is a technique 
which can effectively promote communication between management and the 
specialist seeking a solution to a problem. Extensive studies have 
shown that computer simulation is the most widely used quantitative 
modelling technique in industry in the United States. Simulation has 
already been applied to a wide range of disciplines in the industrial 
field, including manufacturing operations, transportation systems, 
computer and communication systems, project planning and control, and 
financial planning. 
In the South African context, however, the concept of simulating 
industrial processes is fairly new, and the need for further work still 
exists. This thesis provides an illustrative example of the application 
of simulation in industry. It is essentially concerned with the distribution 
of raw materials and products at the African Explosives and Chemical 
Industries (AECI), situated in Somerset West. 
AECI has a certain number of vehicles that are dedicated to the 
distribution of raw materials to the factory and products to different 
customers. Distribution is affected by a number of inter-related factors. 
Presently, the distribution efficiency is not well known, but is suspected 












1. To establish the application of the simulation concept in the 
distribution field. 
2. To analyse the whole distribution system and to provide the factory 
with thorough details on its distribution performance. 
3. Using simulation techniques, to identify any potential future strategies 
to minimize distribution cost. 
The model utilizes the SLAM II simulation language, a powerful and 
versatile package available on the mainframe at the University of Cape 
Town. SLAM is a FORTRAN-based Simulation ~anguage that allows Alternative 
approaches to ~odelling, and lends itself well to the present situation. 
The following Chapter reviews some of the research that has been carried 
out so far in the simulation and distribution fields. Chapter 3 
formulates the problem by studying the actual situation at AECI and 
specifying detailed objectives of the model. An analysis of the model 
construction is then presented in Chapter 4, with emphasis on preliminary 
assumptions, modelling concepts and data analysis. Chapter 5 follows 
with the simulation results obtained, as well as a discussion on their 
significance. Alternative strategies are then preserited and potential 
improvements identified. Finally, Chapter 6 makes some recommendations 
on further research. The development of the areas of the project, in the 
order mentioned, will provide a basis for drawing conclusions and making 















This chapter comprises three sections. Section 2.1 reviews some ar~icles 
outlining the importance of simulatio~ in industry. Section 2.2 follows 
with real-world applications of simulation in South Afric~. Finally, the 
the third section describes a number of models that have been developed in 
other countries. 
2.1 Simulation in Industry 
Jamieson{l) reviews the history of the development 'of simulation 
· methods and outlines the significance of simulation. in the industrial 
engineering field in South Africa. Jamieson mentions that there has 
been a great amount of model building activity, which has been 
successful. Some of the proven modelling computer programs available 
include the following activities: 
.1. 1Demand forecasting. 
'.2. Inventory control. 
3. Aggregate planning. 
4. Production planning. 
5. Financial planning. 
6. Factory location. 
7. Machine location in factories. 
8. Replacement of assets. 
9. Planning 0£ customer deliveries using road networks. 
10. Production schedule optimization. 
However, substantial benefits can still be achieved from simulation of 
future operations in large-scale industrial systems. It is also· pointed 
out that senior management should be future oriented by getting involved 
in effective long term planning. 
Some of the most ambitious models currently being processed are those 
,which attempt to simulate the operations of large manufacturing 
organizations. Goldie( 2 ) warns, however, these organizations using 












"Simulation models can assist and often times improve the planning and 
decision making process. Properly used, they can relieve many 
frustrations and tensions. But, just as any new medicine may produce 
unsuspected adverse side-effects, so can simulation upset the manager, 
especially when he uses it for the first time." 
The author identifies the following irritations: 
1. The final model does not have the responsiveness and the ability 
to inspire confidence in its results • 
• 2. Models take a long time to build. 
3. It takes a long time to incorporate a change or an improvement. 
·-. - . 
4. The data necessary for the simulation is not always readily 
available. 
5. The model is never qui,te complete, or quite right. 
6. The problem to be solved has to be translated from the manager•_s 
terms to the model·' s terms • 
7. The model can not be explained in understandable terms. 
8. The process being simulated changes faster than the model cari be 
changed. 
9. There is often difficulty in defining the probable range of error. 
10. The claims of model builders to be able to simulate perfectly any 
real life situation. 
However, the above comments should not inhibit the model building 
activities in South Africa. 
2.2 Local Applications 
Kruger et al. (3 ) provide an excellent example of the application of 
simulation in the South African industry. In their SLAM II model of a 
materials handling subsystem in a.packaging plant of the South African 
Breweries, the authors investigated the following: 
1. The impact of the number of loading/unloading docks on the time 
spent in the system by the trucks, the number of trucks waiting, and 
the amount of in-process inventory. 
2. The effect of varying the size of forklift truck ·fleet on the delays 













The model showed that four ioading/unloading docks and four forklift 
trucks should be adequate. Kruger also points out that such an 
advanced simulation language like SLAM II can be a very powerful system 
modelling approach and provides an efficient systems analysis tool. 
The Ohlsson's Brewery in Cape Town has operated from the N~wlands site 
since the last century. In 1978, the site was somewhat congested. A 
model was built by Cutler( 4 ) to simulate the loading of vehi~les. and 
the distribution of beer to customers. The objective was to allow 
management to test alternative operation strategies and predict the 
ultimate distribution capacity of the site. 
The model was built using the HOCUS system (Hand Or Computer Universal. 
Simulator). It was designed, then, to overcome the problem of accurate 
communication between the manager and the Operation Research specialist. 
A number of factors relating to beer distribution was considered. 
These included the seasonality of the sales, handling facilities, size 
of vehicle fleet, constraints on delivery time and working hours, layout 
of the warehouse and loading/unloading times. In addition to indicating 
the site capacity, the results revealed the ratio of forklift truck to 
vehicles that was required to minimize warehouse turnaround time, as 
well as the optimum warehouse layout. 
Chadwick ( 5 ) undertook an extensive survey on the .distribution of food 
products of 10 companies. His objectives were to develop delivery time 
standards and to analyse the distribution operations of each company. 
The author identified the major problem areas and evaluated the 
delivery vehicle efficiency, labour efficiency, and economical 
delivery size. It was shown that the major contribution to improving 
the utilization of vehicles was the better utilization of potential 
delivery ho'urs. From the distributor point of·view,·the following 
recommendations were made: 
1. Move the vehicle loading operation to evening shift/overtime when 
the vehicle fleet consisted of 10 vehicles or more. This would 
result in a saving of 1 vehicle per 10 vehicles in the fleet. 
2. Use unit loads. This would reduce the loading and unloading time ., 













From the retailer point of view, the following actions were recommended: 
1. Accept unit loads, which would reduce the checking procedures while 
the vehicle waits. A drop of 10 minutes in the receiving time would 
reduce the queuing time from 41 to 5 minutes. 
2. Extend operating hours of receiving facilities at sp~cified 
outlets. 1, 2, and 3 hours extension would reduce queuing time from 
41 to 30, 24, and 20 minutes respectively. However, further 
increases in operational hours would only decrease the queuing time 
marginally. 
2.3 International Applications 
A manufacturer of castings desired to achieve a production goal of 3140 
parts per week with the Flexible Manufacturing System (FMS) shown in 
Figure 1.below. Musselman( 6 ) built a MAP/1 model to study alternative 
milling machine centre configurations. 
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The model allowed the throughput performance to be evaluated under 
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The bar chart shows that machine mix (5;2,2,1), which represents 5 
machines dedicated to the first operation, 2 machines to the second 
operation and 2 machines to the last operation with 1 flexible machine, 
can ·produce the required number of parts per week. Moreover, by 
limiting the route options available in the system (i.e. allowing only 
1 flexible machine), the milling machine centre works more efficiently, 
increasing overall productivity. 
The author demonstrates that simulation can be the technique of choice 
when it comes to designing a FMS automation and forecasting its 
performance. 
· t 1 (7 ) d A I d 1 f h . 1 1 t 'th th Miner e a • develope a G SP V mo e o a c emica p an wi e 
objective to establish the best way to improve the throughput. The 
plant manufactures six products, each going thr ugh a series of steps; 
different products can be in production at the same time. Production 
must be scheduled to meet demands and to maintain minimum inventories, 
and it must operate within the constraints of processing space and in-
process storage. The model allowed to determine the following: 
1. The effect of customer demand patterns on operation requirements of 
the manufacturing facility. 
2. The effect of required lead time for orders on manufacturing costs, 
inventory levels, and production scheduling. 
3. Alternative production scheduling procedures. 
4. Alternative system configurations (the number and capacity of storage 
tanks, filters, reactors and pipelines). 
An analysis of the results indicated that an 80 % increase in throughput 
could be realized by adding a filtration system to the plant. 
Furthermore, an additional 20 % increase could be achieved by using 
dual-purpose reactors for handling either Process 1 or Process 2. 
Simulation showed to be an extremely flexible and powerful tool for the 
evaluation of alternatives. Management responded enthusiastically and 
initiated similar projects in other areas of the plant. 
In an attempt to increase the productivity of a small parts stamping 
plant, Hancock et al.( 8 ) developed a GPSS simulation model to determine 












the spare tooling, or improving the die preparation. The percent 
utilization and the cost per 1000 parts produced were chosen as the 
measures of performance. With a demonstration· group of 8·machines, the 
authors found that die preparation was. the most important ·operation 
affecting machine utilization. As a result of the modelli~g experiment, 
machine utilization was increased from 37 % to 60 %. In addition, the 
authors showed that if die failure rates were kept under control, .and 
presses were loaded correctly together with proper spare tool 
inventories, utilization could be increased further to 76 %. 
A SLAM II simulation model of a petroleum product distribution system 
was developed by Pritsker(g) to evaluate the feasibility of actually 
following a proposed product allocation plan. The representation of 
the system in the model included product transportation from refineri8s 
to terminals via pipelines, tankers, and barges. Thus, given the 
physical characteristics of the system and the desired product 
movements, the model evaluated proposed assignments with respect to 
what can be feasibly scheduled consistent with pipeline flow limits, 
transportation times, tanker and barge availability, and certain product 
constraints. The different input and output information for the model 




Fig. 3 - Distribution Procedure Inputs and Outputs 
The model proved to be a powerful asset to the refinery in that it 
helped to evaluate the influence of different linear programming and 
heuristic assignment procedures on the distribution of petroleum. 
Furthermore, it was proposed as a procedure for performing re~inery 













Pritsker (g} also built a SLAM II simulation model to compare the 
current and proposed manufacturing capabilities of a table-products 
manufacturing facility. A schematic diagram of the process is depicted 
in Figure 4 below: 
Fig. 4 - Schematic of the Tablet Manufacturing Process 
The objective of the modelling effort was to answer the following 
questions: 
1. Can the current manufacturing facility meet the forecasted production 
requirements? 
2. Can the proposed facility meet the forecasted production requirements 
and, if so, will the large capital cost be justified by the 
additional capacity? 
The model was used to test many alternatives with respect to the impact 
of operating policies on productivity increases. Six alternatives were 
developed and tested against forecasted production requirements. The 






Current Facility (1 shift) 
Current Facility (2 shifts) 
Proposed Facility {1 shift) 
Proposed Facility (2 shifts) 







Proposed Facility Revised (2 shifts) 0 
Table 1 - Computer Model Results for Six Manufacturing Alternatives 
The results clearly points out that a proposed facility operating under 
a 2-shift schedule or with additional capabilities would optimize 
production. The model was continued and used to assess detailed 













Auterio constructed a Q-GERT simulation model to analyse the 
productive capacity of an aerial port cargo processing. The air 
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Fig. 5 - Schematic Diagram of Air Terminal 
x 
CONVEYORS K·LOAOERS 
At the terminal, cargo arrives by truck or by aircraft. The cargo is 
unloaded and sorted according to shipment type, destination and 
priority. Then, it is moved to various in-process storage areas 
where it is held until it can be consolidated. Following consol.idation, 
it is weighed, inspected and stored. When the cargo is selected for a 
mission, it is transferred to a staging area where .it is combined with 
other cargo. The batch is then loaded on to the aircraft. 
The model allowed management to answer the following questions: 
1. Is it worthwhile to introduce automation equipment in ports to 
improve processing capacity? 
2. Where should new equipment be located? 
3. How many aircraft can a port load simultaneously? 
4. During contingencies, what additional resources will be required to 
support an increase in the level of air traffic? 
The chapter emphasized the significance of simulation in various 
industries. Furthermore, a comparison of local with international 
applications, highlights clearly the existing limitations in the South 
African field. In conclusion, then, there is an urgent need for 















3.1 The Situation 
3.1.1 Products 
Over fifty different kinds of sales products are distributed by. AECI 
to its customers. The products are stored at three main locations on 
the plant, namely the Acids Despatch, Chemical Despatch, and Plastics 
Despatch. Within each despatch area, the products are packed and 
stored in a number of different ways, depending on. the product type 
and the customer requirement. Appendix A summarises the products 
distributed, togeyher with the type and size and container. 
In view of the different packing methods employed, various handling 
methods may be µsed during loading/unloading operations. Handling 
methods may take one of the following forms: 
1. Purely manual handling, employed for small packages or container 
vessels. 
2. Forklift truck and manual, used for lifting heavier items onto the 
vehicle. Manual labour is employed to load the products onto the 
forks and also to stack the products on the vehicles. 
3. Forklift truck only, used for handling large drums and palletised 
products. 
4. Drum trolleys, for medium-sized containers. Loaded, unloaded and 
pulled manually. 
5. Tailgate loaders. The tailgate on the back of a vehicle is used 
to lift or lower the load. Tailgates are loaded either manually 
or with the aid of a forklift. 
6. Crane trailers. Built-in cranes are used. to load and unload large 
pressure vessels. 
7. Bulk filling points. No labour is employed here, except to hook 
and unhook the supply to and from the trailer tank respectively. 
3.1.2 Raw Materials 












delivered by rail to the factory, and will not be considered in this 
project. However, the need to include Ammonium Nitrate in the model 
arises from the fact that it does interact with the distribution of. 
sales products (i.e. it is delivered to the factory using vehicles 
that also deliver sales products). Ammonium Nitrate is handled in 
bulk. 
3.1.3 Distribution Resources 
Vehicle resources may be broken down into three categories, namely, 
mechanical horses (6 in all), which are connected to trailers (7 in 
all), and 6 trucks. Load capacities vary from 11 tonnes to 23 tonnes 
for the trailers, and 2 to 13 tonnes for the trucks. It is important 
to mention, at this stage, that these vehicles are not fully flexible, 
but are dedicated to carry specific types of products. For instance, 
there are only two trailers that are designed to handle large 
cylindrical tanks, also known as barrels. Furthermore, for safety 
reasons, large pressure vessels can only be carried on trucks which 
can accomodate standard cradles. Each vehicle requires one driver 
and one assistant. On some occasions, two assistants are needed. 
Loading/unloading resources comprises the following: 
1. Five forklift trucks of equal load-carrying capacity. 
2. One gantry responsible for connecting/disconnecting barrels to/from 
trailers. 
3. Two filling points: Filling point no. 1 delivers Caustic Soda and 
Sulphuric acid in bulk to toe appropriate 
barrels. 
Filling point no. 2 delivers only Hydrochloric 
acid. 
4. Human resources: a gang or workers is assigned to the despatch 
areas. 
5. Vehicle resources: some of the vehicles are fitted with their own 
cranes or tailgates. 
-3.1.4 Customer Service Policy 
Upon rece~tion of an order from a customer, AECI will try to its best 













order is satisfied within 48 hours .after the order has been placed. 
Other important criteria taken into account include the route schedule 
of the vehicle and the vehicle load utilization. 
3.2 Objectives 
Having established the physical requirements and constraints of.the 
problem, the model objectives can now be clearly defined. The end 
target of simulating the distribution system is to provide a tool 
that will: 
1. Extract information from the real-world situation and convert it 
into meaningful measures of performance for the company. 
2. Enable AECI to investigate alternative strategies, in an attempt 
to optimize its distribution. 
The measures of distribution performance that are chosen are defined 
as follows: 
1. Custome~ service. This relates to the time that it takes for an 
order to be satisfied, from the moment it is received at the· 
factory. 
2. Vehicle utilization. The percentage time of the day (24 hours), 
during which the vehicle is assigned a load. Thus, as sooh as a 
load is allocated to a vehicle, the latter is effectively being 
utilized. 
3. Loading resource utilization. The percentage time of the day, 
during which the loading resource i~ being utilized. 
4. Human resource utilization. The maximum number of human resources 
used at any time during the day, as compared to the maximum 
available number of resources. 
5. Distribution costs. This is measured in terms of: 
1. Total fuel consumed during a chosen time 
period. 
2. Number of hours worked under normal time 
condition during a chosen time period. 
3. Number of hours worked under overtime 
condition during a chosen time period. 
A number of input information are taken into account by the model. 












Individual load capacity 
Number of each type 
Individual fuel consumption 
Probability of repair 
Repair time 
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Maximum overtime per trip 
Probability of taking 
empties on the way back 
Distance travelled per 
trip 
GENERAL 
Time to change barrels on 
trailers 
Time to change horse/ 
trailer combination 
Time to put/remove cradle 
on/from truck 
Lunch time 
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3.3.1 Demand and Supply of Products 
Demand for products at any time is assumed to be related to two 
parameters, namely the frequency at which orders are placed everyday 
and the size of the order. Owing to the large number of different 
kinds of products and packing types that may be ordered, it would be 
intricate to treat each product on an individual basis. For the 
purpose of the model,. it is convenient therefore to break down the 
products into product groups. Five groups can be identified, as 
detailed below: 
1. Product 1 - comprises bags of PLASTICS, independently of the kind 
of plastic product.· All products stored at the Plastics 
despatch fall under this category. Order size will be 
treated as the bulk mass (in kilograms) which is 
equivalent to the cumulative sum of the individual 
constituents of the order. 
2. Product 2 - consists of AMMONIUM NITRATE raw material. Due to the 
fact that it is handled in bulk loads equivalent to the 
load-carrying capacity of the trailer, it is suitable 
to treat an order as one trailer. Hence, the order 
size is not applicable here. 
3. Product 3 - this constitutes all products handled in BARRELS. One 
barrel represents the volume that can be transported 
when it is full. In addition, because, the barrels 
are designed to contain specific types of products, 
Product 3 is subclassified into three types, namely, 
BARREL 1 for Caustic Soda, BARREL, 2 for Sulphuric acid, 
and BARREL 3 for Hydrochloric acid. In this case, 
order size represents the number of each type of barrel. 
4. Product 4 - relates to LARGE PRESSURE VESSELS (P.V). The term 
'large! applies to standard vessels of 0,8 m diameter 
a11d 1,9 m long, with a gross weight exceeding 1,5 tonnes. 
All P.Vs handled with cranes fall under this category. 
Order size is equivalent to the number of such P.Vs. 
5. Product 5 - All products not falling under the above categories, 
such as polycans, drums, small pressure vessels, are· 
classified under this group. The definition of order 












As far as ordering is concerned, it is further assumed that the above 
product groups are mutually exclusive (e.g. orders placed for Product 3 
are independent of those placed for Product 4). 
Regarding the supply of products, it is assumed to be 'infinite'. 
This is explained in conjunction with Figure 7 below: 
ustomer Orders Placed at AECI Head Office 
rders Received by Distribution Department at Factory 
rders Sent to the Transport Department 
!location of Orders to Factory Warehouses & Vehicles 
Fig. 7 - Order Route From Customer To Warehouse 
Orders are placed at the Head Office in Cape Town. At this stage, a 
preliminary planning is done to establish the availability of the 
desired product at the factory. Once it is ensured that the product 
is available, the order is issued to the distribution department of 
the plant in Somerset West, which in turn plans with the transport 
department the vehicle to be used, and the .time when delivery will be 
effected. Thus, under normal conditions, when an order is placed at 
the factory, there is enough supply to satisfy it. The model is based 
on this important assumption. 
3.3.2 Vehicle Allocation 
Vehicles are allocated according to the product type. Moreover, only 
certain combinations of mechanical horses and trailers are possible. 
This is depicted in Table 2. The code numbers that appear refer to 
the 'Item Number' used by the transport department, and will be 
























































3.3.3 Maintenance of Resources 
Only two kinds of resources are considered within the maintenance 
context; vehicles and forklift trucks. 
W~th the exception of trailers used for transporting Ammonium Nitrate,. 
all vehicles are maintained on a kilometre basis. Whenever a truck 
or a mechanical horse has travelled a cumulative distance exceeding 
5000 km, it is sent to the maintenance department for a general 
service. The vehicle then becomes unavailable for a period of 24 
hours. This also takes into account the maintenance schedule for 
each vehicle and the limitations of maintenance resources. In 
addition, for a mechanical horse, the trailer that was connected to 
it during the last journey preceeding maintenance also becomes 
unavailable. 
Concerning Ammonium Nitrate, which is classified as an explosive, law 
regulations state that explosives-handling vehicles must be maintained 
on a monthly basis, regardless of the vehicle utilization. H~nce, 
all trailers carrying the raw material go through maintenance every 
30 days, for a period of 24 hours. This also applies to the 
mechanical horses connected to these trailers. 
Forklift trucks are also serviced every month. Maintenance lasts 
5 hours, starting at 7 a.m. 
Finally, the maintenance department is assumed to work during weekdays 
only. Thus, any vehicle that needs to be maintained during a weekend 
\ 
will be delayed to Monday morning. 
3.3.4 Specifications of Resources ' 
Table 3 details specific information pertaining to each material 
resource, as well as the corresponding availability, load capacity, 












Table 3 - Specifications of Resources 
ITEM MAXIMUM LOAD FUEL 
TYPE NUMBER AVAILABLE CAPACITY CONSUMPTION DRIVER ASS.I STANT 
-- -- -- kg .e/lOOkm -- --
TRUCK 412 1 2583 15,2 1 1 
TRUCK 414 1 2060 17,6 1 2 
TRUCK 467 1 6270 28,0 1 2 
TRUCK 469 1 6060 26,7 1 1 
(4 P.V) 
TRUCK 471 1 11512 35,3 1 1 
(6 P.V) 
TRUCK 472 1 13332 I 30,0 1 2 
HORSE 305 1 N/A 45,0 1 
. 
1 
HORSE 422 1 N/A 44,7 1 1· 
HORSE 423 1 N/A 55,6 1 1 
HORSE 424 1 N/A 48,3 1 1 
HORSE 426 1 N/A 52,4 1 1 
HORSE 427 1 N/A 40,4 1 .1 
TRAILER 318 1 20000 N/A N/A N/A 
(4 Barrels 
TRAILER 430 1 23000 N/A N/A N/A 
TRAILER 431 1 20000 N/A N/A N/A 
TRAILER 438 1 22690 N/A N/A ,N/A 
TRAILER 441 1 20000 N/A N/A N/A 
(4 Barrels 
TRAILER 449 1 . 11540 N/A N/A N/A 
TRAILER 453 1 22630 N/A N/A N/A 
GANTRY N/A 1 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
FILLPT 1 N/A 1 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
FILLPT 2 N/A 1 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
BARREL 1 N/A 7 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
BARREL 2 N/A 6 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
BARREL 3 N/A 3 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
CRADLE 2 N/A 2 (2 P.V) N/A N/A N/A 














At this point, a frame of reference for building the model has been 
established. It remains now to examine the fundamental aspects of the 
model. To arrive at an appropriate solution, this chapter is broken down 
into five sections. Firstly, the basic transport network is considered, 
with emphasis on the batching of orders, vehicle states and details on the 
journey. Section 4.2 follows with some important SLAM concepts used to 
interpret the transport network, as well as the model infrastructure. 
Translation of the transport route into the model concepts is then examined 
in Section 4.3, with specific details on each product group in Section 4.4. 
To 'end with, Sectio~ 4.5 analyses the real life data in connection with 
input parameters for the model. 
4.1 Basic Transport Network 
The network consists of a closed loop of vehicles that interact with 
customer orders, loading resources and various activities. Figure 8 
illustrates the circuit. As soon as an order is placed at the factory, 
a record is made of the type of product and quantity required, the place 
where it needs to be delivered, and the time at which it was received. 
Orders for similar products are grouped together to form a batch. 
There are however four important rules controlling the grouping of 
products, as listed in order of priority below: 
1. In any batch, the earliest order should be satisfied within 48 hours. 
2. Load utilization of the vehicle should be maximized as much as 
possible. 
3. The route network utilized by the vehicle to deliver loads to 
individual customers should be as short as possible. 
4. Any delivery effected after working hours should not exceed a maximum 
overtime of 6 hours. 
The above rules are not applied on a strict basis, as it is not always 
possible to satisfy all of them at once. Nevertheless, they do 
constrain the distribution system to a large extent. 
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is available for delivery, a check is made to ensure that the vehicle 
'state' corresponds exactly to the load requirements. For instance, if 
the batch consists of 2 barrels of Sulphuric acid, 1 barrel of 
Hydrochloric acid, and 1 barrel of Caustic Soda, while the available 
trailer has 4 empty barrels of Caustic Soda connected to it, it will be 
necessary to change the barrel/trailer state. Similarly, the combination of 
horses and trailers is checked according to the allocation rules. 
When the vehicle is ready to load, another check is necessary to ensure 
that it is still economical to allow the vehicle to go on the same day 
(i.e. a customer may not be prepared to receive its load after working 
hours, or the planned overtime for the trip may be too much). The 
section 'Wait for Signal to Go' in Figure 8 is concerned with checking 
such problems. 
With the exception of repairs and maintenance, the remainder of the 
network is self-explanatory. A vehicle may break down or need to be 
maintained at any moment while it is being used. For modelling 
purposes, however, it is convenient to concentrate these two ac~ivities 
at one point in the circuit. This is performed when the vehicle 
becomes available to handle the next orders. Although this approach 
I 
does not represent the real life situation, it does not introduce any 
errors in the simulation results on a long term basis. The reason 
being that, on the long run, delays affect the system to the same 
extent as the cumulative sum of individual delays. A similar idea is 
employed with loading resources., 
4.2 Model Mechanics 
4.2.1 Fundamental Concepts 
A number of important concepts are employed to structurs the model. 
These are: 
1. Entities. 5. Attributes. 
2. Resources. 6. Global Variables. 













ENTITIES may be visualized as discrete particles flowing through the 
network. The most important type of entity used in the network is 
the order entity. In view of the fact that orders are placed at 
specific points in time, and are satisfied at some later stage, order 
entities are also introduced into the network at specific times and 
'destroyed' later on. Destruction corresponds to the removal of 
entities from the system. Furthermore, just as individual orders are 
grouped to form a batch, order entities may be combined to form a 
batch entity. The concepts of order and batch entities only differ 
in terms of interpretation. 
In the basic transport network, a number of conditions were 
underlined, with respect to the delivery of loads. One prerequisite 
was the availability of a vehicl~. This is modelled using RESOURCES. 
Whenever required, resources are allocated to the batch entity. When 
the resource is no longer required, it is freed and made available to 
other entities. 
Should the batch entity require a resource, which is unavailable, the 
entity then has to wait in FILES. Files are useful in that they 
constantly keep track of both the number of entities waiting at any 
moment and the waiting time of the entity. Hence, the number of 
customer orders waiting for a particular vehicle may be computed. 
As soon as the vehicle resource requirement is met, the batch entity 
is able to flow through the network. The rate at which it flows is 
governed by the concept of ACTIVITY. An activity contains information 
about the duration for which the entity is delayed, as well as 
conditions or probabilities that control the activity utilization. 
Thus, the batch entity is delayed through an activity for, say 24 
hours, if the vehicle resource allocated to it needs to be maintained 
at some stage. 
An ATTRIBUTE relates to a specific information that the batch entity 
carries with it throughout the network. For example, to work out the 
time that it has taken for a specific order to be satisfied, the batch 
entity carries with it the time at which the earliest order in the 












order entity from another. 
Whereas attributes apply to information that can only be used by 
specific entities, GLOBAL VARIABLES relate to information which is 
shared by the whole model. This is useful when recording information, 
and specifying conditions pertaining to all entities. One example is 
the working hours. 
The last concept is TIME. In discrete-event modelling, which applies 
to the present situation, the model is represented by variables (i.e. 
attributes and global variables) and by entities. Entities have 
attributes and belong to files. The state of the model is initiated 
by,specifying initial values to the variables employed in the 
simulation, by creating the initial entities, and by the initial 
scheduling of events. During the simulation, the model moves from 
one state to another as entities go through activities. System status 
changes only occur at the beginning or at the end of the activity. 
Thus, time does not advance within an event. The time unit employed 
in the model is the hour. 
4.2.2 Model Infrastructure 
The computer program for the model is composed of two parts; one 
written in SLAM, the other in FORTRAN. Each part is segmented into 
various sections, as depicted in Figure 9 below: 
MODEL 
I 
I ' FORTRAN SLAM NETWORK SCHEDULING OF ORDERS PRODUCT 1 - PLASTICS 
VEHICLE ALLOCATION PRODUCT 2 - AMMONIUM NITRATE 
COMPLEX DECISIONS PRODUCT 3 - BARRELS 
COMPUTATION OF PRODUCT 4 - P.V. 
CERTAIN RESULTS PRODUCT 5 - GENERAL 
DAYSHIFT MODEL 
WEEKSHIFT MODEL 
Fig. 9 - Schematic of Model Infrastructure 
The product segments are built on the foundations of the basic 
transport network presented earlier. Evidently, order and batch 












arise from the differences between the product definitions and the 
resources used in each case. 
The dayshift model contains one single entity that repeatedly travels 
through a closed loop during a time period of 24 hours. Two important 
functions are: 
1. Vary some global variables at certain times of the day. These 
variables are shared by the five product segments. 
2. Alter the availability of certain resources for specified 
durations representing the inspection of vehicles in the morning 
and the lunch time. 
The weekshift model also consists of one entity that goes round a 
loop, but during a period of 168 hours. Its only function is to vary 
a global variable representing the state of the week. It enables the 
rest of the model to differ between a Friday, a Saturday, a Sunday 
and any other day. 
The purpose of the FORTRAN section is to regularly schedule orders, 
which are then introduced as order entities into the SLAM network. 
Also, vehicle resources are allocated to the entities. Finally, other 
important decisions governing the flow of entities are included, as 
well as the computation of some results (e.g. total fuel consumed for 
each vehicle). 
4.3 Model Concepts 
Each of the product segments may be regarded as the combination of eight 
parts. This section deals with each of them separately. 
4.3.1 Creation of Demand 
Orders for each of the product groups are created at certain 
frequencies every day. Due to the fact that in the real life 
situation, the daily number of orders is not constant, the order 
frequencies in the model follow some statistical distributions. This 
is dealt with in Section 4.5. 
Once the number of orders has been computed for the day, they are 












uniform distribution with a range corresponding to 9 working hours. 
Furthermore, because orders were observed to be placed mostly during 
weekdays, with rare exceptions during weekends, the model schedules 
orders only during weekdays. 
The last important parameter is the order size. Based upon the 
product group definitions in Section 3.3.1, the order size is 
statistically distributed for each product. Order entities are then 
introduced into the SLAM network by means of ENTER nodes. Following 
creation, the size of individual entities is added up in either 
FORTRAN USER FUNCTIONS, or in a FORTRAN EVENT SUBROUTINE, until the 
required batch size is met. Batch sizing is itself depend~nt on the 
available vehicle resources, load utilization and customer service. 
It is important to note that a batch entity is formed from the last 
order entity that cooperated to complete the batch. Thus, all the 
previous entities are destroyed since they are no longer needed. 
4.3.2 Allocation of Demand 
Following its formation, the batch entity is stored in one of several 
files, and awaits a vehicle resource to become available. The AWAIT 
files only differ in the allocation of resources to them. For 
instance, a batch entity representing 19645 kg of plastic product 
must not await in a file where a RESOURCE TRUCK 472, with a load 
capacity of 13332 kg, may be available. 
As mentioned in Section 3.1.2 (see Table 2, p. 17), certain vehicle 
allocations are possible. At this stage, therefore, the entity calls 
SUBROUTINE ALLOC in FORTRAN, to test which of the possible allocations 
can be achieved. Should an allocation be possible, the appropriate 
RESOURCES are SEIZED by the entity. Otherwise, the entity continues 
to wait. Should there be more than one entity in any one file, the 
earliest entity (i.e. the earliest batch of orders) is given priority. 
4.3.3 Change Vehicle State As Necessary 
It is necessary now to check what state the vehicle was in on its last 
journey. Depending on the product group, some of the following questions 












1. Is the actual HORSE/TRAILER combination required identical to the 
previous combination? 
2. Does the number and type of BARRELS requlred on the actual TRAILER 
correspond exactly to the previous combination? 
3. Does the TRUCK require CRADLE resources? If yes, were these CRADLES 
connected to the TRUCK on the last journey? 
The above checks are effected by a call to the appropriate FORTRAN 
USER FUNCTION. Should the test be negative, the batch entity is 
delayed in an ACTIVITY for a period representing the time to effect 
the necessary change. 
4.3.4 Hold The Journey As Necessary 
Recalling the basic transport network, this section is equivalent to 
the 'Wait For Signal To Go' (refer Figure 8, p. 21). Again, a call 
is made to FORTRAN USER FUNCTION (2), where a decision is taken to 
allow the entity to carry on. The following rules apply: 
1. Go if the time is between 7 a.m and 12 p.m, and it is a weekday. 
This applies to deliveries during normal working hours. 
2. Else, wait until the next morning if it is Monday to Thursday, and 
if the earliest order would then be still satisfied within the 
maximum target demand time (i.e. 48 hours). 
3. Else, wait until Monday morning if it is Friday, and if the 
earliest order would then still be satisfied within 150 % of the 
target demand time. In this case, an order placed on Friday 
morning would wait until Monday for delivery. However, orders 
placed earlier during the week would still run the chance to be 
satisfied on Friday. 
4. Else, wait until Monday morning if it is a weekend, ·and if the 
earliest order would then still be satisfied within the target 
demand time. 
5. Else, wait until the next morning or Monday morning if the maximum 
overtime condition would be overridden. 
,6. Else, the vehicle is allowed to go on the same day. 
The above rules have been designed with the objective to satisfy two 
opposing distribution targets, namely to satisfy the customer in time 












effected is high in the morning, but decreases gradually as the time 
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Fig. 10 - Variation of Planned Working Time With Day Time 
Should rules no. 2 to 5 be met, the entity is delayed by the 
appropriate time. Otherwise, it carries on through the network. 
4.3.5 Journey 
A journey consists of the following sequence of activities: 
'\ 
'\ 
' ' ' 
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1. Load the vehicle. Loading time depends on the batch size and the 
loading time per unit size. 
2. Travel to all the customers. Travelling time corresponds to the 
sum of the travelling time from the factory to the first customer 
and between customers. 
3. Unload completely the vehicle. This depends on the batch size and 
the unloading time per unit size. 
4. Load empties if required. Loading time is expressed as a statistical 
distribution. 
5. Travel back to the factory. Travelling time is equivalent to the 
time from the last customer to the factory. 














The durations for the above activities are all statistically 
distributed, and also depend on the product group. In order to treat 
entities on an individual basis, most of the activity durations are 
specified as attributes. 
4.3.6 Repair Vehicle As Necessary 
After each trip, there is a probability that the batch entity, now 
effectively representing the vehicle, will be delayed to represent 
the repair time. The probability and repair time for all vehicles have 
the same value and statistical distribution respectively. Thus, it is 
assumed that vehicles are equally likely to break down. 
4.3.7 1. Update km Travelled, Fuel Consumed & Overtime. 2. Maintenance 
Throughout the network, the entity carries with it an attribute 
representing the distance travelled (in km) for the trip. By calling 
FORTRAN USER FUNCTION (5), the total distance travelled and fuel 
consumed by the particular vehicle since the beginning of the simulation 
is updated. In addition, a check is made on the actual time. Should 
it be after 4 p.m on a weekday or after 7 a.m during the weekend, 
overtime hours worked are computed and updated. 
A further call to USER FUNCTION (6) checks whether the vehicle is due 
for maintenance. Every time the total distance travelled exceeds 
5000 km, it is reset to O, and the entity is delayed for a period 
corresponding to the maintenance time. 
4.3.8 Free Resources and Terminate 
At this point, the entity is meaningless to exist any more. Before 
destruction, the vehicle resources are recorded. This will allow the 
vehicl~ state to be compared with the previous state on the next 
journey. All resources connected to the entity are then FREED and 












4.3.9 Collection Of Results From The Network 
The following results are collected within the model for each of the 
five products: 
1. Demand Time. This refers to the elapsed time between the moment 
the first order in a batch is placed and the time when all customers 
are satisfied. For Product 2, however, the demand time is measur~d 
only when the raw material has been unloaded at the factory. 
2. Trip Time A. The time taken between starting loading the products 
at the factory and travelling back to the factory. 
3. Trip Time B. Equivalent to the sum of Trip Time A and vehicle 
repair time. 
4. Trip Time C. Equivalent to the sum of Trip Time A, the vehicle 
repair time, and the vehicle maintenance time. 
Records on trip times are accomplished by marking on ATTRIBUTE (2) of 
the entity the actual time when loading starts (for Product 1, 3, 4, 
and 5) or when the vehicle leaves the factory to fetch the raw material 
(for Product 2). 
4.4 Specific Details 
The model concepts described in the previous section vary slightly from 
one product group to another. These variations are highlighted for 
each product in Appendix B, together with details on the following: 
1. The tlayshift model. 
2. The weekshift model. 
3. Starting the simulation. 
4. Simulation run length. 
5. Feeding information to the system. 
6. Collecting time-persistent statistics. 
Reference is also made to a summary on attributes, global variables, 
and files in Appendix C, as well as to the computer programs in Appendix 













4.5 Data Analysis 
Having discussed the basic transport network and the different simulation 
concepts associated with it, the last step is to feed the model with 
real-life data. This section covers the data collection stage and its 
conversion into the modelling format. 
4.5.1 Collection 
All information was gathered from the Transport Department of AECI. 
Fortunately, vehicle log sheets are available on a daily basis, and 
provided information on the mechanical horse/trailer combination used, 
loading, unloading and travelling times, repair times, inspection and 
lunch times, distance travelled, and the different products and 
quantities delivered. Data pertaining to orders was collected from 
relevant records of order forms. Remaining information was obtained 
from the Transport Manager. All data collected is based on 
distribution during January and February 1988. 
4.5.2 Conversion 
For each product group, statistical distributions were obtained for 
the following·variables: · 
1. Loading time at the factory and unloading time at the customers. 
For Products 1 and 5, these variables are expressed in [Hour/kg] 
as they vary continuously with the load size. For Product 3 and 4, 
the,units used are [Hour/Barrel] and [Hour/P.V.] respectively. As 
Product 2 is handled in bulk, loading and unloading times are 
expressed in [Hour/Trip]. 
2. Loading times of empties at the customers and unloading times at 
the factory. These apply to Products 4 and 5. In the absence of 
accurate information on the size of empties carried, the times are 
expressed in [Hour]. 
3. Number of orders placed per day. 
4. The size of orders for the corresponding products. The size is 
expressed in [kg] for Products 1 and 5, in [Barrel] for Product 3 
and in [P.V.] for Product 4. This variable does not apply to 
Product 2 as it is handled in bulk (i.e. one order represents one 












5. Inspection time [Hr] for vehicles and lunch duration [Hr]. These 
are assumed to be the same in all cases. 
6. Repair time [Hr]. It is assumed that the distribution of durations 
is the same for all vehicles. 
7. Distance travelled [km/Trip]. Owing to the fact that deliveries 
are effected to over 100 locations in the peninsula, it is beyond 
the scope of this thesis to optimize the transportation route. The 
distribution represents therefore the total distance travelled per 
trip, from the factory to the all the customers and back to the 
factory, regardless of the customer location. 
8. Away time [Hr/Trip]. This represents the total travelling time 
from the factory to the last customer. 
The results of statistical distributions for the above variables are 
presented in Appendix G, together with the criteria used in choosing 
them. In addition, information is provided on all the other variables 













SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
As mentioned in Chapter 3, distribution performance is assessed in terms of 
the customer service, resource utilization and distribution costs. This 
chapter attempts to analyse in detail these performance measures, using 
different strategies. Simulation results for the model are first ·presented 
and then compared with existing information on the ac~ual situation at AECI, 
thus allowing the relevance of the model to be established. The impact of 
various alternative strategies on distribution effectiveness is then 
studied. It is important to point out that all results discussed in this 
section are based on distribution during January and February 1988. 
Consequently, it is not intended to make generalizations, as the effect of 
seasonality is not taken into account. 
5.1 Actual Situation 
Appendix H presents sample computer results for the actual situation. 
These fall under the categories discussed in the following sections. 
5.1.1 Statistics for Variables Based on Observation 
For each of the five products, some variables may be identified, 
namely: 
1. Demand Time, which represents the time to satisfy the customers, 
from the moment the orders are placed. With the exception of 
Ammonium Nitrate (Product 2), this value applies to the earliest 
order in any batch. Thus, all customers are satisfied within this 
time. 
2. Trip Time A, equivalent to the total journey time (i.e. factory-
customers-factory). 
3. Trip Time B, the total journey time and repair time combined. 
4. Trip Time C, the total journey time, repair time and maintenance 
time combined. 
Mean values for the variables are provided, as well as the 
corresponding distributions (i.e. standard deviation, the ratio of the 
standard deviation to the mean, minimum and maximum values observed). 












journeys effected during the simulation period. 
Histograms, showing the distributions of demand time and trip times 
for the different pioducts, appear in Figures 11 to 30 (page 47 to 52),, 
and are illustrated in detail in Appendix H. The following observations 
are made from a comparison of the different demand times: 
1. The time to satisfy orders for Plastics products (Product 1) is 
normally distributed over a range of 1 to 135 hours, with a mean of 
65 hours. In addition, only 47 % of the batches are satisfied 
within a target demand time of 48 hours. 
2. Demand time for Product 5 is also distributed over a relatively 
large range (1 to 125 hours). However, for approximately the same 
number of batches as for Product 1, as much as 61 % of them are 
satisfied within 48-hours. 
3. Orders for the remaining products are satisfied within a relatively 
shorter time. On average, it takes 23,4, 37,2 and 19,5 hours to 
satisfy orders for Products 2, 3 and 4 respectively. Moreover, 
the waiting times tend to follow gamma distributions (i.e. there 
are more batches satisfied in a shorter time). Thus, 92 %, 83 % 
and 94 % of the batches for Products 2, 3 and 4 respectively are 
satisfied within the target demand time. 
4. Considering all products together, demand time averages 40,4 hours. 
Two main factors control the demand time, namely, the trip time and 
the waiting time for the different distribution resources. Referring 
to the histograms for the trip times, it is seen that, for each product 
group, the distributions of Trip Time A, B and C are nearly identical. 
This indicates that breakdowns and maintenance of vehicles do not 
significantly affect the journey time. However, delivery of Product 1 
to the customers takes approximately 4 times longer than that for the 
other products. This explains to some extent the observations made 
with respect to the demand times. The results for the waiting times 
are studied in Section 5.3.1. 
5.1.2 Statistics for Time-Persistent Variables 
This applies to: 












individual vehicle resources (i.e. truck and horse/trailer). 
Vehicles are classified according to their factory item number. 
The cumulative values of these two variables are also computed. 
2. Information on Product 3; specifically, the. corresponding number 
of trips done with a load of 1, 2, 3 and 4 barrels, the total 
number of barrels carried and the utilization of barrels at any 
moment. 
3. The number of drivers and assistants utilized at any moment. 
4. The number of trucks, mechanical horses and trailers employed at 
any moment. Results show that horses and trailers are better . 
utilized than trucks. 
5. The amount of overtime (hours) worked during weekdays and weekends, 
together with the total overtime. Overtime amounts to 512 hours 
during the week and 177 hours during weekends. This averages 3,1 
hours per overtime journey. 
6. The total number of trips done under normal and overtime conditions, 
as well as the number of journeys that were ready to start on some 
-
day, but were delayed until the next day or week to save on 
overtime. 
7. The simulation period, in terms of the number of days. 
In this category, information is provided on the mean, standard 
deviation, minimum, maximum and current values, as well as the time 
interval between the start and end of the simulation. However, only 
the maximum values are noteworthy for the cumulative variables (i.e. 
km travelled, fuel consumed, overtime, etc.). 
Daily utilizations of human resources, vehicle resources, barrel 
resources and vehicle resources maintained are described in the plots 
shown in Appendix H. The following pertain to a 62-day distribution 
period: 
1. The results for human resources overestimate the actual utilization, 
because the model assumes that human resources are utilized whenever 
vehicle resources are utilized (i.e. even when it is waiting for the 
next day to start loading). However, the plot·provides meaningful 
information on human resource utilization. It shows that, most 
often, there are between 4 and 7 drivers utilized, while the 
utilization of assistants is concentrated within a range of 4 to 9. 












assistants are required. Consequently, with better scheduling of 
deliveries and levelling resources, the number of hum·an 'resources 
could be reduced. 
2. The number of trucks utilized vary most often from 1 to 3, with rare 
occasions when 4 truck~ are used, and other occasions with zero 
utilization. This is indeed an important observation in that the 
model can assist in resource scheduling to improve utilization. 
3. The number of mechanical horses and trailers vary most frequently 
from 2 to 5. Moreover, there is only one day when 6 resources of 
each are utilized. This implies that, within the present distribution 
period, vehicle resources could have been reduced by 2 with 'better 
resource scheduling. 
4. Barrel utilization tends to follow a random pattern with minimum and 
maximum utilizations of 0 (for 21 days including weekends) and 8 
respectively. Nevertheless a comparison of these figures with a 
total number of 16 barrel resources suggests that barrels are very 
much underutilized. 
5. Referring to the plot for the number of vehicle resources maintained 
every day, the maintenance department was active on 3 vehicles during 
the same day for only one day, while for the remainder of the days 
when it was active, there was only 1 vehicle being maintained. In 
addition, the time between maintenance varies from 0 to 15 days at 
a time, with no maintenance during weekends. Such information is 
noteworthy when planning the requirements of the maintenance 
department for alternative distribution policies. 
5.1.3 File Statistics 
Information on the first 17 files is meaningful. A label is associated 
with each file to describe what the orders are waiting for. Refer to 
the section on File Statistics in Appendix H for a detailed explanation 
of labels. 
For each of the files the average number of the order batches that 
have been waiting is presented, together with the maximum and current 
number, and the average waiting time (in hours). These values are 
important in that they indicate the relative concentration of order 












from the results: 
1. On average, orders for Products 1 and 5 have been awaiting vehicles 
significantly longer than those for Products 2, 3 and 4. This 
identifies an existing imbalance in the vehicle/product 
allocation. This is further emphasized by the fact that although 
orders for Products 1 and 5 waited relatively longer than those 
for Products 3 and 4, there have been less orders for the former 
products waiting than the latter products. 
2. Waiting times for the remainder of the resources are considerably 
shorter. On average, it takes 0,227 hour (14 minutes) for a 
barrel resource to become available, while a forklift truck is 
available within 0,145 hour (9 minutes) when required. Hence, 
resources other than vehicles do not appear to constrain the 
distribution. 
5.1.4 Regular Activity Statistics 
These apply to all activities used in the network to direct or 
delay the batch or order entities. The most significant result in 
this category is the entity count, which refers to the number of orders 
or batches that went through the different activities. For instance, 
there were 20, 46 and 40 batches that were assigned to the small-
sized, medium-sized and large~sized vehicles (Product 1) respectively. 
This directly indicates the relative utilization of these vehicles. 
Utilization of larger vehicles is also emphasized for Product 5. 
Moreover, on the 63 journeys effected by vehicles for Product 4, the 
vehicles broke down on 6 journeys. Similar results are available for 
vehicles carrying the other products. Other useful information is 
tabulated for changing horse/trailer combinations, number of orders 
for the different barrels, etc. 
5.1.5 Resource Statistics 
The most important result concerns the average utilization of resources. 
Each tabulated figure should be divided by the corresponding maximum 
number of resources to obtain the percentage time of the day during 
which the resource is unavailable. For vehicles, the results exclude 
the inspection and lunch-times, whereas for the GANTRY and FILLPT 1 and 2 












0,72 for HORSE 472 indicates that during 24 hours, the vehicle was 
used for 17,2 hours, which includes the waiting time to go, loading 
and unloading times, total journey time, breakdowns and maintenance. 
However, an average utilization of 1,2 for BARREL 1 (maximum capacity 7) 
means that each of the barrels was utilized for 
1,2 * 100 % = 17,1 % of the day. 
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Truck utilization averages 39 % (9,4 hours), while the mechanical horses 
and trailers were used 68,7 % (16,5 hours) of the day. These results 
confirm the fact that larger vehicles are better utilized. Furthermore, 
this imbalance suggests that the overtime worked (689 hours) is mainly 
accounted for by the high utilization of trailers. 
CRADLE resources have 100 % utilization, indicating that the vehicles 
for Product 4 were never used for carrying Product 5. Hence, the cradles 
were always connected to these vehicles. Furthermore, the ·imbalance 
between the demand times for Products 4 and 5 suggests that the rule 
employed to deliver Product 5, using Product 4 vehicles, is not 
sophisticated enough. 
The remaining resources appear to be underutilized. On average, the 
fillpoints are active during 5,5 % of the day, while total barrel 
utilization amounts to 2 every day. Concerning the forklift trucks, 
each of them is employed in loading operations during 7 % of the day. 
5.2 Relevance of the Results 
It is convenient, at this stage, to compare the simulation results with 
available information on the actual distribution. Table 4 illustrates 
the comparison for some important parameters and shows that they 
correlate relatively well. The results for the actual situation are 












TABLE 4 - Comparison of Simulation Results With Actual Distribution 
VARIABLE ACTUAL MODEL DISCREPANCY (%) 
* * Average Demand Time (Hour) 48 40,4· - 15,8 
Load Utilization (%) 69,6 70,0 + 0,6 
Total Overtime (Hour) 676 689 + 1,9 
** Number of Trips - Pl 137 109 - 20,4 
Number of Trips - P2 156 167 + 7,1 
** Number of Trips - P3 147 104 - 29,3 
Number of Trips - P4 & P5 176 179 + 1,7 
Total Number of Trips 616 559 - 9,3 
Total Distance Travelled (km) 68985 64246 - 6,9 
Number of Barrels Carried 474 397 - 16,2 
Note: * - The 'actual' value represents the actual target, whereas the 
'model' value is the achieved demand time. 
** - These disc~epancie~ arise from the rules utilized in batching 
orders. The rules do not exactly correspond to the ones used 
in practice. 
5.3 Alternative Strategies 
Ten different strategies were simulated to estimate the impact of 
certain system parameters on distribution effectiveness. The results 
for each strategy have been summarized in Appendix I, and are discussed 
under this section. It is important to mention that each strategy is 
based on the actual prevailing conditions, with the exception of one 
distribution parameter being varied. 
5.3.1 Variation of Load Utilization 
This strategy only applies to vehicles delivering Products 1 and 5, 
as the other products are treated in bulk or discrete quantities. 
Nevertheless, owing to the existing vehicle allocation rules, all 
products are affected in the end. 
Under this scheme, load utilization is altered in turn from 70 %, 
which represents the actual utilization achieved, to 50 %, 60 %, 80 % 












enough orders can be combined to fulfill the desired utilization. 
The following effects are observed when increasing the utilization 
from 50 % to 90 % 
1. Average demand time constantly increases from 37,8 hours to 40,4 
hours at 70 %. A further increase of 10 % in load utilization 
results in an abrupt rise to 49,4 hours. From 80 % to 90 %, the 
increase is even more pronounced. 
2. Overall vehicle utilization gradually decreases from: 57,2 %to. 53~1"% 
(at 80 %), with no significant reduction thereafter. This is 
associated with an improvement in trailer utilization. 
3. Increasing the load utilization to 70 % results jn 5 % saving in 
fuel consumption. However, a further increase to 90 % increases 
fuel consumption by 3 %. This is explained by the higher fuel 
consumption of mechanical horses with respect to trucks. 
4. Overtime does not follow a specific trend for load utilizations of 
50 to 70 %. However, a further increase of 10 % in load utilization 
increases overtime by 6,5 % whereas from 80 to 90 %, overtime rises 
by 12,4 %. This is associated with longer loading and unloading 
times per trip, and the fact that vehicles probably leave later 
during the day (i.e. more orders have to be received). 
In view of reaching the best compromise between customer service, 
resource utilization and distribution costs, the optimum load 
utilization should be 80 %. Such a utilization is assumed for the 
remaining strategies. 
5.3.2 Variation of Target Demand Time 
Target demand time was altered from 48 hours to 24 and 72 hours. The 
following observations may be made: 
1. Customers can not be satisfied within 24 hours. Thus, with the 
target demand time set to 24 hours, avarage demand time drops from 
49,4 to 40,4 hours only. This indicates that the constraints 
imposed onto the system by the other parameters (i.e. a load 
utilization of 80 %, limitations on the different resources, etc.) 
do not allow ·the target to be achieved. Furthermore, in ah attempt 
to satisfy the customers earlier, the vehicles tend to work more 
under overtime condition, and are thus delayed less until the next 












23 % , while overall vehicle utilization decreases from 53,1 % to 
40,1 %. Average waiting times of the loads for vehicles also 
decreases, by 5 hours, which.confirms that the vehicles go faster 
through the transport loop, thus becoming ayailable earlier. 
2. On the other hand, opposite results are obtained when the target 
demand time is increased to 72 hours. Quantitatively, average 
demand time rises to 52,9 hours, with an overall increase to 56,4 % 
in vehicle utilization and 3 hours in waiting times. Moreover, 
overtime is reduced by 13,8 %. 
5.3.3 Variation of Maintenance Frequency for Vehicles 
The actual frequency of 5000 km between maintenance of vehicles for 
Products 1, 3, 4 and 5 was changed to 4000, 4500, 5500 and 6000 km. 
With the exception of the average demand time, which steadily increases 
with more frequent maintenance, most of the remaining distribution 
performance parameters tend to follow a sinusoidal pattern. For 
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Fig. 31 - Variation of Overall Vehicle Utilization With Maintenance 
Frequency 
The above variation appears doubtful, but may be understood in terms 
of the maintenance time in each case. The model assumes that the 
maintenance department does not work during weekends. Consequently, 
while a vehicle will be delayed for 24 hours if it is maintained during 
the week, it will be forced to wait until Monday if maintenance were to 












explain the results. For instance, at a frequency of 4500 km, there 
could have been more vehicles maintained during weekends, while at 
5500 km, there could have been less. However, it is believed that 
the actual maintenance rules utilized could be improved. 
5.3.4 Variation of Maintenance Time for Vehicles 
Maintenance time was changed from 24 hours to 16 and 36 hours. 
Similarly to the previous section, the results are inconsistent with 
logical expectations. They suggest that variations in maintenance 
time can only be fully analysed with additional knowledge on the 
period of the week at which vehicles are maintained. 
5.3.5 Variation of Maximum Overtime Per Trip 
Under this strategy, the effect of altering the desired maximum 
overtime per trip from 6 hours to 4 and 8 hours is analysed. Results 
show that: 
1. While the average demand time increases by 15 hours for a reduction 
of 2 hours in maximum overtime, an equivalent increase reduces the 
demand time by 8 hours. Waiting times of the orders for the 
vehicles also follow a similar trend. 
2. Overall vehicle utilization rises by 3,1 % when more overtime is 
allowed, but drops by 1,9 % with less overtime. The above 
observations are consistent in that vehicles are delayed to start 
a journey until the next day or week more often when maximum 
overtime is low. 
3. With a 4-hour maximum overtime policy, total overtime is reduced by 
38 hours. On the other hand, it is increased by 123 hours with a 
8-hour policy. 
4. A saving of approximately 120 litres of fuel can be achieved with a 
4-hour policy, while 350 more litres of fuel are consumed with a 
8-hour policy. 
5.3.6 Variation of Probability of Repair 
Increasing the probability of repair (i.e. the frequency of breakdowns) 
from 0,10 to 0,125 resulted in a 19,2 % rise in average demand time. 












demand time. Furthermore, should the vehicles break down less 
frequently, the customers would still be satisfied in a longer time. 
This inconsistency is attributed to the following explanations: 
1. When comparing the number of repairs with the number of journeys 
travelled, the probabilities obtained do not always correlate with 
the ones implemented. For example, when a 0,125 probability is · 
chosen, results show that 61 repairs were effected on 534 journeys 
in total. This corresponds to an effective probability of 0,114. 
At 0,15, the probability obtained is 0,166. 
2. A break down of the total number of repairs into the repairs of 
vehicles for each product group does not provide steady values for 
the probability of repair. 
The above observations were initially believed to be related to 
background 'noise' in the random number generation process. 
Nevertheless, tests were made by altering the seed number governing 
the random number generation and proved negative. It is thought, 
therefore, that the approach employed to model.breakdowns is not 
sophisticated enough. 
5.3.7 Variation of Inspection Time 
Presently, all vehicles and forklift trucks are delayed every morning 
for a period of 0,35 hour (21 minutes) for inspection and fuelling. 
Alteration of inspection time to 0,45, 0,60 and 0,75 hour had 
significant impacts on some performance measures. These are as follows: 
1. An increase of 0,1 hour raises average demand time by 8,4 hours. 
The influence of subsequent increments of 0,15 hour on demand time 
tend to decrease exponentially, as depicted in Figure 32: 
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2. Overtime worked follows a trend similar to ~emand time. 
3. Average waiting time of the loads for vehicles increases. 
4. Overall vehicle utilization is reduced. This is consistent in that 
vehicles become less available as inspection time is increased. 
5. The influence on the availability of forklift trucks does not 
significantly affect distribution. 
The effect of increasing inspection time is to delay delivery starting 
time in the morning. As a result, vehicles come back relatively later 
and run higher chances to have their afternoon trips delayed until the 
next morning. This increases demand time which, in turn, encourages 
more deliveries under overtime condition on the long run. Such 
significant effects on demand time for slight increases in inspection 
time show however that the rules employed by the model are too strict. 
5.3.8 Variation of Time to Change Horse/Trailer Combination 
The influence of this strategy on demand time, overtime and waiting 
time of loads for vehicles is similar to that of inspection time. It 
is however less pronounced as trucks are not affected. The following 
occurs when altering the change duration from 0,50 hour to 0,75 and 
0,25 hour: 
1. Average demand time rises from 49,4 hours to 63,4 hours. A 
corresponding drop in the change duration improves demand time by 
15,5 hours~ 
2. Overtime varies from 673 hours, for a 0,25-hour change duration, to 
808 hours, for a 0,75-hour change duration. 
3. Average waiting time steadily increases·from 1 14;4: hours to 35;8 
hours when the change duration is varied from 0,25 to 0,75 hour. 
4. Truck utilization remains nearly constant while horse/trailer 
utilization rises from 63,3 % to 70,5 %. This results from the 
longer periods for which they are delayed. 
In'this context, the optimal solution would be to suppress the activity 
of changing the horse/trailer combinations. This could be done by 
allocating permanently each mechanical horse to a unique trailer. 












5.3.9 Release of Constraint oh Horse/Trailer Allocation 
At present, trailers are dedicated to carry specific products. In 
addition, they only be connected to certain mechanical horses. Thus, 
situations may arise when a trailer is available for loading, but can 
not be connected to the available horses because of the allocation 
rules. This can evidently delay deliveries. Under this strategy, the 
model was modified to allow any possible horse/trailer allocation. 
Results are in general positive and are commented upon below: 
1. Demand times for most products are improved. Average demand time 
is reduced by 4,2 hours. 
2. The total number of trips is reduced by 21, resulting in a saving 
of 576 litres of fuel. 
3. Horse/trailer utilization is improved with respect to truck 
utilization. 
4. A reduction of 3,3 hours occurs in the average waiting time of 
loads for vehicles. 
5. Average utilization of human resources decreases from 14,1 to 13,4. 
6. Overtime is ·increased by 53 hours. This is due to the number of 
trips being decreased. 
5.3.10 Reduction in Vehicle Resources 
Simulation results provided relatively low values for the present 
overall vehicle utilization. This policy consists of altering in turn 
one of the vehicle resources from 1 to O. An examination of the 
results suggests that one of the following actions should be taken: 
1. Discard TRUCK 412 (Product 5). With an 80 % load utilization, this 
vehicle has an·average utilization of 19 %. Under the above policy, 
average demand time would drop from 49,4 hours to 42,8 hours. This 
results from all orders for Product 5 being concentrated on larger 
capacity vehicles (i.e. TRUCK 467 and TRUCK 472). Furthermore, 
overtime would be reduced by 9 %, fuel consumption by 2600 litres 
and human resources by 2. 
2. Remove TRUCK 469 (Product 4). This would increase the average 
demand time to 50 hours only, while 43 hours more -Overtime would 
be necessary. In addition, 813 litres of fuel would be saved, 
with a reduction of 2 human resources. Moreover, demand time for 












3. Remove TRAILER 453 for Product 2. Under actual conditions, 
Ammonium Nitrate is handled mainly by TRAILERS 430 and 431, with 
a low utilization of TRAILER 453. Under this policy, a 7-hour 
increase in demand time would occur for Product 2, with a 2-hour 
rise in the average demand time for all products. Overtime would 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 
In the model-building process, one important target was to incorporate the 
main facets of the distribution system. Moreover, the rules employed by 
the model were designed as realistically as possible. On account of the 
results obtained, some areas for improvement were identified. The following 
embellishments are suggested: 
1. The model assumes that customer orders are placed at random times during 
working hours. This does not exactly represent the actual situation, as 
orders are placed more frequently at certain times of the day. In this 
regard, the model could be improved to take into account the relative 
chances thta orders are placed withing specific time periods (e.g. 50 % 
of the orders are placed between 11 a.m. and 1 p.m., 20 % between 1 p.m. 
and 3 p.m., etc.). This could be achieved using discrete probability 
distributions. 
2. The simulation results obtained provided relatively low values for the 
utilizations of the forklift trucks, gantry and filling points~ One 
improvement would be to incorporate into the model any additional 
activities in which these resources are involved. Presently, no accurate 
information is available on the utilization of these resources. 
3. In the actual model, only the effects of vehicle breakdowns and 
maintenance on the total journey time were studied. The model could be 
improved to provide information on the influences of the loading time, 
travelling time and unloading time. This could be achieved by inserting 
COLCT (Collect) nodes after the relevant ACTIVITIES in the SLAM network. 
4. The model could also be refined to take into account any emergency 
customer requests. One approach would be to mark an ATTRIBUTE on the 
'urgent' order entities to distinguish them from normal entities, and 
assigning them higher priorities in the files. Furthermore, these order 
entities would be allowed to go as soon as a vehicle resource is 
available, regardless of any condition that could normally hold the 
entity back (e.g. maximum overtime exceeded). 
5. The present vehicle maintenance rules did not enable the effects of 
maintenance frequency and duration to be properly analysed. In this 
regard, the model could be embellished by allowing the vehicles that 
need to be maintained during weekends (i.e. when the maintenance 












Consequently, whenever a vehicle resource would need to be serviced, it 
would always be delayed for the same time period. At present, when 
the maintenance department is closed, an additional delay of 48 hours is 
incurred. 
6. It was shown that the frequencies of vehicle breakdowns obtained at the 
end of the simulation period did not correlate with the desired simulation 
frequencies. The actual model employs only one GLOBAL VARIABLE to 
represent the probability of repair in the five product segments of the 
network. It is suggested that a separate GLOBAL VARIABLE should be used 













CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The SLAM II model of the chemical distribution system has proved to be a 
powerful tool for identifying the key variables of the system. Based on 
distribution for January and February 1988, an evaluation of the simulation 
results revealed the following: 
1. Trucks were utilized for 39 % of the day, while the utilization of 
mechanical horses and trailers averaged 69 %. In addition, a maximum 
number of 4 trucks out of 6 were used at any moment, whereas all 
mechanical horses and trailers were utilized on only one day. 
2. Mean vehicle load utilization was 70 %. 
3. Overtime deliveries amounted to 512 hours during weekdays and 177 hours 
during weekends. 
4. Total fuel consumption was 24495 litres. 
5. Vehicle breakdowns occurred at a frequency of 1 in every 10 journeys. 
6. Customer orders were fulfilled in a mean time of 40,4 hours. 
Nevertheless, only 47 % of the batches of orders for Plastics products 
* were satisfied within a. target satisfaction of demand time of 48 hours. 
7. On average, loads waited 22,2 h urs for vehicles to become available. 
Waiting times of the orders for Plastics and General products were 
however significantly longer than those for Ammonium Nitrate, Barrels and 
large Pressure Vessels. 
8. Maintenance and repairs of vehicles did not significantly influence the 
journey time. .However, delivery of Plastics products took approximately 
four times longer than deliveries of the other products. 
9. A maximum number of 9 drivers and 11 assistants were utilized at any 
moment. 
In general, simulation results agreed well with existing information on the 
actual situation. A variety of alternative strategies were simulated to 
estimate the impact of certain system parameters on distribution 
effectiveness. 
The following conclusions can be drawn from the results: 
1. By increasing the vehicle load utilization to 80 %, customers would be 
* Note: - The target satisfaction of demand time is referred to as the 












satisfied in an average time of 49 hours. Load utilization could be 
increased by batching more orders together. This policy would represent 
the best compromise between customer service, resource utilization and 
distribution costs. The remaining policies are based on an 80 % load 
utilization. 
2. By extending the target time to satisfy the demand to 72 hours, overtime 
wohlld be reduced by 14 %, while the customers would be satisfied in a 
mean time of 53 hours. 
3. The influence of varying the maintenance frequency and duration for 
vehicles could not be f~lly investigated. In this regard, the maintenance 
rules employed by the model need to be improved. 
4. No significant improvements were obtained by altering the present 6-hour 
policy with respect to the maximum overtime per journey. 
5. Variation of the frequency of breakdowns for vehicles did not yield 
consistent results, as the approach employed is not sophisticated enough. 
6. Morning inspection of vehicles had a significantly. adverse influence on 
* the satisfaction of demand time. Ideally, it should be effected outside 
delivery hours. 
7. The effect of delaying vehicles during delivery hours for changing the 
mechanical horse/trailer combination can considerably increase the 
satisfaction of demand time and overtime. The optimal solution would be 
to effect these changes outside delivery hours. 
8. The present mechanical horse/trailer allocation rules constrain 
\ 
distribution. By allowing all possible combinations, the average 
satisfaction of demand time would be reduced by 4 hours, together with 
a reduced number of trips and a saving of 576 litres in fuel consumption. 
9. By discarding TRUCK 412 from the system and concentrating loads on larger 
vehicles, the average satisfaction of demand time would be reduced by 7 
hours, with a 9 % saving in overtime. Alternately, removal of TRUCK 469 
would increase the mean satisfaction of demand time by 1 hour and 
overtime by 43 hours. However, 813 litres of fuel would be saved, with a 
reduction of 2 human resources. The last potential alternative would be 
to discard TRAILER 453. This would increase the mean satisfaction of 
demand time by 2 hours and overtime by 144 hours. 
* Note The satisfaction of demand time is referred to as the demand time 












On the basis of the conclusions, the following actions are recommended: 
1. Increase the vehicle load utilization by batching more orders together. 
2. Increase the target time to satisfy the demand to 72 hours. 
3. Inspect vehicles outside delivery hours. 
4. Reduce the changes in mechanical horse/trailer combination during 
delivery hours to a minimum. In addition, when required, allow the 
trailers to be connected to any mechanical horse. If necessary, modify 
the design for the horse/trailer linkage mechanism. 
5. Discard TRUCK 412. 
6. Investigate the existing imbalance in vehicle/product allocation (i.e. 
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PRODUCTS HANDLED AT AECI 
TABLE Al - Products Handled at the Acid Despatch 
CONTAINER WEIGHT 
TYPE DIMENSIONS PRODUCT NAME GROSS TARE NET 
- cm - kg kg kg 
DRUM 
(Mild Steel) ¢ 58 * 58 Persolve 341 15 326 
Sulphuric Acid 242 15 227 
Tetrasolve 339 15 324 
Trichlor 315 15 300 
Arc ton 11 300 15 285 
¢ 36 * 56 Arc ton 11 74 4 70 
(Stainless ¢ 58 * 85 Nitric Acid 285 15 270 
Steel) ¢ 28 * 46 Nitric Acid 35 4 31 
BL OP AC ¢ 48 * 92 Ammonia Liquor 190 10 180 
~ydrochloric Acid 240 10 230 
Formalin 230 10 220 
POLYCAN 27 ill- 27 * 43 Ammonia Liquor 25 2 23 
Battery Acid 32 2 30 
Hydrochloric Acid 30 2 28 
Peroxides 27 2 25 
Nitric Acid 35 2 33 
Ammonium 
Thiosulphate 35 2 33 
16 * 16 * 25 Peroxides 20 4 16 
DRESSURE ¢ 80 * 190 Arcton 12 1650 657 993 
!VESSELS Forane 12 1792 657 1135 
Kaltron 12 1657 657 1000 
Chlorine 1610 657 953 
.Sulphur Dioxide 1580 580 1000 
Freon 12 1585 657 928 
¢ 28 * 93 Anhydrous Ammonia 140 70 70 
Chlorine 103 33 70 
Sulphur Dioxide 111 33 78 
Arcton 12 107 31 76 
BARRELS ¢ 130 * 220 Caustic Soda 4000 1000 1000 
Hydrochloric Acid 4200 1000 3200 
Ammonia Liquor 3900 1000 290.0 
Sulphur Dioxide 4000 1000 3000 
Battery Acid 4100 1000 3100 
Sulphuric Acid 3800 1000 2800 



























43 * 30 
33 * 16 
69 * 46 * 16 
89 * 46 * 16 
¢ 28 * 45 
¢ 58 * 100 




































































Five products, of various grades, are handled by the Plastics Despatch. 
All the products are packed in plastic or paper sacks of overall dimensions 
70 * 45 * 15 cm, and which weigh 25 kg each. The products, known by their 













SPECIFIC DETAILS ON THE MODEL 
B.l Product 1 - Plastics 
1. In any batch, the arrival time is marked on ATRIB(l) of the first 
·order entity only. This ensures that the demand time takes into 
account the earliest order. This is accomplished-by resetting GLOBAL 
VARIABLE XX(93) to a large number every time a batch has been formed. 
2. USERF(l) (FORTRAN USER FUNCTION). Every time an entity arrives, the 
batch size is increased by the order size assigned in XX(90). Tests 
are then made to see if the new batch size falls within the desired 
load utilization of one of the three possible vehicle resources. 
Should one of the tests be positive, batch sizing is stopped, and a 
batch entity is sent to the corresponding AWAIT node. Otherwise, 
further tests are made to check if the size of the actual order 
entity can fill one of the vehicle resources. Should it be possible, 
the actual order entity then becomes a batch entity, and is sent to 
the appropriate AWAIT node. In this case, the size of the previously 
existing batch will continue to be increased on arrival of future 
entities. The same approach is employed if the load capacity of the 
largest vehicle is exceeded. 
3. ALLOC(l), (2), (3) apply to the allocation of small-sized, medium-
sized and large-sized vehicle respectively to the batch entity. The 
truck or trailer type is marked on ATRIB(6) of the entity, and the 
horse type on ATRIB(7). In all cases, an attempt is made to use the 
same horse/trailer combination as the one used on the last journey. 
This is accomplished by recording the product of ATRIB(6) and ATRIB(7) 
in XX(l) for the last journey and comparing the latter with the actual 
product. A search is then made to check if the actual and previous 
states can be matched. 
4. USERF(4) compares the actual horse/trailer combination with the 
previous ones. Table Bl illustrates all the possible combinations in 
terms of ATRIB(6)*ATRIB(7). Horses and trailers are only used for 












TABLE Bl - Identification of Horse/Trailer Combination 
RESOURCE RESOURCE NUMBER FOR TRAILER - ATRIB(6) 
NUMBER 
FOR HORSE 
13 14 ATRIB(7) 15 16 
17 18 19 
7 - - - 112 - - -
8 - 112 120 - - - -
9 - - - - 153 - -
10 130 140 150 - - 180 190 
11 143 154 165 - - 198 209 
12 156 - - - 204 216 -
products, XX(l), XX(2), and XX(3) are recorded respectively as 
ATRIB(6)*ATRIB(7). 
Consider the following example. Suppose the actual vehicle resources 
used are a HORSE 424 (Resource Number 10) and a TRAILER 449 (Resource 
Number 18). The corresponding attribute product is 180. Then, if 
XX(l), (2), or (3) was equal to 198, 216, 190, 150, 140, or 130, it 
means that Resources Number 10 and 18 were not connected together on 
the last journeys. Hence, a request to delay the entity for a change 
in vehicle state is necessary. Otherwise, the entity carries on 
normally. Such tests are made in the USER FUNCTION. 
5. Loading will only start when a loading resource FORKLIFT is available. 
6. Demand time is measured when all customers have been satisfied. 

















Aver age Speed 
B.2 Product 2 - Ammonium Nitrate 
Travelling Away Time 
1. In view of the fact that the trailers handling this product have 
approximately the same load capacity (23000 kg, 20000 kg, 22630 kg), 
there is only one possible vehicle allocation, ALLOC(4). Similarly 
to Product 1, the horse/trailer combination used for the journey is 
recorded as ATRIB(6)*ATRIB(7). 
2. USERF(8) performs a function similar to USERF(4), in relation to 
the horse/trailer state. Refer to Note 4 under Section B.1. 
3. Refer to Note 8 under Section B.1 for the travelling back time. 
4. No empties are handled. 
5. ACTIVITY 22 refers to the washing of trailers on Friday afternoons. 
B.3 Product 3 - Barrels 
1. Whenever an order is placed, the size is represented by the number 
of entities introduced at once into the system. For instance, to 
model an order for 3 barrels, 3 entities are introduced, using the 
ENTER node. To· describe the order in terms of barrels types, the 
entity is sent to one of three ASSIGN nodes, depending on the 
probabilities specified in ACTIVITIES 30, 31, 32. In ACTIVITY 30, 
for example, there is a probability of 0,5830 that the entity will 
be sent to the ASSIGN node for BARREL 1. 
2. The functions of USERF(3) are as follows: 
1. Record the number and type of BARREL associated with any batch. 












The type of BARREL is known from the number that ATRIB(3) of the 
entity is assigned (i.e. 7 corresponds to BARREL 1, 8, BARREL 2, 9, 
BARREL 3) ... The number of BARRELS at any time is worked out from the 
product of ATRIB(3) of each BARREL. Thus, the product number varies 
as follows: 
1. 1 barrel product number range = 7 - 9. 
2. 2 barrels: product number range = 49 - 81. 
3. 3 barrels: product number range = 343 - 729. 
4. 4 barrels: product number range = 2401 - 6561. 
Once a batch has been formed, the product number is substituted into 
ATRIB(3) of the batch entity. With the exception of the last order 
entity cooperating to finalize the batch size, all preceeding entities 
are destroyed. ATRIB(3) is used at a later stage to identify the 
types of BARRELS connected to the trailers, in order to initiate 
any change in barrel/trailer state (refer to Note 4 under this 
section). 
The final size of the batch does not always correspond to 4 BARRELS 
(i.e. the trailer capacity), but depends on the time for which an 
order has been waiting. The following rule is employed: 
1. If there is only one barrel waiting, the maximum waiting time is 
set to XX(84) (40 hours). 
2. On arrival of subsequent entities, the maximum waiting time for 
the first entity in the batch is worked out from the relationship 
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A batch will only be finalized if the maximum waiting time has been 
reached. Prior to sending a batch entity to the SLAM network, the 
number of each type of BARREL is marked on ATRIB(8) for BARREL 1, 
ATRIB(9) for BARREL 2, and ATRIB(lO) for BARRgL 3 (Note: the BARREL 
resources will only be assigned to the entity before loading starts). 
3. In ALLOC(5), the batch entity awaits either TRAIL 318 or TRAIL 441, 
as well as one of the horses that may be connected to it, according 
to the allocation r~les presented in Table 2 (p. 17). 
4. Barrel/trailer state is checked by comparing the product of ATRIB(3) 
and ATRIB ( 6) (Le. barrel combination code and trailer type) , with 
the previous combination. This is accomplished by USERF(12). Should 
there be a difference, the batch entity is delayed by a period 
representing the change in barrel state. However, because there are 
2 trailers that handle barrels, a record of ATRIB(3)*ATRIB(6) is done 
separately for each trailer. Thus, XX(46) records the BARREL/TRAIL,318 
state, and XX(47), the BARREL/TRAIL 441 state. 
5. USERF(ll) performs a function similar to USERF(4). in relation to the 
horse/trailer state. Refer to Note 4 under Section B.1. 
6. BARREL types 1 and 2 are filled at Fillpoint Number 1. BARRELS type 3 
are filled at FHlpoint Numbe·r 2. Thus, the entity will take one of 
the following actions: 
1. Go to Fillpoint Number 1 only. 
2. Go to Fillpoint Number 2 only. 
3. Go to both Fillpoints. 
Before awaiting the appropriate FILLPOINT resource, the entity awaits 
the required number of different BARREL resources. 
7. Refer to Note 8 under Section B.1 for the travelling back time. 
8. No empties are handled. 
9. In addition to free~ng the vehicle resources before destroying the 













B.4 Product 4 - Large P.V 
1. Whenever an order is placed, the size is represented by the number 
of entities introduced at once into the network. For example,' an 
order for 2 P.V.s is represented by introducing 2 entities, using the 
ENTER node. 
2. The functions of USERF(7) are: 
1. To record the number of P.V.s associated with any batch. 
2. To decide _when to finalize the batch size. 
Every time an entity is introduced into the system, the batch size is 
incremented by one. Maximum batch size is 6. Intermediate entities 
cooperating to increase the size are destroyed. A batch is finalized 
using the same approach as that for barrels. However, it is necessary 
to take into account the difference in P.V.capacity of the two vehicle 
resources used (i.e. TRUCK 469 can take 4 P.V.s, whereas TRUCK 471 can 
take 6 P.V.s). This is done as follows: 
1. If there is 1 P.V waiting, maximum waiting time is set to XX(83) (40 
hours). 
2. On arrival of subsequent entities, the maximum waiting time of the 
first entity in the batch is worked out from the relationship 
illustrated in Figure B2 below: 
i 40 
Maximum 30 6 P.V Truck 
WaitinB Time 
For 1st P.V. 
(Hours) 20 4 P.V Truck 
10 
0 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Number of P.V.s Waiting ..,._ 
Fig. B2 - Variation of Waiting Time For First P.V. in a Batch 
Note that the maximum waiting time is computed for both cases (i.e. 













3. Then, if the number of P.V.s waiting is less than the small truck 
capacity, and the corresponding maximum waiting time (with large 
truck) is exceeded, and there are more batch entities waiting for the 
small truck than the big.truck, in the corresponding files, finalize 
the batch size and send a batch entity t© the AWAIT node for the big 
truck. 
4. Else, if the number of P.V.s waiting is less than the small truck 
capacity, and the corresponding· maximum waiting time (with small 
truck) is exceeded, and there are more batch entities waiting for the 
big truck than the small truck, finalize the batch size and send a 
batch entity to the AWAIT node for the small truck. 
5. Else, if.there are 4 P.V.s waiting, and there are more batch entities 
waiting for the big truck than the small truck, send a batch entity 
to the AWAIT node for the small truck. 
6. Else, a batch entity will be sent to the AWAIT node for the large 
truck, provided the maximum waiting time (with large truck) has been 
reached. 
3. ALLOC(6), (7) apply to the allocation of TRUCK 469 and TRUCK 471 
respectively. 
4. Vehicles used to handle Product 4 may also handle Product 5. However, 
whereas cradles must be installed on the vehicles for Product 4, they 
are not needed for Product 5. For this reason, cradles are treated 
as RESOURCES~ namely CRADLE 2, each having a capacity for 2 P.V.s, 
and CRADLE 3, with a capacity of 3 P.V.S. USERF(lO) FREES or SEIZES 
CRADLE resources, depending on which product is being handled. 
The maximum number of available CRADLE 2 and CRADLE 3 corresponds to 
the number of cradles that can be fitted to the 4 and 6 P.V capacity 
trucks respectively. Therefore, whenever CRADLES are available, it 
means that they are not connected to the vehicles. This approach is 
used to decide whether to SEIZE or FREE the resources, depending on 












5. Following delivery to all customers, empties are loaded according to 
some probability. 
6. Refer to Note 8 under Section B.1 for the travelling back time. 
B.5~Product 5 - General 
1. Refer to Note 1 under Section B.1 for the order arrival time. XX(87) 
is employed instead of XX(93). 
2. EVENT 1 performs a function similar to USERF(l). However, the reason 
for using an EVENT node is that orders placed for GENERAL products 
may be delivered using the vehicles for Product 4. Hence, transfer 
of entities from AWAIT files for Product 5 to those for Product 4 is 
necessary if the number of batch entities becomes too large. (See 
explanations in FORTRAN SUBROUTINE TEST 1). 
3. ALLOC(8), (9), (10) apply to the allocation of small-sized, medium-
sized, and large-sized trucks respectively. 
4. Following delivery to all customers, empties are loaded according to 
some probability. 
5. Refer to Note 8 under Section B.1 for the travelling back time. 
B.6 Dayshift Model 
The following actions are taken on a daily basis: 
1. Increment the day number by one (XX(9)). 
2. Increment XX(4) by one. When it reaches 30, the variable is reset to 
0 and FORKLIFT resources are altered to 0 for 5 hours, from 7 a.m. 
to 12 p.m. XX(4) is also used for the maintenance of Ammonium Nitrate 
trailers. 
3. Record the time TNOW in XX(8) at 7 a.m. This is used to compute the 
overtime worked on weekends. 
4. Alter the TRUCK and HORSE resources to 0 at 7 a.m. This represents 
the inspection time. 
5. Delay the entity for a period corresponding to the inspection time. 












7. Delay the entity by a period equivalent to the remaining of the 
morning. 
8. Alter the TRUCK, TRAILER, GANTRY, and FILLPT resources to 0 at 12 p.m. 
9. Delay the entity by a period equal to the lu~ch time. 
10. Alter back the. resources in 8 to their original availability. 
11. Delay the entity by a period corresponding to the rest of the 
afternoon until 4 p.m. 
12. Record the time TNOW in XX(lO). This enables the overtime worked 
during weekdays to be computed. 
13. Delay the entity by a period equal to the rest of the day (15 hours). 
14. When the FORKLIFTS have been maintained, they are altered back to 
their original availability •. 
B.7 Weekshift Model 
The following occur in a cycle of one week: 
1. Set XX(6) to 1 to represent Monday to Thursday. 
2. Delay the entity by 96 hours. 
3. Set XX(6) to 2 to represent Friday. 
4. Delay the entity by 24 hours. 
5. Set XX(6) to 3 to represent Saturday. 
6. Delay the entity by 24 hours. 
7. Set XX(6) to 4 to represent Sunday. 
8. Delay the entity by 24 hours. 
B.8 Starting The Simulation 
FORTRAN SUBROUTINE INTLC initiates the simulation. At time TNOW = 0, 
EVENT 7 (ORDERN) is scheduled to occur. In SUBROUTINE ORDERN, the 
number of daily orders for each product group are computed, and 
scheduled to arrive at random times during working hours on weekdays. 
At each scheduled time, one of the EVENTS (2), (3), (4), (5), and (6) 
are called, according to the product group. In each of the corresponding 
subroutines (ORDER 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5), one entity is introduced per order 
into the SLAM network, by calling SUBROUTINE ENTER. For Product 3 and 4, 
however, the size of orders is also computed and the corresponding number 












B.9 Simulation Run Length 
At the start of the simulation, all files and statd.stical arrays are 
empty. The average file length for the first··l5 weeks varies as shown 
in Figure B3 below: 
0,7 
I 0 0 0,6 0 0 0 
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Simulation Time (Weeks) ~ 
Fi~. B3 - Variation of Avera~e File Length With Simulation Run Len~th 
To reduce this initial bias, all statistical arrays, including the file 
statistics, are cleared at time 2880 (3 months). The model is simulated 
for a period of 1464 hours thereafter, which corresponds to the time 
during which all real life data were collected. This is accomplished 
by means of the MONTR,CLEAR statement appearing at line 7685 of the 
SLAM network in Appendix E. 
B.10 Feeding Information To The System 
0 
14 
Information may be altered either in the 'INTLC' statements preceeding 
the SLAM network (refer to lines 1140 - 1380 in Appendix E), or in the 
various statistical distributions employed. These have been underlined 














B.11 Collecting Results From The System 
In addition to the statistical results collected from the COLCT nodes 
in the network, time-persistent statistics on certain global variables 
are gathered using the TIMST statements appearing on lines 1700 - 2130. · 
in Appendix E. Furthermore, RECORD and VAR statements on lines 1580 - · 
1680 specifies information to be collected on the daily utilization of 
the following resources: 
1. Number of drivers, from USERF ( 13). 
2. Number of assistants, from USERF(14). 
3. Number of trucks, from USERF(15). 
4. Number of horses, from USERF(16). 
5. Number of trailers, from USERF(17). 
6. Number of barrels, from USERF ( 9) • 













SUMMARY OF ATTRIBUTES, GLOBAL VARIABLES & FILES USED IN THE NETWORK 
TABLE Cl - Description of the Attributes Carried by the Entities 
ATTRIBUTE PRODUCT CODE 
NUMBER 1 2 3 4 5 
1 Time at which the order was placed. 
2 Time at which the vehicle leaves the factory. 
3 1. Loading 1. Loading 1. Barrel 1. Loading 1. Loading 
Time Time Type Time Time 
2. Unloading 2. Unloadin!i 2. Number of 2." Unloading 2. Unloading 





4 Time that the vehicle goes away to deliv,er the products to 
all the customers. 
Time that the vehicle travels back from the last customer 
to the factory. ·. 
5 The total km that the vehicle will travel on the journey. 
6 The truck or trailer being used on the journey. 
7 The horse being used on the journey. 
8 Type.of Type of !Number of tt'ype of Type of 




9 -- -- Number of Reference to either 
' Barrels destroy the load or 
Type 2 send the batch to the 
" assigned on '3,ppropriate file 
the journey 
10 Size of -- Number of Number of Size of 
Load to be Barrels P.V. to be load to be 














TABLE C2 -Summary of Global Variables Used in the Network 



























Describes which horse was connected to which trailer on 
the last journey - Product 1. 
Describes which horse was connected to which trailer on 
the last journey - Product~. 
Describes which horse was connected to which trailer on 
the last journey - Product 3. 
Increased every day by 1, reset to 0 at 30 ~ A signal to 
maintain vehicles for Product 2 every month. 
Describes the state of the day:= 2 (morning), 
= 2 (afternoon). 
Describes the state of the week: = 1 (Monday to Thursday) 
= 2 (Friday), 
= 3 (Saturday), 
= 4 ( SundaY:). 
Alternates between 0 & 1: = 0 (Dayshift) 
= 1 (Nightshift)-
Records the time TNOW everyday at 7 a.m. Used to 
compute overtime worked on weekends. 
Records the number of days ellapsed. 
Records the time TNOW everyday at 4 p.m. Used to 
compute overtime worked on weekdays. 
Load capacity of Resource No. 1 
Load capacity of Resource No. 2 
Records the cumulative overtime worked on weekdays. 
Records the cumulative overtime worked on weekends. 
Load capacity of Resource No. 3 
Load capacity of Resource No. 4 
Load capacity of Resource No. 5 
Load capacity of Resource No. 6 
Load capacity of Resource No. 13 
Load capacity of Resource No. 14 
Load capacity of Resource No. 15 
Load capacity of Resource No. 16 
Load capacity of Resource No. 17 
Load capacity of Resource No. 18 
Load capacity of Resource No. 19 































TABLE C2 (CONTD) 
XX( ) DESCRIPTION DIMENSION 
*26 Inspection time for .vehicles every morning hr 
*27 Duration of lunch time hr 
*28 Required % load utilization on vehicles for Product 1 & ~ -
*29 Fuel consumption of Resource No. 1 .e/lOOkm 
*30 Fuel consumption of Resource No. 2 .e/lOOkm 
*31 Fuel consumption of Resource No. 3 .e/lOOkm 
*32 Fuel consumption of Resource No. 4 .e/lOOkm 
*33 Fuel consumption of Resource No. 5 .e/lOOkm 
*34 Fuel consumption of Resource No. 6 .e/lOOkm 
*35 Fuel consumption of Resource No. 7 .e/lOOkm 
*36 Fuel consumption of Resource No. 8 .e/lOOkm 
*37 Fuel consumption of Resource No. 9 .e/lOOkm 
*38 Fuel consumption of Resource No. 10 .e/lOOkm 
*39 Fuel consumption of Resource No. 11 .e/lOOkm 
*40 Fuel consumption of Resource No. 12 .e/lOOkm 
41 Whenever it is set to 1, the vehicle is sent to a 
gantry for changing barrels. -
*42 Washing time for Ammonium Nitrate tankers. hr 
*43 Time to change cradles on vehicles for Product 4. hr 
*44 Maintenance time for vehicles. hr 
*45 Target demand.time. hr 
46 Describes wnich barrels were connected to which trailer 
on the last journey. -
47 Describes which barrels were.connected to which trailer 
on the last journey. -
~ 
48 Whenever it is set) O, the vehicle is delayed by a 
change of horse/trailer. -
*49 Time to change barrels on trailers for Product 3. hr 
*50 Time to change horse/trailer. hr 
51 Records the cumulative km travelled by Resource No. 1 km 
52 Records the cur~ula ti ve km travelled by Resource No. 2 km 
53 Records the cumulative km travelled by Resource No. 3 km 
54 Records the cumulative km travelled by Resource No. 4 km 
55 Records the cumulative km travelled by Resource NO. 5 km 












TABLE C2 (CONTD) 
IXX( ) DESCRIPTION DIMENSIOf\ 
56 Records the cumulative km travelled by Resource No. 6 km 
57 Records the cumulative km travelled by Resource No. 7 km . 
58 Records the cumulative km travelled by Resource No. 8 km 
59 Records the cumulative km travelled by Resource No. 9 km 
60 Records the cumulative km travelled by Resource No. 10 km 
61 Records the cumulative km travelled by Resource NO. 11 km 
62 Records the cumulative km travelled by Resource No. 12 km 
*63 Frequency of km travelled between maintenance km 
64 Records the cumulative fuel consumed by Resource No. 1 .e 
65 Records the cumulative fuel consumed by Resource No. 2 .e 
66 Records the cumulative fuel consumed by Resource No. 3 .e 
67 Records the cumulative fuel consumed by Resource No. 4 .e 
68 Records the cumulative fuel consumed by Resource No. 5 .e 
69 Records the cumulative fuel consumed by Resource No. 6 .e 
70 Records the cumulative fuel consumed by Resource No. 7 .e 
71 Records the cumulative fuel consumed by Resource No. 8 .e 
72 Records the cumulative fuel consumed by Resource No. 9 .e 
73 Records the cumulative fuel consumed by Resource No. 10 .e 
74 Records the cumulative fuel consumed by Resource No. 11 .e 
75 Records the cumulative fuel consumed by Resource No. 12 .e 
76 Records the number of trips with 4 full barrels on 
vehicles for Product 3. -
77 Records the number of trips with 3 full barrels on 
vehicles for Product 3. -
78 Records the number of trips with 2 full barrels on 
vehicles for Product 3. -
79 Records the number of trips with 1 full barrel on 
v.ehicles for Product 3. -
80 Records the cumulative number of full barrels that were 
transported. -
81 Whenever it is set ) O, the vehicle is delayed by a 
change of horse/trailer. -
82 Whenever it is set > 0, the vehicle is delayed by a 
change of horse/trailer. -
*83 Maximum waiting time if there is a demand for 1 P.V only -












TABLE C2 (CONTD) 
















Maximum waiting time if there is a demand for 1 barrel 
only. 
Filling time per barrel. 
Maintenance time for forklifts. 
A signal to allow the arrival time of the first demand 
in any batch for Product 5 to be marked. 
Probability that vehicles for Product 4 & 5 will take 
empties on the way back. 
Whenever it is set ) 0, the vehicle is delayed by a 
change of cradle. 
Size of order for Product 1. 
Cumulative size of orders for Product 1 at time TNOW. 
Size of order for Product 5. 
A signal to allow the arrival time of the first demand in 
any batch for Product 1 to be marked. 
Cumulative size of orders for Product 5 at time TNOW. 
A signal to either allocate a batch of load (Product 1) 
to a particular vehicle or "destroy" the load. 
Probability of repair after a trip. 
Target maximum overtime per trip. 
98 Records the total number of journeys done under normal 
time condition. 
99 Records the total number of journeys done under waiting 
time condiiton. 
100 Records the total number of journeys done under overtime 
condition. 




















TABLE C3 - Description of the Entities Kept in the Files 
FILE NUMBER PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 
1 1 - Plastics Await vehicle allocation number 1. 
2 1 - Plastics Await vehicle allocation number 2. 
3 1 - Plastics Await vehicle allocation number 3. 
4 1 - Plastics Await forklift for loading. 
5 2 - Ammonium Await vehicle allocation number 4. 
Nitrate 
6 3 - Barrels Await vehicle allocation number 5. 
7 3 - Barrels Await gantry for changing barrels on trailer. 
8 3 - Barrels Await barrels type 1. ) 
9 3 - Barrels Await barrels type 2. 
10 3 - Barrels Await barrels type 3. 
11 3 - Barrels Await fillpoint number 1 for loading barrels. 
12 3 - Barrels Await fillpoint number 2 for loading barrels. 
13 4 - P.V Await vehicle allocation number 6. 
14 4 - P.V Await vehicle allocation number 7. 
15 4 - P.V Await vehicle allocation number 8. 
16 5 - General Await vehicle allocation number 9. 













NETWORK ILLUSTRATIONS FOR DISTRIBUTION MODEL 
The SLAM network for the model is illustrated in Figures Dl to D7. Each 
figure is broken down into a number of lines containing the network 
symbols. The lines should be read in the order described by the labels 
at the beginning and the end of each line (e.g. a line ending with label{W 
continues onto the line with label~ at the beginning). It should also be 
noted that the labels only apply to the page where they appear. Thus, 
whenever a figure continues onto the next page(s), the labels appearing on 
one page do not apply to the lines on other pages. Furthermore, when a 
figure carries onto the next page, this is indicated by a~ and/or a~~ 
sign, depending on whether one or two lines are continuing. To help 
interpret the network, some codes are included in the different symbols to 
indicate the variables under consideration. The following codes are used: 
1. AW = Travelling time to customers. 
2. KM = Total distance travelled (km) for the journey. 
3. LT = Loading time per unit size. 
4. LTE = Loading time for empties. 
5. OT = Offloading time per unit size. 
6. OTE = Offloading time for empties. 
7. RE = Repair time for vehicles. 
8. SP = Average speed of vehicle for journey. 
9. sz = Order size. 
Finally, a list of the different files in which the entities await for 
resources is shown in Table Dl. Whenever resources are shared by entities 
in different files, the files are arranged in order of priority. In 
addition, the relative order of the files is different for each resource, 
in view to balance the priorities (i.e. entities in different files are 












TABLE D1- Resources Used in the Network 
RESOURCE LABEL CAPACITY FILES 
1 TRUCK412 1 15 
2 TRUCK414 1 1 
3 TRUCK467 1 16 
4 TRUCK469 1 13 
5 TRUCK471 1 14 
6 TRUCK472 1 17 2 
7 HORSE305 1 3 
8 HORSE422 1 !i) 
9 HORSE423 1 '6 
10 HORSE424 1 5 2 6 
11 HORSE426 1 2 6 5 
12 HORSE427 1 6 2 
13 TRAIL318 1 6 
14 TRAIL430 1 5 
15 TRAIL431 1 5 
16 TRAIL438 1 3 
17 TRAIL441 1 6 
18 TRAIL449 1 2 
19 TRAIL453 1 5 
20 GANTRY 1 7 
21 FILLPTl 1 11 
22 FILLPT2 1 12 
23 FORKLIFT 5 4 
24 BARRELl 7 8 
25 BARREL2 6 9 
26 BARREL3 3 10 
27 CRADLE2 2 12 
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,..o~, _PB_3-1---i ·A TRIB ( 3) = 7. 
® 
0 PB33 
'--'------1 ATRIB ( 3) =9. 
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O,ATRIB(3) .EQ.l 




4>------------------__.__. XX ( 82) =USERF ( 11) J.--------<5 
XX(82} XX(82}.NE.O O,ATRIB{6}.EQ.13 
AS36 
~0~1~A~TR~I~B~(~6~)~.E~Q~·~l_7 _____ --t•~ 
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0 ,ATRIB(8) .EQ .0 























































TRIP TIME USERF{5) 
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O,ATRIB(S).EQ.40 ATRIB(3)=LT4l*ATRIB(l0) .__;U;..:S:..:.;E_R_F ..:...( 2.....:)0-<_-1.4 
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ATRIB(3)=0T4l*ATRIB(l0) 
~-~ ATRIB(4)=ATRIB( 5) /SP41 
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O,ATRIB(l).EQ.19 h'I ....._, _______ _..;._..;..___.:,_~--~ATRIB(l) 
ATRIB(l)=ATRIB(l)-1 t-------l4 
XX(5)=2 

















0, ATRIB ( 1) . EQ. 0 4-XX(27) 
@ ... XX ( 7 ) =O 1'9--AS_6_1 ... _ 
Fig. 06 (CONTD) 
XX(7)=1 
XX(lO)=TNOW 
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SLAM II STATEMENTS FOR DISTRIBUTION MODEL 
1000 GEN. N. KOENIG. THESIS .04/19/88 •• v.v •• N; 
-HH o-L-1 Hl-TSd '7.-lOrl-OOi-----------
1020 ; 
1030 IN ALL FlLES. PRIORITY IS GIVEN TO ENTITJES HAVING THE LOWEST 
1040 ; ATRID(ll <I.E. THE DEMANDS CREATED THE MOST EARLY I 
-1056 -----··--·----------·-·- .......... . 
1060 PRIORITY/1,LVFCll/2,LVF(ll/3,LVF(l)/4,LVFCll; 
1070 PRIDRITY/5,LVF<ll/6,LVF<ll/7,LVF(ll/B,LVF<ll; 
1080 PA IDR IT YI 9, L VF C 1 I 11 0, L VF C 1 l I 1 t. L VF C 1 ). 1 2, L VF C 1 l ; 
-1~0-PA l ORI; Yi 13ri...--VF-H +7-i 4rL--VF-i+I f-151 L-VF H l·/ 16, LVF < 1 l 1----··-----·--------------··-
1100 PAIORITY/17.LVFCl); 
1110 ; 
1120 INITIALIZE THE LOAD CAPACITIES OF THE VEHICLES 
-1130 • ---·----·----·---- - .... ------------ ---·--------·--- ...... 
1140 INTLC, XX<11>=2583; TRUCK 412 - LOAD CKGl 
1150 INTLC, XX(29l=15. 2; FUEL CONSUMPTION CL/lOOKMI 
1160 INTLC,XXl121=2060; TRUCK 414 - LOAD "'-~l 
·U7'0-INTL-(;TXXi·30l=t·7·:-o....---------- -----FUEL:· CONSUMPTION -(l:-/lOOKM>---·----
1180 INTLC,XXC15l=6270; TRUCK 467 - LOAD CKGI 
1190 INTLC,XX<311=28.0; FUEL CONSUMPTION CL/lOOKMI 
1200 INTLC, XX<161=6060; TRUCK 469 - LOAD CKGI 
·1210-·INTLC;- XX< 32 )=26:·7;· ---- - · -- ·-----FUEL ·Cl1NSUMPTJON-<t.:/ 100KMI 
1220 1NTLC,XXC171=11512; TRUCK 471 - LOAD <KGI 
1230 INTLC,XX<331=35. 3; FUEL CONSUMPTION (L/lOOKMl 
1240 INTLC,XXl181=13332; TRUCK 472 - LOAD CKGI 
·1250-INTl:tTX X-<~41=90:-0 -----·FUEL-- CONSUMPTION-( l:/ 100KM )-·- -- -
1260 INTLC,XXC35l=45. O; HORSE 305 - FUEL CONSUMPTION (L/lOOKMl 
1270 IIHLC, XXC361=44. 7; HORSE 422 - FUEL CONSUMPTION <L/lOOKMl 
1280 INTLC, XX!371=55. 6; HORSE 423 - FUEL CONSUl"JliTION <LllOOKMl 
-1290-INTLC; XX< 381=48:-8; HORSE-424- -·-FUEL·- CONSUl1PT ION··( L:/ lOOKM>-----·--·-
1300 INTLC, XXC391c52. 4; HORSE 426 - FUEL CONSUMPTION CL/lOOl~MI 
1310 INTLC, XXC401=40. 4; HORSE 427 - FUEL CONS.UMPTION (L/lOOKMl 
1320 INTLC,XXC19l=20000; TRAIL 318 - LOAD CKGl 
-1330-I NTL-{;-.-XX·( 20l=23000 TRAI L-430--LOAD--( KG)---------·---··-···· 
1340 INTLC,XXC211=20000; TRAIL 431 - LOAD CKGl 
1350 INTLC,XXC221=22690; TRAIL 438 - LOAD <KG> 
1360 INTLC, XX<231=200QO; TRAIL 441 - LOAD <KG> 
-t-370-I NTL~r-l<Xi 24+=11-540 RAll.;;-449---LOAD-H~G l·-----·-----------
1380 INTLC,XXl25l=22630; TRAIL 453 - LOAD <KGl 
1390 ; 
1400 INTLC. XXC84l=40.; MAXIMUM WAITING TIME FOR 1 BARREL or..a...v <HR) 
-1410-INTl:CrlXi83 t=40. , -MAX I MUM-WAIT ING-TIME-FOR-1-P;-V· ONLY <HR)-- --- ...... 
1420 INTLC,XXC45l=48.; TARGET DEMAND TIME CHRI 
1430 INTLC, XX<44l=24.; MAINTENANCE TIME FOR VEHICLES <HR> 
1440 INTLC, XX <861=5.; MAINTENANCE TIME FOR FORKLIFTS <HR I 
·1450-INTl:ET XH 50t·•G;-5t TIME-TO-CHANGE- HORSE/1RAILER-<HR > --·---···· -·-
1460 INTLC.XXC49l=l.O; TIME TO CHANGE DARREL/TRAILER CHRI 
1470 INTLC,XX!43l=O. 5; TIME TO CHANGE CRADLE <HRI 
1480 INTLC,XXC26l=O. 353; INSPECTION TIME FOR VEHICLES <HR) 
-1490-INTL:e.-x Xi 27 l=0:-67 DURA'fION-·OF- LUNCH- TIME- <HR) ·-··--· ----- ----
1500 INTLC, XXC42)c0. 5; WASH TIME FOR A11MONIUM NITRATE TANKERS <HR) 
1510 INTLC,XXC28l=80.; REQUIRED X LOAD UTILIZATION ON VEHICLES 
1520 INTLC, XX!631=5000.; FREQUENCY OF KM TRAVELLED BETWEEN MAINTENANCE 
-1530--IN'fl=GrX X <-'771=6:-> AXiMUM--OVERT IME-· PER-TR IP-< HR>---------·---· -- -- .... - -
1540 INTLC, XXC96l=O. 09720; PROBABILITY OF REPAIR AFTER A TRIP . 
1~50 1NTLC,XX(88l=0.3241; PROBADILITY OF TAKING EMPTIES 
1560 !NTLC.XX<871=200000. ,XX<93l=200000.; 
--t-570-..------------------------·-----------
1580 ;RECORD,TNOW,DAY.o,p,24,,,; 
1590 ;VAR,USERFC13),D,NO. OF DRIVERS,,; 
1600 ;VAR,USERFC14t,A.NO. OF ASSISTANT,,; 
-tti1~-.REeORO.-'fNOW.-UA¥rlh-PT-24.,...,....,,•------
-1·620-;-VAR.USERF H-5 h-h·NO,--QF-TRUeV..5..-MAX-i 8 h--· __________ ; __ _ 
1630 ;VAR,U5ERFC16),2,NO. OF HOHSES, ,HAX<8>; 
1640 ;VAR,U5ERF!17),3,NO. OF TRAILERS,,MAX<Sli 
1650 ;AF.CORD.TNOW,DAY.o,p,24,,,; 
·t 660-;·VAR;·USERF14i' t.-'f--,-NO:--OF-- BARREt:ST'TMAX (2011-----·----·-------·- ··------··---·-- ··· - - · 
1670 ;RECORD,TNOW.DAY,Q,p,24,,,; 
1680 ; VAR, USERFC21 I, M. RES. MAINTAINED,,; • 
16'il0 ; 
-170o-TlMSTTXX·C-51-l-;-l'.M-'fRAVEt:t:E0-4·1~ ... ,.,-----
1710 TIMST, XXC64l,FUEL CONSUMED; 
1720 T1MST,XXC52l,KM TRAVELLED 414; 
----------------· .. ·--
1730 TIMST,XX!65l,FUEL CONSUMED; 
"1"740-'f·l MST;- XX·( 53 hKM-'fRAVELtED-467.,..., ------------
1750 TIMST, XX!66l,FUEL CONSUMED; 
1760 TIMST, XX!541,l'.M TRAVELLED 469; 
1770 TJMST,XXC67l,FUEL CONSUMED; 
-i-780-'f J MSTTX x·t~5~M-TRAVEt:l:ED-<I?~, ----------
1790 TIMST,XXC68l,FUEL CONSUMED; 
1800 TIMST, XXC56l,KM TRAVELLED 472; 
1810 TIMST, XX!69l,FUEL CONSUMED; 
"'1"820"4'~ MSTTX X"1~7~M--'fRAVEL1:ED""""'305.,..., -----------
1830 Tl MST, XX ( 70 l, FUEL CONSUMED; 
1840 TIMST, XX<~Bl,KM TRAVELLED 422; 












1860 T [MST, XX I 591, KM TRAVELLED 4231 
1870 TIMST,XXC72>,FUEL CONSUHED1 
1880 TIHST,XXC60l,KH TRAVELLED 4241 
1890 TIMST,XXC73l,FUEL CONSUHED1 
1900 TIMST,XXC61l,KH TRAVELLED 4261 
1910 TIMST, XXC74),FUEL CONGUMED1 
1920 TIHST,XX(62),KH TRAVELLED 4271 
1930 TIHST,XXC75>.FUEL CONSUHED1 
1932 TIMST,USERFC19),TOTAL KM1 
1934 TIHST,USERFC20),TOTAL FUEL1 
1940 I 
1950 TIHST,XX(76), TRIPS 4 BARRELS1 
1960 TIMST, XXC771, TRIPS 3 BARRELS; 
1970 TIMST,XX(781, TRIPS 2 BARRELS1 
1980 TIHST.XXC791,TRIPS 1 BARREL1 
1990 TIMST,XXC80), TOTAL BARRELSi 
2000 T IMST, USERFC 91, NO .. OF BARRELSi 
2010 I 
2020 TIMST,USERFC131.NO. OF 
2030 TIMST,USERFC141,NO. OF 
2040 TIMST,USERF(15>.NO. OF 
2050.TIMST,USERF(1611NO. OF 







2080 TIMST,XXC141,0.TIME WEEK ENDi 
2090 TINST,XXC131,0.TIHE WEEK DAYi 
2095 TIMST,USERF(18l,TOTAL OVERTIHE1 
2100 TIMST, XXC98), TRIPS N. TIHE1 
2110 TIMST,XX(99l,TRIPS WAITIN01 
2120 TIMST,XXC100),TRIP9 0. TIHE1 





2180 RESOURCE/I, TRUCK412( l ), 151 
2190 RESOURCE/2, TRUCK414 ( 1 ), 11 
2200 RESOURCE/3,TRUCK467Cl), 161 
2210 RESOURCE/4, TRUCK469(1), 131 
2220 RESOURC E/5, TRUCK47 l ( 1 l, 141 
2230 RESOURCE/6, TRUCK472(1), 17.21 
2240 RESOVRCE/7, HORSE305 ( 1 l, 31 
2250 RESOURCE/8, HORSE422 < 1 l, 51 
2260 RESOURCE/9,HORSE423(1),61 
2270 RESOURCE/IO, HORSE424 ( 1 I, 5, 2, 61 
2280 RESOVRCE/11, HORSE426( 1 l, 2. 6. 51 
2290 RESOVRCE/12.HORSE427(1),6,21 
2300 RESOURCE/13,TRAIL318(1),61 





2360 RESOURCE/19, TRAIL453( l I, 51 
2370 RESOURCE/20, GANTRY( 11• 71 
2380 RESOURCE/21,FILLPTl<l>, 111 
2390 RESOURCE/22.FILLPT2(1), 121 
2400 .. ·- ..... RESOURCE/23, FORKUFTC5l, 41 
2410 RESOURCE/24,BARREL117l.81 
2420 RESOURCE/25,BARREL2(61,91 
2430 ...... RESOURCE/26, BARREL3(3), 101 __ _ 
2440 RESOURCE/27,CRADLE2<21, 121 
2450 RESOIJRCE/28,CRADLE3C21, 121 
24 60 I . ·- -·- _ . 
2470 I ************************ 
2480 1 *PRODUCT 1 -·PLASTICS * 
2490 I ********************.****. 
2500 I 
-2510 1 1. CREATION OF DEMAND 
SPECIF ICAT ION9 
































USED TO CHANGE BARRELS ON TRAILERS 
LOADS CAUSTIC SODA & SU..PHURIC ACID 
LOADS HYDROCHLCJlIC ACID 
BARR EL 1 APPL I ES 
B ARREL2 APP LI ES 
BARREL3 APPLIES 
2 P. V CAPACITY 
3 P. V CAPACITY 
TO CAUSTIC SODA 
TO SULPHURIC ACID 
TO HYDROCHLORIC ACID 
2520 _L_ ___ .. __ ---------·----.. ·-----------· ... - -- -- _ ....... 
2530 ENTER, 1, 11 
2540 ' 
2550 _____ ACT,, XX <931. QT. TNOW, ASl 11 
2560 ACT,,,AS121 
2570 I 
2580 A911 .. ASSIGN, XX(93l•TNCJW, 11 
2590 AS12 ASSICN, XX<90l~CAMAC9303. 69,0.45901, 
2600 XX(91 >-xx (91 l+XX (90)' 
2610 ___________ ATRIBC41=GAMA<O. 3418, 4. 4422), 
2620 ATRIB<51aRLOGNC108.0,30. 99), 
2630 XX<9:H=USERF<ll. 11 
2640 I. -- .. . . 
2650 1 2. ALLOCATIQ-f OF DEMAND 
:!660 I 
2670 _____ .. __ ACT/11,, XXC951. EQ. 1. .A913i 
2690 ACT/12, ,XX(951. EQ. 2. ,AS141 
2690 ACT/13, .XXC9'>. EQ.3. ,ASt'' 
2700. ... ACT,, XX(9'1. EQ. 4., TEl1 
SMALL D. Pl 
t'ED IU'1 0. P 1 













"2't20-A91"3-ASSIGfll;-ATR IB (-:J)=GAMA < <r.-0004.-0:-7745 l *ATR IB I 10 )·,·ti· 
2730 ALl AWAITll),ALLOCCl , 
2740 ACT,,.AS16; 
2750 ; 
·2760-A51-<l-ASSIGN;-ATR I B-<-9 l=GAMA-<-0:-0004·,-0c-7745) *ATR IB ( 10 )·,-u--------·-··· -·····-·-· ---· 
2770 AL2 AWAJTC2>,ALLOC(2, 
2780 ACT.,,AS16; 
2790 ; 
·2000·-AS15-·ASSIGNTA'rRil3(:3 )=GAMAiO~ 0004~:·7745)*ATR IB ( 10)", 1r-··---·- -·· -· -----·--· -
· 2810 AL3 AWAIT<3>.ALLOCC11. 
2820 i 
2830 ; 3. CHANGE HORSE/TRAILER AS NECESSARY -2siio--. ____ :__ ________________ --- ------ - ---·-·-·-·----·--------· 
2850 AS16 ASSJGN,XXC48>=USERFC4>, 1; 
-2860 e-'fi-t-4-i-)( ~i"4 B )TIC X i-48 l~T-;-C:-7G 1-1 ;·---·-·---
2870 ACT,,,G11; 
4. HOLD THE JOURNEY AS NECESSARY 





















FREE, FORl\LIFT /1, 1; 
:moo 
3010 ACT,ATRIB<4>; AWAY Pl 
-:3020-:-------------------------------- ··-·--------------
3030 ASSIGN.ATRIBC4>=ATRIB(5)/RNORMl43. 54,9. 614) - ATRIBl4), 
3040 ATRIBC3)=GAMA<O. 0006. !'.l. 7JJ:SJ"iiA1RilHlO>, li 
3050 ACT,ATRIB<3>; OFFLOAD Pl 
-:3060-----ot:CT.-rNltrr.-DEMANOl!ME P J, , 1·; -----
3070 ACT,ATRIBl4); BACK Pl 




3120 ACT/15,, 1. -XXl96), COl li NO REP VEH 1 
3130 
-:314~o---__,,ACT'l'16..-1iAMAi~r.;!;-t-:/bB~.-XX-f 96-)1CO 1·~-----REP--VEH-1-----·-----· 




7. UPDATE KM TRAVELLED, FUEL CONSUMED tc OVERTIME. 
3190 ACT,USERFC5); 











3290 ACT11ATRIB<7>.EG.O. ,TEl1 
"3300•----Ae-r...-FRH. , 
3310 FRll FREE, ATRIBC71/1, 1; 
3320 TEl TERM; 
3330 
"3340•-,----.. -.-.............. * .... 1'"***"""****"** ............... * ...... ------------------·---·-·--··---·---- ----· 




3390 I ,;; 
3400 ENTER, 2. 1; 
3410 ; 
'3420-AS2-i-ASStCN>'ATitt1tl.31=RNnRMffl:-01·4S.-0:-1"045 >-, ---------' 




























3580 G21 GOON, 11 
3590 ACT.USERF<2l1 . 










3670 ACT•ATRIB<3l; LOAD P2 "3680_______________________________ ------··-----
3690 ASSIGN,ATRID<4l=ATRIB<3l/RNORM<49.0,5.2942 ATRIB<41.~ 






ACT •. RNORM<O. 8190,0. 11321; 
COLCT, INT< ti.DEMAND TIME P2,, ll 




6. REPAIR VEHICLE AS NECESSARY 
OFFLOAD P2 
3790 ACT/22,XX<42loXX<6l.EG.2.AND. XX<31.EG.2.,G22l WASH VEH 2 ·:3eoo AeT.-..-c2~.--- ------ ·- ·------· ·····- -- --------------··· 
3810 G22 GOON, 11 
3820 ACT/23,GAMA<t. 19!2. l. 7682!, XX<96l.C0211 REP VEH 2 
3830 ACT/24,, 1.-xx(96l.td211 NO REP VEH 2 
"3840-CCl2t-COl:C T-,-1 NT i·2 t.-TR I p--T1 ME-B-P2..-1-.------------------ -·--------- --- -·----· ---
3850 ; 
3860 i 7. UPDATE KM TRAVELLED, FUEL CONSUNED & OVERTIME. 
3870 i 
"36BO----AeT.-U~ERFt5t~.----------------
3890 GOON, 11 
3900 ACT.U5ERFC6l1 





8. FREE RESOURCES & TERMINATE 
3950 ASSIGN,XXC2l=ATRIDC6l*ATRJBC7lo Ji 
"3960----FREE;-Aifl I B ( 6-)-f 1-.t ;-




4010 * PROOUCT 3 - BARRELS * 
4020 *********************** 
4030 




ENTER, j, li 
. --itoeo·----..ee I CN;-ATRi B trl=TNOW.-1-.------
4090 
-4100----AeT /30T-r-o:-:;830.-A9311--------~-------BARREL-1--· 
4110 ACT /31,. p ,:,?it,. AS321 BARREL 2 
4120 ACT/32,, 0. P+'izr, AS331 BARREL 3 
4130 i . 
-4·140-AS~SSI"GNTATR 1 Dt31-"'· -. -, --...,.,-----------
4l50 ACTi10A534; 
4160 ; 
4170 AS32 ASSIGN, ATRID<31=B., li 
-4190-----AeT...-AS34;------------------------
4J90 i 




4240 AS34 ASSIGN,ATRJ8(3l•U5ERF<31, 1; 
4250 ACT,, ATRID<31. EG. 1., TEI; 
-4260----AcTT.-ATR 13-t :tt-:-Ne:-17TAl.:!l,..., --------------




3. CHANGE BARREL & HORSE/TRAILER AS NECESSARY 
~-----------------
4310 ASSIGN,XXC4ll=USERF(12), 
4320 XXCB51=B!~GN<~ ~977,~ 1073), 






ACT,, XX<41 I. EQ. 0., A535; 
4:390 GTRY AWAITC7l,GANTRY/l, I; 












4410 FREE.GANTRY/l, l; 
"41120 .----
4430 AS35 AS~IGN, XXC82l=USERFC11), 1; 
4440 ACT/34,XXC82),XX<82l.NE.O .• G31J CHG HORSE 3 
4450 ACT., ,G31; 
"4460 • -----------------
4470 G31 GOON, 1; 
4480 ACT,,ATRIDC6l.EQ. 13.AS36; 
4490 ACT,,ATRIDl6l.EQ. 17,AS37; . 
-ii~oo-AS3S--AS5l GN•XX ( 46)=A"1'R 113<3) *ATRIB-t6->n-,---·---------------~------- --- ------- -
4510 ACT,, .AS38; 
4520 AS37 ASSIGN, XXC47)=ATRlBC3l•ATRIBC6), ll 
4530 ; 
4540-AS38-·ASSJGN·,-ATR f B"f~l=ATRilH8l+A'fRI B (9}+ATR IB ( 10) ,-·-·-------------------- ------ -·-----
4550 ATRlBl3l=XXl85l*ATRIB13l.1l 
4560 










4640 .ACT/35,,ATRIBC8l.EQ.O. AND. ATRIBC9).EQ.O,BAR3; FILLPT 2 ONLY 
4650 ACT/36.,ATRIIlClOl.EG.O .• G32; FILLPT 1 ONLY 
"4660----cT73r.-;-;-nAR3;----- ------------noTH--FILLPTs--------
4670 i 
4680 G32 GOON, J; 
4690 ACT.,ATRIBIBl.EQ.O. ,nAR2; 
"4700 ACT>..--eARJ,-------------------',----------
4710 BARI AWAIT<Sl, 13ARREL1/ATRil3C8l, 1; 
4-'720 AC'frrA'fR 113 (-9-r:--E<l:-0:-;-FPT-1·~,------'-·------
4730 ACT111BAR2; 
4740 I · . 
4750 13AR2 AWAITC9l.DARREL2/ATRil3C9),ll 
4760-FP't1--'"-AWAIT~rt-1TFit:tPTt-rr.-1-,----------------
4770 ASSIGN,ATRIBC3l=ATRIBC8l+ATRIDC9), 




4810 'ACT,,, G33i ' 
4820 ; 
4830 13AR3 AWAITC10l,BARREL3/ATRil3C10), 1; 
484Q·-FP'f2-AWAl'fH·:n.-Fit:t:P'f2/1·;-t, ----------- -----------------------
4850 ASSI~N.ATRIBC3l=XXC85l*ATRIB<10l, 11 
4860 ACT,ATRIBl3); 
4870 FREE,FILLPT2/1, 1; 
-4990 ACT-.,ATRI lH 6 r.Ea:--o;--ANO-:-A'fRIBi 9>-:-EO:-O.-C33,----
4690 ACT,,,G32; 
4900 l 




--AwAv-p3-------·------ -- · 
4950 _ ATRIBC3l=RLOGNC0.4118.0. 1157l*ATRIDC3l, J; 
·4960-----·ACT>A'fR·IB·C'3h ·-- ------ ---- - OFFLOAD· p3----------
4970 COLCT. INT<ll,DEMAND TIME P3,, 11 
4980 ; 
4990 ASSIGN.ATRIDC4l=ATRIB<5l/RNORMC50.24,5. 606l - ATRIDC4l1ll 
~ooo-----ACT.-ATRIB (4 )-, --- ---- - BACK P3 
5010 COLCT, INTC2l.TRJP TIME A p3,, 1; 
5020 ; 
5030 1 6. REPAIR VEHICLE AS NECESSARY 
-5040-.------- ---------- ------- ------------- ------- --- -----
5050 ACT/38 •• 1.-XXC96l,C03J; 
5060 ACT/39,GAM~ll. 1912, 1 7682l,XXC96),C0311 
5070 C031 COLCT, rn1 lc.:1. lRIF 1 Il-1t G p3,, 1; 
1-~0 REP VEH 3 
REP VEH 3 
5080--;------------------- -----------~------------------ ---





5140 COLCT, 1NT12l,TRIP TIME C p3,,11 
5150 ; 
·5160---t-B:-FREE--RE-SOURCE-5-·rTERM I NAT·i=------------- ---- -------------- ----- ------------- · 
5170 i 
5180 A539 ASSIGN.XX<3l=ATRIB(6l•ATRIB<71, 1; 
~190 FREE, ATRID!6)/1, 1; 
-5~00----FREE;·ATRIB~'lt-t·t-;-1,.,------------------ ---------------------------- ----------------
5210 
5220 ACT,,ATRJB<Sl.EG.0. oG341 
5230 ACT,, .FR31; 
-5240-FR:31-FREE-;-BARREL-1·7ATRi B ( 8 )Tl.------------------------- -- --- --

























ACT11ATRIBC9). EG.O .• G35; 
ACT. I I FR32; 
FREE1BARREL2/ATRIBC9), 11 
GOON, 11 












































ACT,,ATRIBC9). EQ. 1. ,AL61 
ACT,,ATRIBC9). EG.2. 1AL71 
ACT,,ATRIBC9). EQ.O. 1TE11 
AWAITC13),ALLOCC6), 11 
ACT. I I G411 
AWAITC14),ALLOCC7), 11 
3. CHANGE CRADLE AS NECESSARY 
ASSIGN1XXCB9>=USERFC1Q), 11 
ACT/41.XXCB9>,XXC89>.N~ ~ 1G421 
ACT,,XXC89>. EQ.O. 1G421 
GOON. 11 
ACT/42,,ATRIBCBl.EQ. 50. 1AS531 
ACT11ATRIBC8). E0.40. ,G43; 
CHG CRADLE 






















5810 ACT• ATRil3 C4); AWAY P4 
5820 ASSIGN.ATRIDC3l=RLOGNCO. 1421,0. 04442>*ATRIBC1Q), 
5830 ATRIBC4l=ATRIBC5l/RLOGNC50. 3, 11.0ll - ATRIDC4), 1; 








COLCT, INTCll.DEMAND TIME P4,, 11 
ACT, ATRIBC4>. 1. -XXC88), C041; 




AC~GAMACO. 110713. 4167>1 
5920 C041 
5930 


















6. REPAIR VEHICLE AS NECESSARY 
ACT/43,, l. -XXC96l,C042; 
ACT/44.GAMACl. 1912, 1. 7682>,XXC96l,C042; 
C042 COLCT. INTC2l,TRIP TIME B p4,, 11 




COLCT, INTC2>. TRIP TIME C p4,, ll 
8. FREE RESOURCES ~ TERMINATE 
FREE, ATRIBC6l/l, 11 
TERMI 
BACK P4 
LOAD E P4 
BACK E P4 
OFFLOAD E P4 
NO REP VEH 4 



























* PRODUCT 5 - GENERAL * 
*****~***•************* 
ENTER, 5, li 
CT,, XX<~~l. GT. TNCW;--A~....+~----------~-------------­
ACT,,, A-552; 
ASSIGN. XX<87lcTNOW, 1; 
6230 AS52 ASSIGN, XX<92l=GAMAC2A31. 81,0. 76234), 




ATRIB(4l=GAMAf0 341§,4. 4422}, 
ATRIB<51=RLOGNl1Ti. :3.33. 41, Ii 
-t5280 . 2. ,..._ _ _.,,,__~A~L+L~c~c~A .... T~EMAND~---------------~---~~~-~--
6290 
6300 EVENT, 7, li 









ACT /53 •• ATR IB (91. ECl. 7. ,ALlO; LARGE D. P5 
ACT11ATRIBl9l.ECl. 0. ,TEll 
AWA IT< 1 :; l , ALL BC < B l, 1, 
ACT,, .AS53; . 
AWAIT116l,ALLOC(9), 11 
ACT,,• A553; 

















ASSIGN,ATRIBC3l=GAMA<O. 0003, 1. 1377)*ATRIB<10), li 












ATIUB (4 h 11 









ACT1ATRIB<4>.1. -xxcaai.co:ni . 




LOAD E P5 -




















ACT,GAMACO. 4390, 1. 8152); 
COLCT, INT<2>.TRIP TIME A p5,, 1; 
ACT/54., 1. -XXC96),C052; 
ACT/55.QAMA<l. 191i.1 7082J,XX<96),C052; 
COLCT, Ifl'f't!!L"tff'fp tf'F.E'. b ,.::>,, 1, 
UPDATE KM TRAVELLED, FUEL CONSUMED & OVERTIME. 
' -GOON, 11 
ACT, USERF < 6) 1 
COLCT. 1NT<2l. TRIP TIME C p5,, li 
FREE RESOURCES ~ TERMINATE 
FREE. ATRJD(6l/l1 1• 











* DAY SHIFT * 
"**"' 
CREATE.o.o., 1. t; 
XX(4l=XX(41+1., li 
.OFFLOAD E P 5 
NO REP VEH 5 













6960 ACT,,XX(4l.EQ.30 .• AS621 
6970 · ··· ACT, , , AS631 





ACT, , , AS631 



















ASSIGN, XX< 5 l,,1, 
XX<8laTNO\.l,11 
ASSIGN, ATRID(l)aATRID(l l+l., 11 
ALTER,ATRIB<ll/-1, 11 
ACT,, ATRIB< l l. EQ. 19, G611 
-- ACT,.-, AS641 -
GOON, 11 
ACT,XX<26l, ,AL611 
ALTER, ATRID(l>/1, 11 
ASSIGN, ATRill(l)sATRIB<1)-1.,11 
ACT,, ATR 19 < 1 ). EQ. 0. , AS651 
ACT,,, AL611 
ASSIGN, XX(5)=0., 11 
ACT, 5. -XX<26l1 
ASSIGN, XX<S>=2., 11 



















GOON, 11 . 
ACT,XX<27l, .Al...621 
ALTER, ATRID(l>/1, 11 
ASSIGN, ATRIB(l>,,.ATRIB(t>-1, 11 
ACT,, ATR IB < l >. EQ. 0. , G631 























7480 ··- ALTER.FORKLIFT/5,11 
7490 ACT,,,TEl1 
7500 I 
7510 I . ---- ************* 
7520 1 * WEEKSHIFT * 
************* 









AS71. ASSIGN, XX<6)2•1.; 11 
ACT, 961 
ASSIGN, XX(6)•2., 11 
7600 -- --- ACT, 241 
7610 ASSIGN, XX(6l•J., 11 
7620 ACT, 241 
7630--------· ASSIGN, XX(6 >•4.; 11 
7640 
7650 I 
ACT, 241, AS711 
7660 ---·-EN01··----·------------· --- - -·----··---·· 
7670 I 
• 
7.00 A.H - 7.30 A.H 
7.30A.H- 12.00P.H 
12. 00 P.H - 12. 45 P.H 
12. 45 P.H - 4.00 P. M 
4.00 P.H - 7.00 A.H 




7680 INIT,0,43441 SPECIFY Tl-IE BEOINNINQ ~ ENDINQ OF THE BI"'-JLATION 
7690. MONTRICLEAR, 28801 -·-----· ·---·--·---·-· ---














FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR DISTRIBUTION MODEL 
1000 DIMENSION NBETIBOOO! 
1010 COMMON/SCOMl/ATRID<lOOl.OD(lOO),ODL<lOO>,DTNOW, II,MFA,MSTOP.NCLNR 
1020 ~.NCRDR,NPRNT,NNRUN,NNSET,NTAPE,55(100),SSL<lOO),TNEXT.TNOW. XX<lOOl 
-taa~8----~so~s~L~~~-t-rn~~~i~E -------- ··-··· 
1050 NNSET = 8000 
1060 NCRDR • 5 
10-m NPRNT = 6 -1000 NTAPi:=--7------------------
1090 CALL SLAM 
1100 STOP 
_l_l10 f._N~---------------------------·--~---_ 1120 
. 1130 
1140 * **************** 
1~~0~----S=U~R~.IJ.IJ~E INTLC~----------------------~~-
1160 * **************** 
1170 












, 1290 IF ( I . EQ. l ) CALL DRDERN 
1300 IF < I :Ea. 2 > CALL ORDER1 
1~~g----I~ : ~ : ~~~-~E~tl:-2~g~~~-------------------- ---- ---- -
1330 IF< .I .EQ. ~>CALL ORDER4 
1340 IF < I . EQ. 6 ) CALL ORDERS 





_l.39Q ___ fNQ 
1400 
1410 
1420 * *****•~···~·***** 
1430 SU!lROUTINE ORDERN T4'idil' ___ *i:;>iiii'.fiH1*"c;;*i;*lH>·*---------------·----· 
1450 
1460 COMMON/SCOMl-/ATRID C 1001. DD< 100), DDL< 100), OTNOl.J, I I, MFA, MSTOP, NCLNR 
1470 !,, l'!<;;RQJi!_l\l.!'_~N_T--'-..!'!NRU!~!..Nf:!_SET !..~:!fl£~~i..!_?O_l.~ . .SSL_<_ 100 > !_TNEXJ ~ _TNQl.J,_X!( < 100 > 
Tilso---~~ 
1490 * Al = TIME AT WHICH THE ORDERS ARE PLACED 
1500 * A2 = TIME DURING WHICH ORDERS ARE RECEIVED 
1510 * A3 = NUMBER OF ORDERS PLACED 1520 __________ ------------ ----------·-.. --.--------·----·--·--.. -·-· 
1530 * IF IT IS FRIDAY, SCHEDULE THE NEXT ORDERS FOR MONDAY 
1540 IF CXX(6). EQ. 2. I CALL SCHDL~l172 .• Al 
.J...:2 ~0-,,,--~~ 1560 * ELSE, SCHE1HJCEFiJRTOMdRRO -------·--·------·-------· 
1570 IF CXX<6l. NE. 2. ) CALL SCHOL< J, 24., Al 
'1580 
l 590 * ORDERS ARE RECEIVED llEHJEEN 7 A. M !.< 5 P. M 
1600-----p,2-;;:·-1b~ .. -------- --· -·--- -- ·---- __ ,, ______ -·------- -------·---·---- --
1610 . 
1620 * GENERATE THE ORDERS FOR PRODUC'1 1 r. SCHEDULE THEM DURING THE DAY 
1630 A3 •GAMA<!. 334.6. 3625, ll 
-1~;8----A3 • 1·1.i.!~1 ('\~J ______________________________ .... ·--·----· .... _ -·--·. 
1660 DO 5 I• 1.A3 
1670 Al• UNFRMCO. ,A2, ll 
-{-~~8~--~Al..,J,_~~HI.Jl,,.L:?J'!!L~} _______ _ 
1700 * GENERATE THE ORDERS FOR PRODUCT 2 r. SCHEDULE THEM DURING THE DAY 
1710 A3 • GAMAC0.6549.~.653~. ll -1438 A.L= 1~.i.H I I 1'3~1 ___________ _ 
1740 DO 6 I= l.A3 
1750 Al= UNFRMCO. 1A2. ll 
J.2"10 6 CA!..~(;J:m~<.~!..Al, A I 
1770 
1780 * GENERATE THE ORDERS FOR PRODUCT 3 ~ SCHEDULE THEM DURING THE DAY 
1790 A3 = CAMAC0.77A9,5. 092, 1) 
-rnr8----AJ_':"_h1NUIU1 ________________________________ ,, _________ _ 
1820 00 7 I• l.A3 
1830 Al • UNFRr1<0., A2, I I 



















1900 DO 8 I = 1.A3 
1910 Al·= UNFRMIO. • A2, 1 > 
_l'12Q__8 ___ Cf\LL_5CHO!..__<.,:},_Ahf.\). _______ _ 
1930 
1940 * GENERATE THE ORDERS FOR PRODUCT :5 t.c SCHEDULE THEM D\JRING THE DAY 
J;~g ____ ~:5 Wlral:1~ 3 ;366. 2. 6346. i , _____________________________ _ 
1970 
1980 DO 9 I = 1.A3 
1990 Al UNFRM(O. ,A2, 1) 





2040 ENP 2050----= ~--------·----------
2060 
2070 * ••••••••••••••••• 
~oao~~--S~UBRQ~IJ.Ng_QBQ~RJ,__ ____________ _ 
2090 • • •••••••••••••••• 
2100 
2110 COMMON/SCOMl /ATR ID< 100), OD( 100), DDL ( 100 >. DT,.NflW, I I, MFA, MSTOP • NCLNR 
_;U;<!Q ____ g.~, ~0_QR, NPRNT, NNRUN!.J~NSET, NTAPE, SS< lOQ.!_.__?.~l,,,_U_qQJ .. .0.~F:;,~I_._INOW, _ _?()(_(_!_()O_> __ _ 
ATRID<ll = TNOW 











2240 * ••••••••••••••••• 
2250 SUDROUTINE•ORDER2 
2;u1Q-"*'-----"*'--'•~•••*• **** ****:...*::..*.:.:.___;c__ _________ _ 





2301) -23 f o>-----A~TR"I"'B-.<...,IC")..-_""==--r~r~"' ~-----------------··--------------------·- - -------
2320 ATRID<BI = 20. 
2330 






2410 * ••••••••••••••••• 
...2'12.._, ____ SV!IRQ'JI.!N~.Qt'U?g_R3 __________ _ 
2430 * ·~····~·········· 2440 
2450 COMMON/SCOM1 /ATR ID ( 100 >.OD< 100), DDL < 100 J, DTNOW. I I, MFA, MST OP, NCLNR 
-~%Q ___ _,,t'""'-'N_,_,C_RQR. NPR_t-!.!~t.'l_fi\,l~!J:!L§!;_"!:!_NTA~Ej§Ll _9_0_>_._sst,,_<_1 OQ) ! _!l\IE_X.:r> _TNOW._x_x_ ( 100) 
2470 
2480 * A3 = SIZE OF ORDER <NUMBER OF BARRELS> 
2490 
..52QO A3 = GAMA<O. 5398, 4. 01>7, 1 ) _______ _ 
2510 J:J ;_ hilj~I ln3J -
·2520 DO 3 1 = 1.J3 







·2590·-----------------------------·--------------------- ____ _, ___ -- --
2600 * ***************** 
2610 SUBROUTINE ORDER4 
2620 * ***************** -2630=-------------- -----------------------··---- ·----. ------ --- -----·· ---
2640 COMMON/5COM1 /ATRID ! lOOJ, DD( 100 l, DDL < 100), DTNOW, I I, MFA, MST OP, NCLNR 
2650 ~.NCRDR,NPRNT,NNRUN.NNSET.NTAPE,SS<lOOl.SSL!lOO>.TNEXT.TNOW, XXClOOl 
2660 




A4 = GAMA<l. 1590,2. ~499, ll 






















2800 · SUBROUTINE ORDER5 
2810 * ***************** 
_g~Q·----~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 2830 . COMMON/SCOMl/ATRID ( 100), DD( lOO). ODl.:1TOOT.l)Tl\IOlT.H7"MFA7MSTOP~NCt:.NR-·----




ATRIBClj = TNOW. 







29~0_::*'----***************************~***** 2970 SUBRO{JTH'4~Al:Cm;--rnu::c--. -tFCA~-,--------
2980 * ********************************* 
2990 
_;jQQO, ___ ~OMMDN/SCDM1/ATRIBC1001.• DD< 100), DDL ( 1001, DTNOW, It, MFA. MSTOPr NCLNR 
3010 lier NCRtir{;-NPRi-!t;NNRUN~-Ni~sE:t;-1\itAPE'.; $5( lbO!; SSL< 100 f ;·TN_~xT;·TNow, xx ( 100) 
?FLAG = 0 30:?0 3030 
...:3040 3050·-.-N~O~A-L-L=o~C~A~T~l~D=N-T=o-=n=E-11_A_D_E_BETWEEN 4 r:-11 AND-7A:-r-r-·-------- ---·---- ---··· - -- -
3060 
3070 IF CXX<7>- EQ. 1.) RETURN 
_3Q!;JQ. _____ ~_ 





ALLOCATION 1 - VEHICLE FDR VERY SMALL DEMAND : PRODUCT I-PLASTICS -----------------------------------------------------------------
3140 IF ( NNRSCC2l.GT.O) THEN 
3150 CALL SEIZE C 2 , 1 ) 
2160~-------A~TR 113 C6) = 2"-'·--------------------------------··--- _ 3170 ATR1D<7> = b 




3220 !FLAG = 0 
3230 
-~~~~------~~¥-o~ ........ --------------------------------· --------·--·--· 
3260 
3270 
-5~~g, ____ EL!;;E IF ( If~.'=.~~~- 2 ) THEN_:_ __ _ ·------------ ·---·----- .. 
3300 * 
3310 * 
ALLOCATION 2 - VEHICLE FOR MEDIUM DEMAND : PRODUCT 1-PLASTICS 
~~~o~-----.-=---,-,-~ 3330 IF ( NNRSCle>r.l:C.~l'JRSCTTBl.l:c.oTt~ETURn------·---- ··----·-----·· 
3340 IF CNNRSC<61.GT.0) THEN 
3350 CALL SEIZE (6, 1) 
3360 ATAIB<61 = 6 
-3370 Ail'fllH7T=-o·--------
3380 I FLAG = 1 
3390 RETURN 
--3.9.0 341~0'------E=L-s=E~-1F--cr-·~t-'1R-SC ( 10). GT. 0. AND. :xx ( 1 >. EG.lEfo--rrHE_N ___________________ ---· 
3420 · · CALL SEIZE < 18 , 1 > 
3430 CALL SEIZE C 10 , 1 I 
~~ ATRIBC6) = 18 
3450 Aln1BC7) = 10;;_------------------
3460 !FLAG = 1 
3470 RETURN 
3480 
3490 ELSE IF C NNRSCl11l.GT.O.AND. XXC1).EQ. 198 >THEN 
:3500 ·CALL SEIZE ( 18, 1 l -3:;rn:----'-----CA[L-SE"IZE-r-11-;--·1-,--------------- --·--·--------·- .. 
3520 ATRIBl6) = 18 
3530 ATRIB(7) c 11 














3~70 ELSE IF< NNRSCl12l.GT.O.AND.XX<ll~E0.216 
3:)80 CALL SEIZE ( 18 , 1 l . 
·359ij--------c:A[C-SE nE<-12-.-11 
I THEN 
3600 ATRIB<61 =· 18 
3610 ATRIB<71 = 12 
"'62Q IFLAG = 1 . °3630 RETUR~N_::_-'--------------
3640 
3650 ELSE IF <NNRSC < 10>. GT. Ol THEN 
...:366 CA!,._Ll;ll;.l.7E_L1JI • 1 >-----.,..-------
3670 CALL SEIZE I 10--;--r-l 
3680 ATRJB<61· = 18 
3690 ATRIB<7l = 10 ...J.ZQO IFLAG~=_,,1 _____________________ _ 
3710 RETUR 
3720 
3730 ELSE IF< NNR5Cl11l.GT.O l THEN 
,.;;1740~---------zCALL SEIZE < 18 • 1 ), --------------
3750 "ACLS-t::TZ!r<1C;--Jl-
3760 ATRIBl61 = 18 
3770 ATRIBl71 = 11 
3780 IFLAG..-=-=-1-------------------3790 RETOR 
3800 
3810 ELSE IF< NNRSC<121.GT.O I THEN 
3820 CALL SEIZE < 18 , 1 l 
-3830 A[C-SErzE-112-, -i-r---------·----
3840 ATRIB<6l = 18 
3850 A Tn IB ( 7l = 12 
3860 !FLAG = 1 387b ETO~'---------------~ 
3880 
3890 ELSE 








ELSE IF IALL .EG. 3 l THEN 
_g;~g: ~==~:~!:~N 3---~=~1::E_~~R_:~E::_~=~~~2-==-~~2~~~I-=l=f'-k-A~II£:-----
4ooo 
4010 ,IF <NNR5C<16l.GT.O.AND.NNRSC(7l.GT.Ol THEN 
4020!!---------~C~ALL SEIZE < 16 , 1 l 
4030 CAL°"LSEIZE 
4040 ATRIB<6l = 16 
4050 ATRIB<7l = 7 




4 too ---- -- ·- --· - I FLAG = 0 
4110 
4120 ENDIF 






ELSE IF C -IALL . EG. 4 l THEN'-------------------------------
ALLOCATION 4 - VEHICLE FOR PRODUCT 2-AMMONIUM NITRATE 
4190 * 
.!!ROQ,--------~~~ 4210 IF <NNRSC rn>. LE. 0. AND.l'mR"SClTOT:-ri::-:-o-:7\tm:-l'INRSC\l n-:--i::E:--0·1RE ____ _ 
4220 ~ TURN 
4230 IF <NNRSC<14l.LE.0.AND.NNRSC(1~l.LE.O.AND.NNRSC<191.LE.OIR 
_'!2'10 g. · ETURN.~----------------------4250 
4260 IF ( NNRSC(81.GT.0.AND.NNRSC<14l.GT. 0.AND. XX<21.EG. 112) TH 
4270 & EN . -
-4~~g---------E~tl:-~~l~~-1-~~-5---------------------·------------ .. --.. --
4300 ATRIB(6) = 14 
4310 ATRIB<7l = 8 
_'! :3;fQ I FLAG = 1 
4330 RE:TURN. ~-------·---
4340 
4350 ELSE IF< NNRSCl8l.GT.0.AND.NNRSC<1~l.GT.O.AND. XX<2l.EG. 12 
1~~g~---~~---~---Hcl-l:!~~rzm-;--i-i---------------·--------.. ---------
43so CALL SEIZE ( 1~ • 1 ) 
4390 ATRIA<61 = 1~ 












4410 !FLAG = 1" 
4420 RETURN 
4430 
-~'!Q ___ -"------"'E,_,,L,_,,,Sc=E IF ( NNRSC< 10J. GT. 0. AND. NNRSC( 14). GT. 0. AND. XX<2>. EQ. 1 
~~~8 g. ~l~T~~~ZE ( 10 , -~---;--·------------···-···------·····--· -- ----
4470 CALL SEIZE ( 14 • 1 l 
...4~6 ATRIB!6l = 14 
4490 _ . ATR iliTT> = 10---------------
4500 IFLAG • 1 
4510 RETURN 
4520 
4"""5"3""o-------'---..E""L-.5'"'E-. '""JF-~(-NNRSC\ 10'. GT. 0. A~~JllRSCTl ~1-:-c..-u:-ANU:-JC"'XT2l:-"EG:-r--
4540 & 50) THEN 
45:'.>0 CALL SEIZE ( 10 • 1 ) 
.!!.::l~ CALL SEIZE ( 15 • 1 > 4570 ATR iB < 6 l-=-r~-------------
4580 ATRIB<7) = 10 
4590 IFLAG = 1 
.!!QQQ RETJ,!fl,_,N _______ ----
4610 
4620 ELSE IF ( NNRSC<10).G~0.AND.NNRSC(19l.GT.O.AN~ XX(2l.EQ. 1 
4630 _g. 90) THEN 
.!!.64 l!L~~Ue: < 1Q_,___j_J ________________ _ 
465~0------------"'CALL SEIZ~9 • 1 ) 
4660 ATRIBC6) = 19 




4710 ELSE IF ( NNRSC<14).GT. 0. AND.NNRSC(ll). GT.O.AN~ XX<2>.EG. 1 
4720 54) THEN 
4'730 CALL SEIZE ( 11 • 1 > 
4740 CALL SEIZE < 14 • 1 ) 
-4/5b:.--------~----;;.TRT~<El-=-,;.....-''-'--'---"--'------------------
4760 ATRIB<7> • 11 
4770 IFLAG ~ 1 
-4~~ ~F;_T_l,!llN-'------
4800 EL~E IF ( NNRSC ( 15). GT. 0. AND. NNRSC< 11 ). GT. 0. AND. XX< 2). EQ. 1 
4810 65) THEN . 
4820 CALL SEIZE ( 11 , 1 l -4830 CA[L.SEI ze:-·(-15-, -1--,-------------··--·-------
------------------------··- --·. 
4840 ATRIB<6l = 15 
4850 ATRIB<7l = 11 
...9§!'.>0 IFLAG = 1. -----------
4870 Rtl'URN -
4880 
4890 ELSE IF< NNRSC!19l.GT.0.AND.NNRSC<11l. GT.O.AND. XX<2l.EQ.2 
_4~QQ ___ -=-------~_,,09 l THEN 
4910 CALLSEHE l 11 • l ) 
4920 CALL SEIZE ( 19 • 1 > 
4930 ATRIB<6l = 19 
4940 ATRIBC7l 11 -4950 FL"AG-'-'---'---~------------ ---------
4960 RETURN 
4970 
4980 ELSE IF < NNRSCCBl. GT. 0. AND. NMRSC< 14_)_. G ___L .. O._l __ T __ H_E_N __ --------------
499o~-------""-"""---CA[L.StIZC(t3 7" .. 1 T ··-----· - -- - - -
5000 ·CALL SEIZE < 14 , 1 l 
5010 ATR1B(6l 14 
5020 ATRIB<7l = 8 
5030 -~LAG = 
5040 RETURN 
5050 
'5060 ELSE IF< NNRSC<Bl.GT.0.AND.NNRSC!l5l.GT.O l THEN -::ro7o:<----------"--"='--''-'--....:.p;lt::""SE IZE-cB-;-··· 1· T - -·· -·-·- - . ·-. ·-·-- . ---··---······ 
'5080 CALL SEIZE < 15 , 1 ) 
5090 ATRIBC6l = 15 
~ l.QQ A TR IB < 7l = 8 . 5110 il="L7\r;·:·T----------------------------. -·-
5120 RETUHN . 
'5130 
:ll40 ELSE IF< NNRSC<10l.GT.0.AND.NNRSC<14l.GT.O) THEN 
-:;r50~--------==-r-c;t;u.:. sEizE""-r-10·-;- 1 r - ··· -·· ··- ----
5160 CALI- SEIZE < 14 , 1 l 
~170 ATR1B16l = 14 




'5220 ELSE IF < NNl~SC < 10 l. GT. 0. AND. NNRSC < l '5 l. GT. 0 ) THEN 
-::;2~10:<--------- ---CALL SEIZE--l-To·;- 1 ·r-. ... . . - ·- - -- . ···---·-··· 
5240 CALL SEIZE < 15 , 1 l 












~2QQ ATRIB<7l = 10 5270:------------'iFLAG-·=--1------------------------------------ ----·--. 
5280 RETURN 
5290 
5300 ELSE IF< NNRSC<10l.GT.O.AND.NNRSC<19>.GT.O) THEN 
53io~--------===--=--.;c~ALC. sETz~nr--;-.. · 1-r· ··- -----· -·-··-.. -.. · .. ··----- · 
5320 CALL SEIZE ( 19 , 1 ) 
5330 ATRIB<6l = 19 
5340 ATRIB<7> = 10 
5350 IFLAG = 1 
.:1~6 R.i;JY~!'I~-----------------------·-- ..... ·-·· ... 
5370 
5380 ELSE IF < NNRSC < 14). GT. 0. AND. NNRSC ( 11 l. GT. 0 ) THEN 
5390 CALL SEIZE ( 11 , l > 
..:'i1Q!!------------~CALL SEIZE ( 14 • 1 ) 5410 ATRfill6T-= 1~ ---------
5420 ATRIBC7) = 11 
5430 !FLAG = 1 
_.:2.4~0 RETU~'-'------------------------· 5450 
5460 ELSE IF ( NNRSC(l5l.GT.0.AND.NNRSC<11). GT.O) THEN 
.5470 CALL SEIZE ( 15 • 1 l 
..5~8 A!..!..._EEIZE < 11 • 1 l 
5490 ATRIB(6) - 15 
5500 ATRIB(7) = 11 
5510 IFLAG = l 
5520 R&::nIB..! 
5530 '------------------------
5~40 ELSE IF < NNRSC < 19). GT. 0. AND. NNRSC ( 11 l. GT. 0 l THEN 
55:50 CALL SEIZE ( 11 • l l 
~.b CALL SEIZE ( 19 , l ) 
5570 ATRilf(6f-= r..-=--'--~~~------,--------~ 
5580 ATRIB<7> = 11 














5710 * ALLOCATION 5 - VEHICLE FOR PRODUCT 3-BARRELS 
.!5:Z2Q * 
5730 --------------------------------·------------
5740 IF <NNRSC<17l.LE. O.AND.NNRSCC13l.LE.O> RETURN 
' -------- --- - - --
5750 IF <NNRSC<9>. LE.O.AND.NNRSC<lOl.LE. 0.AND.NNRSC<11>. LE. O.AN 
_;,'!_?~Q. ____ &~---- D. NNRSC <I 2 I. LE. U I RETURN .. 
5770 IF""C-NN~5CCI7 r-:-GT-:-o:-AND."NNRSC (9): GT: o:· AND: xx (3): E0.-153)" TH 
5780 & EN 
5790 CALL SE IZI:: < 17 , 1 l 
.... 'i.80 CALL SEIZE < 9 , 1 ) 5810 ATFffD<b)-::17--··-----·---- ··----- - ------·--·--··- --- .. - ..... . 
5820 ATRIB<7> = 9 
5830 IFLAG = 1 
-~E!JIQ RET_URN 
5850 -------------·----------·-----·---·-· ···--·····-·· - ·······-· -
5860 ELSE IF ( NNRSC(17l.GT.0.AND.NNRSC<12l. GT.0.AND. XX<3J. EG. 2 
5870 '& 04) THEN . 
.!)88 Cfll~b.......Sf;:.I_Z~_.L.17 .. ...!.._1_ ) _____ _ 
589~0------------C<6.LL SEIZE < 12 , 1 > 
5900 ATRIBC6) = 17 
5910 ATHJU<7> = 12 
5~~ !FLAG = 1 5930 RE'.TUllN- ~---- ·------ --- ---····-·--
5940 ELSE IF< NNRSC<101.GT.0.AND.NNRSC(131. GT.0.AND. XX<3>.EG. 1 
5950 ~ 301 THEN . 
5960 CALL SEIZE < 13 • 1 ) 
5970 CALL ~}EIZE I 10 • 1 l 
-s~~g ~:rnrni ~+-~ rn---·------··-·--··--------··- -·--·--
6000 IFLAG = 1 
6010 RETURN 
..QQ?0:--~---~-~-6030 ELSE""!FIJ'JNl~t;~Trrr:-G..-O~AND-:-NNRSCn 3}-:"GT:-o~·AND~-x X"( 31-:·Ea: 1--·-· 
6040 & 431 THEN 
6050 CALL SEIZE ( 13 • 1 > 
_f;>Q60 CALL SEIZE < 11 • 1 ) 6070 ATl1llll6T-=-1::3---------·---·------------~------ ·-·---· 
6080 ATRIB<7l = 11 . 














6120 ELSE IF ( NNRSC<l2>.GT.O.AND.NNRSC!13).GT.0.AND.XX<3>.F.Q.1 
6130 ~ ~6) THEN 
-~H8--------------;,~~l:t §H rn-}-~g~-l-l:---·--------·------------
6160 ATRJB(6) = 13 




6210 ELSE IF < NNRSC(17>.GT.O.AND.NNRSC!9>.GT.O > THEN 
_f.!??9:.----·-------::CALL SEIZE < 17,__,_,--=1___,> __________ . ________________ _ 
6230 At:L5tl1~-l-9 
6240 ATRill(6) = 17 
6250 ATRill<7> = 9 
_Q;;1~Q IFLAG =_~1 ______ _ 
6270 HEtU~N 
6280 
6290 ELSE IF ( NNRSC(l7>.GT.O.AND.NNRSC<12>.GT.O >THEN 
6300 CALL SEIZE ( 17 • 1 ) ·-·-
631b:-------------.;:;A[LSEIZ~C-l2-.-1-» -·--·-····----------------·-· . 
6320 ATRIB(6) = 17 
6330 ATRill<7> = 12 .li.;;MO IFLAG = 1.__ _________ _ 
6350 tiORn--
6360 
6370 ELSE IF< NNRSC<10>.GT.0.AND.NNRSC<l3>.GT.O THEN 
6380 ___________ ~CALL SEIZE ( 13, 1 > _______ _ 
-63"10 C"ACC-SEI ZcC-£ o-. -1-> 
6400 ATRJB!6) = 13 
6410 ATRlll!7l = 10 
6420 IFLAG~=--=1~------------------------ --·-·-- ___ _ 
6430 ETUR 
6440 
6450 ELSE IF< NNRSC<11>.GT.0.AND.NNRSC<13>. GT.O >THEN 
6460 CALL SEIZE< 13 • 1 > -6if70' ____________ CA[C-SEI ZE- r1·1-;--1-r---------·---------·--·------
6480 ATRIB!6l = 13 
6490 ATRIU!7) = 11 
...6~0 !FLAG = 1 6510 RETUR:-N~-"-------------------
6520 
6530 ELSE IF ( NNRSC! 12>. GT. 0. AND. NNRSC! 13>. GT. 0 ) THEN 
6540 CALL SEIZE ( 13 • 1 l 6550'-------------"'·,,;ci:-se:-!tE<-12-·;-1-f-------.------------·---·-··-· 
6560 ATRIB!6) = 13 
6570 ATRlll!7l = 12 




6620 !FLAG = 0 
6630 
~_b~Q-------~ENDIF~--------------------6650 · R~tUR 
6660 
6670 
...66!30 ~ IF < I~!d=~.J:O,__{?_l_I_l:lg_~,-------6690'----




6740 IF ( NNR5C(4).GT.O l THEN 
6750 CALL SEIZE ( 4 , 1 ) 
..6Z6Q, __________ ~IR ln.1<'.?> = '\ ____ ----- -------·-----. ----··-··--· -··--· -· ..... . 
6770 ATRID<7> = 0 




6A20 I FLAG 0 
6830 




...b68Q ____ EL.fiE IF ( I ALL· . EQ~~!::I~"! 
·------- ---- -- -·---------- --·-·-- - --· 
·--------------- ------------·- -· - -- ·- -





6930:--------,.--=-r=F-..,.<-.cN~N=R=s~C~<5>. LE. OTtlE.TUAN-----------·---------··---·--·-··-- .. 
69~0 IF ( NNRSC<~>.GT.O l THEN 












-~~~g'----------'~rnrn1~1--~-a·-------------------------------------- ----- · -----
6980 lFLAG = 1 
6990 RETURN 
7000 --nno--------. i::cs • 
7020 / lFLAG 0 
7030 
...?Q~~----------'ENDIF:.-.,..,, _________ _ 







ELSE IF ( I ALL . _,,,E"'Q,__,_.__,,8"--'>'--T'--'H-"E"-'N"----------------
ALLOCAT ION 8 - VEHICLE FOR SMALL DEMAND - PRODUCT 5-GENERAL 
---------------------------~-------------------------------
..2120 ,~------------------· 7130·--------1=F-<_N_N=R=s-C<l).LE.O) RETliR 
7140 IF< NNRSC<l>.GT.O l THEN 
71~0 CALL SEIZE ( 1 , 1 l 
..2li!O A TR Il3 ( 6 l = 1 --------7170 ATRIDT"7+>-=:=~0--------------------




7220 I FLAG 0 -1236 --"'---------
7240 END IF 
7250 RETURN 
7260 .... '7"270------------~-----------------




7330 IF< NNRSC!3l.LE.O >RETURN 
7340 lF ( NNRSC<3>. GT. 0 ) THE=--oN _________ _ 
7350 · • au-·sn·ir:: < :J • 1 J 
7360 ATRIB!6l = 3 
7370 ATRIE(7) = 0 
..7~60 IFLAG ==-~1---------------------7390 
7400 RETURN 
7410 ELSE . 
...2.4~Q---------~IF~L=A'--'-"'G _ _,,0'-----------
7430 
7440 END IF 







ELSE IF< .!ALL .EO. 10) THEN 
ALLOCATION. 10 - VEf:UCLE FOf? L~f3_~E !l!;l1ANQ_::_!"JrnD\!C~_J-~::G~ERAL _______________ _ 
7530 IF C NNRSC<6l.LE.O l RETURN 
7540 IF C NNRSCC6l. GT. 0 ) THEN'-------------------·755():-------......;CAD:::iEI"Z~(~lr--
7560 ATRJB(6) = 6 
7570 ATRJB(7) = 0 . 





7640 END IF 
7650 RETURN 
7660 "7670'-----..E=il's",...-------------------------------------------- -- -----
7680 
7690 !FLAG = 0 
7700 ~ET~~~N~----------------771 o=------' 
7720 END IF 
7730 RETURN 















--179d_* ___ *****_*_ii_**li**** ** -------·---·--· -----------· --·- --·----------·----- ·- ·--
7800 SUBROUTINE TESTl 
7810 * __ !_***ll-<1-ii*H-*****-** 
7620 
7830 COMMON/SCOM1/ATRIDC100l.OD<100),00L(100),0TNOW. II,MFA.MSTOP,NCLNR 





ALLOCATION OF MASS TO VEHICLES FOR PRODUCT 5-GENERAL 
-789b--rcAPACITIES OF TRUCKS ASSH~HEIJTirrNTCC-rxx1Tn-;-xn1:5r;--xxcrn>--r- -
7900 
7910 ICAPl = XX<lll 
_25'_2Q ____ ICAP2 = XXC15l 
7930 fCAP3 = XX<TEl'~l------------------
7940 
7950 * ASSIGN DESIRED 'l. LOAD UTILIZATION 
:Z~b0~----~----~---'---------~-------7970 A = XX<2Bl I 100. 
7980 
7990 * RECTIFY ALLOWABLE CAPACITIES 
J3Q00. ___ __,=-=--,_--.,.--,-~-----------------------8010 ICl = A * ICAPl 
8020 IC2 A * ICAP2 
8030 IC3 A * ICAP3 
..DQ~~--------------'-----------------~ 8050 
8060 * ACTUAL SIZE OF THIS ENTITY 
8070 
...aoao 192 = xx192i 
8090 




8140 Ml= NNG(15l 
8150 M2 = NNG(161 
Jllf.iQ ____ !'Q = N_NQ,,__,_<_.._1_,__7_,_1 _________ _ 
8170 . . 
8180 * IF NUMBER OF ENTITIES WAITING FOR TRUCKS IN FILES FOR PRODUCT 5 IS 
8190 * TOO LARGE, REMOVE 1 ENTITY FROM THE FILE<S> AND PLACE IT IN THE 
.Ll20°-LEJL.E5_filfLE.8.t:JQ~~L~LJJ~_UC1',1LEPRJJW!;!UC1_ 4 W!~L. __ DN _CERTAIN OCCA?~ONSL---·-·· __ 
8210 * BE USED FOR PRODUCT ~. PROVIDED THE CRA0L£5 ARE FIRST REMOVED>. 
0220 
8230 IF <Ml. GE. 2.5,J THEN 
8240 CALL RMCTVE < 4, 15. ATl l s25b,___ _____ CA1:i.:-FtM01JE1-3;i-5;-Ar··-,_;_-------------- ------------- -- ------· ----- ---- -·--
8260 CALL RMDVE(2, 15,ATll 
8270 CALL RMOVE(l, 15,ATll 
-~~28 -~Al~l._f.JJ,_E_M< 14_,_A_T__L) __ _ 
8290 END IF 
6300 
8310 IF <M2. GE. 151 THEN 
-12~?20 _____ CALI_ RM!1VF.:<1• 16.ATl> _____ _ 
a~no c ALL i= I [Effri 3; AT 1T 
8340 END IF 
8350 
..B36,_0 ___ ~IF mJ~GE.._ 15) __ THEN_ ---------------------------- ·-- __ --··-·-·------ ·--
13370 CALL RMrr7E<l.17.AT1l 
8380 CALL FILEM(l4oAT1l 
8390 END IF 
_filJ) 
84 l !:O:-:c*,....-,C'7H""E""Cc:-;~,.--,I;-,F=-A.,.--C=-c=-u~r1~u~L-,-A=T=E=D......,,S~I""Z=E~C~A~N~B=E~A~LmloCAiE-DiOp;- rnuci:.-w1 nn~-To;;o--- --· - . 
8420 * UTILIZATION SATISFIED 
8430 
8440 IF < I94. GE. !Cl. AND. I94. LE- ICAP1. AND. NNRSC <3>. EQ. 0. AND. l\INRSC <6>. EQ. 
8450 ~ Ol THEN 
_[~']f,,Q _____ ATIHB<9l = :5~·---------
8470 Gorcr-3:;---
B4so 
8490 ELSE IF <I94.GE. IC2.AND. 194.LE. ICAP2.AND.NNRSC<6>.EG.01 THEN 
_i;l:'iClQ _________ ATR ! B ( 9 l c 6=·-------
8510 GO'To·-35--
8520 
8530- ELSE IF < 194. GE. IC3. AND. I94. LE. ICAP3> TH.EN 
l'J">40 ATRIB <9> = 7. -s5so'------ GbTd-:)5 
13560 
13570 ii CHECK IF ACTUAL SIZE CAN DE ALLOCATED TO A TRUCK LolITH 'l. LOAD UTILIZATION 
-B~B~A.I..1-SEl~-----------------13~90 -
8600 ELSE IF <I 92. GE. IC 1. AND. 192. LE. I CAP 1. AND. NNRSC < 3 >. EIJ. 0. l'.ND. NNRSC < 6 
13610 ~ l.E0.01 THEN 
__l:J62Q, ________ AJR1Jtl'i'..L= ,~-----------













136:;0 ELSE IF <I92. CE. 1C2. AND. 192. LE. 1CAP2. AND. NNRSC<6>. EQ. 01 THEN 
-13660 ATR11H9l "' 6 . . 8670 _______ GOTll4·s-- ~------
8680 
8690 ELSE IF < 192. GE. 1C3. AND. 192. LE. ICAP3l THEN 







* CHECK IF ACCUMULATED SIZE IS GREATER THAN MAXIMUM TRUCK CAPACITY 
ELSE IF < 194. GT. ICAP3> Tm:'. -----------------·--·----
GOTO 55 
8770 ELSE 
JE8Q __ ~~ 
8790 * IF . ABOV~col\IITTTTIJ~FtE""NorREr.-ENTI TV -\.JI t.:i:-n~DESTROYED---------:-- - u. 
mmo 







·aa7vitSEl7ITITTl3 ( 11 Tffl'REAnITTQliC-IIME-Dr-EARCIESrENTIT'i"-tN' DATCH:-··- RESET _______ _ 
8880 * XX<87l TO SOME LARGE NUMllER TO ALLOW THE NEXT INCOMING ENTITY TO DE 
8890 * MARKED. RESET ACCUMULATED SIZE TO 0 . 
..§~Q0;;-=---=-=~~~-~~~-----------------------8910 35 ATRib<i) = XX(87> 
8920 ATRIB<lOl = XX<94) 
8930 XX<B7> = 200000. 
8940 ----;XX<94) = 0. ·9-950- ~El-U~~~-------------------------
8960 
8970 * DECREASE ACCUMULATED SIZE BY ACTUAL SIZE AND MARK ARRlVAL TIME 
filfl 
s990~-=-4~s--~x~x~<~9~4~>---.,x~.x~<'~9~4~>---=x~x~<92> 
9000 ATRIB<101 = XX<92l 
9010 ATRIBC1l = TNOW 






XX<94l" =XX<94l - XX<92l 
ATR IB < 1 > ,; .TNOW 
ATRIB(10) = XX(92) 






IF <192.GT. ICAPl.AND. 19~LE. ICAP2) THEN 
---~ATRIB<9.l'-=--'·6=-·--------------­RETUFti'f-
9I:50 ELSE IF < I92. GT. ICAP2. AND. I92. LE. ICAP3> THEN 












_9 8 -,,---.,,,--,...,,---, _____________________ _ 
.9290 * **********~****** 
9300 . FUhlCTION USERF< I) 
9310 * **********•****** 
~2 , 9~13~0-----=0""1""11=-E""N""'S""'I ON D C 10 >, c· < l 0 I, FT2bT.G11Cf>----------------- ----------- - - ·-
93-'10 
9~50 COMMON/SCOMl/ATRIB(lOOl100(100)1DDL<lOO),DTNOW, II1MFA0MSTOP1NCLNR 
.2:300 !!u..NC..RDfu_NPRliL..N.1'!81.IN. N!§ET. ltlf\PE1...§?_Lt9QJ_!_!;;s1,,_u 90J..!...INl:;>~:T.LJNQW! _xx< 100 > _______ .. 
9:00--~ 
9380 IF ( I. EQ. 1 l THEN 
9390 
-~4 ?8-:,,___ __ _,:_,_,~~::~~~!-!~~ -~~-~~-~~=!~-~~~.:~~~~=~-~~= ~ ~ ~£~~~=.::~:~:Ir:~ -------
9420 
9"130 
-5'.'1'1!L2!:....IHE....LD(l1t;._V.fi[;;ILHF.RE JS vrnv SIMILAR TO THAT USED UNDER TEST 1, 
9"150 ;; HOWEVER, NO FI LES 'ii\f'H~--Mf;f~ JPULAiEo:··-- ---·· --- - - - - -- - - - -
9"160 
'7"170 




















----------·---·--- •v•• •-••¥•- • 
-----------·---- ---- -------- --
ELSE IF <I. EG. 2l THEN 












10350 * W = WAITING TIME OF ENTITY 
10360 * N •TIME TO LOAD, TRAVEL AWAY, UNLOAD C& TRAVEL BACK FOR PRODUCT 2l 
10370 * T "'TOTAL WAITINQ TIME IF VEHICLE GOES TODAY 
10380 *Tl •TOTAL WAITING TIME IF VEHICLE GOES TOMORROW 
10390 * T2 ;. .TOTAL WAITINQ TINE IF IT IS FRIDAY 8c VEHICLE WAITS TILL MONDAY 
10400 * T3 • TOTAL WAITING TIME IF IT IS Sl'ITURDAY 8c VEHICLE WAilS TILL MONDAY 
10410 * T4 a TOTAL WAITING TINE IF IT IS SUNDAY & VEHICLE WAITS TILL MONDAY 
10420 * ONAX ;.· MAXIMUM OVERTIME PER TR IP 
10430 * A a JOURNEY TIME 
10440 * At • EFFECTIVE TINE FOR WHICH THE VEHICLE CAN 
10450 * OVERIDINQ THE MAXIMUM OVERTIME CONDITION 
10460 * A2 s EFFECTIVE TIME FOR WHICH THE VEHICLE CAN 





B<7> • 24.•XX<9> - TNOW 
__ W ~ .. :rNOw _- ATRIBp> 
10520 IF <ATRIB<Sl.NE. 20. l THEN 
10530 N • 2•ATRIBC3l + ATRIBC4> 
OE OUT WITHOUT 
<WEEKDAYS) 
OE OUT WI THO UT 
(\..EEKENOS) 
i0535 ·------·------A ; :Z•ATRIBC3; + ATRIBC5;/RNORHC43. 54, 9. 614. i ). 
10540 
10550 




















• 2•ATR iB<3) 
., N 
T • W + A 
Tl• T + B<7> 
.. T2 • Ti+· 48. 
T3 • Tl+ 24. 
T4 • Tl 
OMAX • XX<97> 
.f. ATRIB<5> /RNORM(43. 54, 9. b14, 1 > 
Ai ,.; :24. •XX<9i - TNOW + OMAX - 1,. 
A2 • 24. •XX<9> - TNOW + OMAX - 24. 
t0700 *DO NOT WAIT IF ·7 A.M - i:z P.M ON WEEKDAYS 
10710 IF CXXC5l.LE.1.AND. XXC6l.LE. 2.) HEN 
10720 USERF • 0. 
10730 ..... ·----·----- XXC98i ,.; XXC98l + i. 
10740 RETURN 
10750 
10760 * WAIT iF IT is MONDAY TO THURSDAY & THE MAXIMUM PRESCRIBED WAITINO 
10770 * TIME HAS NOT BEEN REACHED 
10780 ELSE IF CXX(6).EQ. 1. AND. T1.LE.XXC45ll THEN 
10790 .. "i.J5ERF;. 24. •xx<9> - Tl'IJW 
10800 XXC99) • XX(99) + l. 
10810 RETURN 
io020·--·----- ·-··--·-------
10030 * WAIT IF IT IS FRIDAY & THE MAXIMUM PRESCRIBED WAJTJNQ TIME HAS 
10840 * NOT BEEN REACHED 
i0850 __________ ELSE. iF <xxc6;. E:ci. 2. AND. T2. LE. (xic<4:J>•t. 5)) Tl-EN 
10860 USERF • 24. •XXC9) - Tl'«JW + 48. 
10870 XX(99.> ~ XXC99) + 1. 
10880 RETURN 
10890 
10900 * WAIT IF IT JS SATURDAY 
1091cf· * Ncit BEEN REAcHED &_THE HAXJHUM PRESCRIBED WAITINQ TIME HAS 
10920 ELSE IF CXXC6).EQ.3. AND. T3.LE. XXC45)) THEN 
10930 ____________ USERf':.~ ___ :Z4. •XXC9) :- Tl'IJW + 24. 
10940 XXC99) • XXC99> + 1. 
10950 RETURN 
10960 
10970 * WAIT IF IT JS SUNDAY 
10980 * NOT BEEN REACHED 
& THE MAXIMUM PRESCRIBED WAIT ING T JME HAS 
10990 ELSE IF '(XXC6>. EO. 4. MID. T4. LE. <XX<45l/2. 
11000 USERF • 24. •XXC9l - TNOW 
11010 XXC99l ,. XXC99) + 1. 
11020 RETURN 
11030 
11040 *WAIT IF IT IS MONDAY TO THURSDAY 8c THE MAXIMUM 
11050 ELSE IF CA. CH.At. AND. XXC6l. EO. t. > THEN 
-11060 ·usERF"' 24. llXX(9) - TNOW 
11070 ,. XX(99l "' XXC99l + t. 
11080 RETURN 
11090 
11100 *WAIT IF IT IS 





1 1 1 60 * WA IT I F IT IS 
11170 ELSE IF 
11180 
11190 
FRIDAY & THE 11/\X IHUM OVERTIME 15 
CA.OT.A1.AND.XXC6l.E0.2. l THEN 
USERF "' 24. •XX(9) - TNOW + 48. 
XXC99l • XXC99) + 1. 
RETURN 
SATURDAY ~ THE MAXIMUM OVERTIME 
<A. QT. A2. AND. XX ( 6). EO. 3. l THEN 
USERF • 24. •XXl9) - TNOW + 24. 
XX<99l a XX(99l + I. 
l l THEN 















11220 *WAIT IF IT IS 







SUNDAY g. TH~ MAXIMUM OVERTIME IS 
<A. OT. A2. AND. XX(6). EO. 4.) THEN 
USERF • 24. *XX!9) - TNOW 
XX!991 • XX!99) + 1. 
RETURN 

















U5eRF "' 0. 
XXC100) • XXC100) + 1. 
RETURN 
ELSE IF Cl.EQ. 3> THEN 
ALLOCATI~ OF BARRELS FOR PRODUCT 3-BARRELS 
EXCEEDED 
11430 * c ( 1) 
11440 * 
11450 
• SIGNAL TO ALLOW TtlE ARRIVAL TIME OF THE FIRST ORDER IN Tl-E 
BATCH TO BE MARKED 
* CC2) • A CODE TO DETERMINE TtlE NUMBER OF BARRELS WAITING 










* C!41 • MJMBER OF BARRELi WAITINO 
* CC5> • MJHOER OF BARREL2 WAITING 
* CC6> • MJHOER OF BARREL3 WAITING 
* C!7) • WAITINO TIME OF FIRST ORDER 
* CCBI • A SIGNAL TO RESET C<2> TO 1 
IF <C<B>. EQ. O> C!2) • l. 
• ATRllHll 
IN A BATCH AT Til'E Tl'UW 




IF CCCl>.EQ.0) CC31 
IF CATRIBC3).EQ.7.) 
IF CATRIBC3>.EO.B. > 
IF CATRIBC31.EQ.9. > 
CC4) "' CC4) + I. 
CC5> • CC" + 1. 







CC21 • C<2>-C<1> 
-·-·----.CC7> • TNOW - CC:J> 








IF-THERE ARE 4 BARRELS WAITINQ 
IF CCC 2 I. QE. 2400. > THEN 
XX (761 • XXC76) + l. 
-··-----XXCBO> • XXCBOI + 4. 
OOTO 25 
11710 * IF 3 BARRELS ARE WAIT I NO g. TtlEY HAVE BEEN WAIT ING MORE THAN THE -
11720 *MAXIMUM ALLOCATED WAITING TIME 
11730 ELSE IF CC!2l. OT. 300. AND. C!2). LT. 1000. AND. C!7>. CE. !XX!84)/3. »THEN 
11740 XX<77> • XX!77> + l. 
11750 XX!80) - XX(80) + 3. 







* IF 2 BARRELS ARE WAITING g. THEY .HAVE BEEN WAIT ING MORE THAN THE 
* MAXIMUM ALLOCATED WAITING TIME 
. ELSE IF ( C ( 2 l. QT. 40. AND. C ( 2 I.LT. 100. AND. C ( 7). OE. C XX ( 84 > .•2/ 3. ) ) THEN 
xx ( 78) - x x c 78 ) + 1. 
XX<BO.J • XX<BO> + 2. 






IF 1 BARREL IS WAITINQ g. IT 
ALLOCATED WAITING TIME 
HAS BEEN WAITINQ HORE THAN THE HAXIl'JJM 
ELSE IF CCC21. OT. 0. AND. C!21. LT. 10. AtJD. C<7L CE. XXCB4> > 
XXC791 • XXC791 + 1. 
HEN 
11890 - .. ·-·-- --· - ·- xx (80 ) - x x ( 80 ) + 1. 
11900 OOTO 25 
11910 
11920 *OTHERWISE, DESTROY TtlE ENTITY. <I.E. WAIT FOR THE NEXT ORDER> 
11930 ELSE 
11 940 USERF • l. 













* RECORD THE NVHOER OF EACH TYPE OF BARREL FOR THE JOURNEY 
ATRIIJ(8) • CC~> 













ATRID(91 ~ C<~l· 
12070 * RESET THE INITIAL CONDITIONS 
- F14 -
' 
-120BO . CCJ 
12090 C<2HJC-..:="-'~1~.---------------------------
l2100 C(3) = 0. 
12110 C(4J m O. 
12120 C(5l = ·O. 
1213:roo----:-~c~<H6~>r.-=-~o~'.'--~~~~~~~~'---~-~~-~-~-~~~~-~~--




' 12180 ____ ~ ·-----·------·· -··-····-·---12190 ELSE'.rrn-:-E"<f.'OITIE!\I 
12200 
12~10 * DEC IS IONS TD CHANGE HORSE/TRAILER FOR PRODUCT 1-PLASTICS 
i ~:?220 * --------------------------------------------------------r223o___ ------·· ---·-- ·- · --- ·-· ·· -- -- -·-· ------ ·--- -- - ··-· ···- -· · 
12240 * M = ACTUAL HORSE/TRAILER STATE 
12250 * J = PREVIOUS HORSE/TRAILER STATE - PRODUCT 1 
12260 * K =PREVIOUS HORSE/TRAILER STATE - PRODUCT.2 -12270*-L = PRE'.V1 OUSHORSE:7iflAl CERSTATE-;:-PRODUCT_ 3 __ ---- --·--- ----- --------- . --· 
12280 
12290 M ATRID<6> * ATRIB<7l 
-12JQO J XX <l I 
1231~0---~K~~xxr2-<----------------------~----------
12320 L XX<3l 
12330 
J231~A.CH_O!= _.IH!;_'._I E.._'__!;iJ AI~f:;'..!'i:t:~_CQMF'ARE;~ Tl-!!;__ACTUAL \.JI_TH THE _PREV I DUS 
123::l0 * HORSE/TRAILER STATES. SHOULD THERE DE A DIFFERENCE 1'.N ALL CASES, -- --·-····· -
12:360 * 'THE VEHICLE l~ILL BE DELAYED DY A CHANGE OF HORSE/TRAILER 
12370 . 
-H~~g I~ ~j_ €g~-1~~~~~g~-rn'.'~~:--i-~B'.'8~'.'~~~g'.'~~%n-gg:rn-rn------- -·· ---·-· ------
12400 IF (..J. EO. 216. AND. <M. EQ. 180. OR. M. EQ. 198) I GOTO 12 
12410 IF <M.EG. 180.AND.L.EQ. 1301 GOTO 12 
-12'120 IF ttl~l;!LHlQ.J'NP~!.!LEJL!49~0!'L!(,_,_E;Q,_l~Q_,_QIL!·L!;-1Ll9QU __ 9onL12 _________ _ 
12430 IF <M.EO. 198.AND.L.EG. 1431 GOTO 12 
12440 IF <M:EG. 198.AND. <K.EG. 1,4. OR. K. EQ. 16~. OR. K. EQ. 209)) GOTO 12 




12500 12 USERF = ~Xl50l l25fO _____ REttf~- -'------------------
12520 





UPDATE OVERTIME HOURS FOR WEEKDAYS AND WEEKENDS 
12590----it!~ERTCD:CTlHES-ITT\CKAFTER--it P:-M-~-IT-I s-A--l·JEEV..DA ,,------ --- ------ - ··-- -
12600 IF <XX<7>. EG. 1. AND. XX(61. LT. 3. I THEN 
12610 XX<13l ~ XX<l3) + TNOW - XX<lOI 
_1~6~0 J,IJ?!:ORF = .o:_,_·-----------
12630 RETURN 
12640 
126:50 * IF IT IS SATURDAY 
12660 ELS!; IF <XX<6l. GE. 3. > THEN 126'70 -·-xx IT4 r= -xxTT41--+-·rr.m;i--.=-)(XTS') ___________ --·---------·-··-
12680 USERF = 0. 
12690 RETURN 
-}gyg * OTHERWISE. DONOTRECORD THEDVE1ffl1-iE··-------···----------·--------·-----
12720 ELSE 
12730 USERF = 0. 












1 2r~.q o 
MAINTENANCE OF TRUCKS AND HORSES 
12rJ 5 o~x x ("' ) = cDMOLA·1·rvt:-i~MIRAVEJ:C£:'.o-· -----------------. - -------- - ---- -·· -·-·-· 
12860 * XX(L) = CUMULATIVE FUEL CONSUMED 
12870 * XX<M> =FUEL CONSUMPTION <SEE 'INTLC' IN SLAM> 
J2~8Q . 
121390 IF <ATRIB<7>. EQ. 01 I~ - Atfffl316,--------·----·-·-------------------····-··· 














12940 F<K> = F<K> + ATHID<S> 
12950 L = K + 63 
-12960 M-=:_lL±-Z'f.L 
1~970 XX<L> = XX<L> 
12980 
+ ATR JD< =i >*XX I M)7Tob. 
12990 * VEHICLES FOR PRODUCT 2 ARE MAINTAINED ON A MONTHLY OASIS 
-1:3QQ~O'--___ lF_L•~.I!UIL!§}. EQ. 20. AND. XX<4>. LT. 29. > RETURN . 
13010 IF ( ATR IIHS>-:-i:a:-20:-/\iiib-:-xxf .. fl-:-ce:-:-29:-)-G(JTQ 17-·------------------·-- -----
13020 
13030 * RESET THE KM TO 0 IF THE VEHICLE HAS TRAVELLED THE PRESCRIBED Kl1 
_1..:3Q4Q~EIWEEN_jj~}NTENANCE__ 
13050 IF I F<i(j·-:ci::. XX<63) )TffEN 
13060 F <I<> =- 0. 
13070 . 
-1.3.QBQ_~-1E..J.L.IJLA WEEKDAY, SF.T THE MAINTENANCE TIME TO XXfll4> FROM TNDW 
13090 17 IF <XXT61.LE-."21THEN- ------------------ -----,----------- ·- -· ----
13100 USEHF = XX<44l 
1~1110 RETURN 
J.3120 
13130 * IF IT JS SATURDAY, DELAY THEV~Hftrr-CJNiIL-MCir'JrfAY-MORNINC--+-TAE -- - --------
13140 * PRESCRIBED MAINTENANCE TIME 
13150 ELSE IF <XXl6l.EG.3l THEN 







*ELSE <SUNDAY), DELAY THE VEHICLE UNTIL MONDAY MORNING +THE PRESCRIBED * MAINTENANCE TIME . ELSE ~------------------------------- ·----------------




13260 * OTHERWISE, DO NOT DELAY THE VEHICLE 
13270 ELSE 
J.:328~---'--~---"USE_RF = 9~----------------13290 RETURN 
13300 
13310 ENDIF 
J..3320 RET ------· -----. 1 330~---~~-~-·~----------------------------
13340 




13400 *--Ni--;;--NUMBER OF BATCHES THAT ARE WAITING FOR THE 4-·p_ V CAPACITY TRUCK 
13410 ii- N2 = NUMBER OF BATCHES THAT ARE WAITING FDR THE 6 P. V CAPACITY TRUCK 
-H4~8 : ~§~~-~ ~ ~~~-~eHH~~~a!:v~~u~~r1~~~,,-V__!_ _______________ -· ________ _ 
13440 * T = ACTUAL TIME 
13450 * G(l) =NUMBER OF P. V THAT HAVE ALREADY BEEN COMBINED TOGETHER 
18460 * GC2> =WAITING TIME OF FIRST P.V IN THE ACTUAL BATCH 
J347o*W1-='MA'.XlfiUffliiffTrn~-1'JME'-orF'IRST'"P: v 'IF""THE' DATCH WAS--AIXOCATED-TO -
13480 * THE 4 P. V TRUCK 
13490 * W2 = MAXIl1Ul1 WAITING TIME OF FIRST P. V ~F TtiE BATCH WAS ALLOCATED _TO 
_J_:~:;>Q'J * Tl:ll" 6 P. V Tf'!\,_J~~-'-------
Nl=NNG!13) 






13~60 VCAP2 = ~· 
1357'J 
..1.3580 T = THQH_ ____________________________________________ -------·---------
13590~-----'· 
13600 lF IG<ll.EQ.O.) ATR!Dll) TNOW 
13610 
_L2h20,_ ___ G~1> = G<l> + 1.____,--r---------~ 
13630 G <2)C-'f-::-;t;;'tffili < 1 
13640 
13650 W1'" IVCAP1 - Gllll*XXIB3l/3. 
__L1669 ____ ~~c,;p2 - G < 1 > l ~_X_){.!_~~l_L5_. ___________________________________ _ 
13670 
13680 * IF THE CAPACITY OF THE 
13690 IF IG<l>. EG.VCAP2> 
... El:ZQO _____ USF.RF = 2. 
l 3710 A'tRIITTlO~G< 1 
13720 G<l> = 0. 
13730 RETURN 
13740 













-i375o*Ii=--rrrcNUHllE'.RLli--P-:-V--J!rti!:ii;JEtNIHF.:-2·-TR\JCl·C Ci.PAC I TIES-ll<--THE IR !~AI TING 
13760 * TIME HAS REACHED/EXCEEDED THE MAXHIU11 WAITING TI11E 
13770 ELSE IF <G< 1 l. GT. VCAPl. ANO. G<2l. GE. W2l THEN 
_l:3?.eO USERF = 2 . 
. 13790 A'tRfiITTCff = G'<..,.....-,_------------------------·----
13800 G<ll = 0. 
13810 RETURN 
13820 
Tii380-:;;;*--.I,.F.-;,T.,.A"'E.......,.C..,A"P....,A...,C~! TYIJF Tt-IE St'lliI:c-TR(TCJCl'fAS-UEEN-REACHED~H~ NI.JM DER- OF---··--· 
13840 *·BATCHES WAITING FOR THE BIG TRUCK IS G. T THAT FOR THE SMALL TRUCK 
138~0 ELSE IF .<G<ll.EQ.VCAP1.ANO.N2.GT.Nll THEN 
-1.:3!3~0 USERF = 1. 
13870 ATRIBCTOr)~==-cG"'<l.-..-l---------
13880 G<ll = 0. 
13890 RETURN 
13900 
1391 .;oO~*-v-.I F..--.T=H--=E~N~u=M=BEtfL!F P. V Is L. Tl~ACCIR\JCP:-C-Al>-ACTT'Yr.<TRE-MAX I MIJM_ .. ___ _ 
13920 * WAITING TIME HAS DEEN REACHED/EXCEEDED ~ THERE ARE MORE BATCHES 
13930 * WAITING FOR THE DIG TRUCK 
-1.3~.40 ELSE...J.E_j_g ! l >. l. T. VCAP 1. A!llJL..Q.L~gf;_,_HLA!'ll2,_:_~;:93~~U_1J!E:;I'( ______ _ 
13950 USERF = 1. . -
13960 ATRID<lOl = G<t> 
13970 G<1> • 0. 
_129SO RETURN 
13990 
14000 *IF THE NUMBER OF P.V ISL. T THE SMALL TRUCK CAPACITY~ THE MAXIMUM 
_14010 * WAITING TIME HAS DEEN REACHED/EXCEEDED g, THERE ARE MORE BATCHES 
14020 * WAfTING FOR THE. SMALL TRUCK 
14030 ELSE IF <G<ll. LT. VCAP1.AND.G<21.GE.W2.ANO.Nl.GT.N2l THEN 
J4Q40 USERF = 2. i4o5o_,,_ _________ AT 1ifno,-==GTI) ________ . _____ ·-··- .. ··--- ---·- ····--· .. 
14060 C<l>=O. 
· 14070 RETURN 
...l..'!060 ·-------·-·----
14090 ELSE 
14100 *OTHERWISE, DESTROY THE ENTITY DUT DO NOT RESET G<l > TO 0 
14110 USERF = 0 . 
.J!l.120 BETURf'I._,_ ___________________________________________________ _ 
14130 ____ _. 





ELSE IF <I.EO. Bl THEN 
...1A2QQ _ __,_,*--~DEG..IS.li!NS_TILIBAt~9..EJtDRl;i!;_/_]'8_~ X bEJU'.:QfL!' RQPVC:J .. 2::AMMQN ~ \,1!1 __ N J.TRA:rE; _____ . _ . 
14210 * ----------------------------------------------------------------
14220 
14230 * SEE NOTE UNDER USERF(4) 
-H~~g'~---M--A~TR!Il(6f*ATR fffl?-r----
14260 J = XX<l> 
14270 K XX!2l 
~L'li<!!'lO XX q~'----------·---------·-----·--·-· -· --·· 
14290 
14300 IF (J.EQ. 180. AND. <M. EG. 140.0R. M. EQ. 150. OR. M.EG. 190)) GOTO 14 
14310 IF (J:EG. 198.AND. (M. EQ. 154.0R. M. EQ. 165. on. M. EO. 209)) GOTO 14 
_l.432~0 ___ _.,If ( '~~EG. 130. AND. <11. EQ. 140. OR. M. EQ. 1 50. on .. M. co. 190)) GOTO 14 
14330 IF_ ii~. to:-p13-:-f.11~0:-01:·e:<:Ci :;4:-oR:-M. EQ.'.16s:·oR: M.' EG.' 209) ,.- GOTO . 14 
14340 IF <K.EO. 112.AND.M.EO. 120> GOTO 14 
14350 IF <K.EQ. 120.AND.M.EO. 112) GOTO 14 
..l'!::lt;>O IF <K. EQ. 140. AND. (11. EO. 150. OR. _M. EQ. 1901 l GOTO 14 
(4370 lFl°K-:-E:<i~50-:-A"Ni5:-lH:-E:o:--r4o:-oR-:-r1~ Ea:-190) ) -GOTIJ 14 _____ -·-----. ----- . -- .. - . 
14380 IF (K. EO. 190. AND. <M. EO. 140. OR. M. EQ. 150) l GDTO 14 
14390 IF m. EO. 154. AND. <M. EO. 165. OR. M. EQ. 2091 l GOTO 14 
...144QQ lE._~!LJ;:~~1t>;:L.f\N!L~!~~E;:\Ll~'LPR~l1~EQc.299 l >_ GOT11 __ 14 ______ .. ··-·---- ... ·- . 
14410 IF <K. EG. 209. AND. (l'I. EG. 154. OR. M. EG. 165) > GOTO 14 
14420 IF (K. EQ. 140. AND.M. EO. 154) GOTO 14 · 
14430 IF ( K. EQ. 154. AND. M. EO. 140 > GOTO 14 
-H~~g H~-rn~Eg~rng~~~j8'.-~~~g~1 ~ai-gg:rn- ~~ ------· 
14460 IF <K.EO. 190.ANO.M.EG. 209) GOTO 14 
14470 IF <K.EG.209.ANU.M.EQ. 190) GOTO 14 
...1A46P~---:-=-===--=--------------
14490 USERF - 0. 
14500 RETURN 
14510 















..L"I !j6~0 ___ _....ELSE-1.E_!~~~-lJ!F.N 14570 ,__ ___ _ 
14580 * 













DECISIONS TO CHANGE CRADLES ON VEHICLES FOR PRODUCT 4-P.V ---------------------------------------------------------
14720 * ATRIB<9l = 1 --- 4 P.V TRUCK IS IN USE WITH PRODUCT 4 
14730 * 2 --- 6 P.V TRUCK IS IN USE WITH PRODUCT 4 
11~~g *----'---'G""'._T,__,3,,__-_-_- 4,_Q[l_6_f __,_V_"t:!WPL ULHL!:iSE;;_.'d.!.!!Lf ~OD\)C_T ___ 5 -------- -~ 
14760 * SEIZE THE RESOURCES CRADLE2 FOR PRODUCT 4 IF THEY ARE AVAILABLE 




-Hm5§-2t-5El.Z~L~~~J;1~¥~iH~ 9 ~ ~~~~~~ ANH~N~~~gyg~-~N~'.-o-Tf:l~~E~R!LAV!ULA.~~E ________ __ 
14840 CALL SEIZE<28,21 
14850 USERF = XXC43) 
.14B6Q RETURN ----· ·----------------14870 
14880 * FREE THE RESOURCES CRADLE2 FOR PRODUCT 5 IF THEY ARE NOT AVAILABLE 
14890 ELSE IF CATR1BC9l. GT.3.AND.ATR1B<6l.E0.4.ANO.NNRSC<27>.EO.OI THEN 
j n900 · CALL FREE(27.21 ·i-491 o-. -------.·-sERF'-c;-- xx r113 i-"----
14920· RETURN 
14930 
_l!i~40 ELSE IF <ATRIB<9l.GT.3. AND.ATRIB<6>.EO. 5.AND.NNR5C(28l.EO. Ol THEN 
14950 * FREE THERESOOl'lCESCl~ADC.E:rFbR-PRDDDCT--s·-IF-THEY-ARE .. Nor···AvA It.:A13L:.E ·-
14960 CALL FREE<28,2) 
14970 USERF = XX<43) 
14980 RETURN 
T4990 ---· --- --··----
15000 * OTHERWISE, DD NOT CHANGE CRADLES 
15010 ELSE 




15060 RETURN,,__ ___________ _ 
15010----.!. ·---------- -··--------------- - ---··-·· - ·- -
15080 
15090 ELSE IF C .I. EO. 11 l THEN 
J.;}.1 oo.'<----~ 15110 * bECfSY~l1Al'RiEH~-sE7iRAICER--FDFCPRODUcT· 3::nARRELS" --·-- ----
15120 * 
1 5130 
15140 * SEE NOTE UNDER USERFC41 l 5i 50---··----·------·------- -----
15160 I1 = ATR!Il(6)*ATRIB<7> 
15170 J = XXCll 
J_:;?lf.10 !L::.XXJ_?. l 
15190 L = XX(3) ------------------------------------------
15200 
15210 IF (J.E0.216.AND. <I1.EO. 156.0R. I1.E0.204ll GOTO 40 
15220 IF (J. EQ. 198. AND. 11. EQ. 143) GOTO 40 -15230 i l"-w:-i::o:-reo:-ANo:-ir· E'.Cl:-r30 )-GoTo-·40-----------·-------·---·-- --·--- -- · 
15240 IF (ll.E~ 130.AND. CK.EO. 140.0R.K.EO. 150.0R.K. EG. 190)) GOTO 40 
15250 IF <11.EO. 143.AND. <K.EO. 154.0R.K.EQ. 165.0R.K. E0.209)) GOTO 40 
15260 IF <L. EQ. 204. AND. 11. EO. 156) GOTO 40 - --
15270 IF < L. EO. 156. AND. I l. EO. 204 l GOTO 40 
15280 IF IL. E<l. 130. AND.< I 1. EO. 143. OR. It. EO. 156) l COTO 40 
15290 Ii=IC-Ea·:-143:-AND:-n CEo:-130." ore 11 ~ E0:-156) ,- GOTO- 40 ____ , 
15300 IF <L.E0.1::>6.AND. Cil.E0.130.0R. Il.E0.143)) GOTO 40 
15310 IF <L.EO. 153.AND. 11.EO. 204) GOTO 40 
rn~§g--1.E_~L. F.O. 2Q.'LcAJ'l!L_U,__!;.9~~L9QTQ4Q __________ . ____________ . 
15340 USERF = 0. 
15350 RETURN 























15470 * XXC46> ,.·PREVIOUS NUMBER tc TYPE OF BARRELS ON RESOURCE NO. 13 
J~.960,,__*_,,,X~X~<QL~REVIOUS NUMBER tc TYPE OF BARRELS ON RESOURCE NO. 17 
15490 * 11 .. ACTUA[NONDER~-tYPEOFBARREC!f ON. RESOURCE· No:··· f3 OR-11--·---·--·--·· 
1 5500 
15510 Il = ATRIBC3l*ATRIBC6l 
-1.!i~2Q.__,,._,.~~~~~-~ 
15530 * A CHANGE IN BAR.REL IS NECESSAR~THE""°A?:TUAL STATE-OOES-NO-r-----··-·---
15540 * CORRESPOND TO THE PREVIOUS STATE 
15550 IF <Il. NE. XXC46l. OR. 11. NE. XXC47ll THEN 








____ _,lJ.~ERF = O~. ----------
RETURN 
1!5630 ENDJF 
.1~64Q _____ REI~BN ____ ~-------
15650 · 
15660 
15670 ELSE IF <I.EG. 13> THEN 
15680 
-----·-------- ·-· ... 
15690-*=---~c OM"PUr-t!IFIE-flUl'lllERIJFl)R1"\1ER S\:URRENT!:::Y-n USY ·--- ·- -- __ _ 
15700 * 
15710 
..1.!i729;-----:-ll5_ERE.._ = NRUSE C 1 l +NRUSE < 2 > +NRUSE < 3 l +NRUSE < 4 l +NRUSE;f 5 l +NRUSE < 6 > +NRUS 
1:5730 ~,E:c7"i+NRU5E.(BT+NRUSE(9)+NRUSE{iO)+NRUSEC 11 >+NRUSE4.1::n .. . - .. .. ·-·· . 
15740 
1 :5750 RETURN . .l!i76Q ____________________ _ 
15770 
15780 ELSE IF CI. EQ. 14> THEN 
15790 
..l.!i80Q_~.IJMP.UJE.JHE_N!.1!1!lER__QL~J2S I ST,l\~TS ~~R~!;t'!.Ib.."L)'.NS.'L __________ _ 
15810 * -----------------------------------------------
15820 
15830 USERF = NRUSE<1J+2*NRU5E(2J+2*NRUSE<3l+NRU5EC4l+NRUSEC5J+NRUSE<7l+ 






15890 ELSE IF <I.EG. 1:5) THEN 
ncroo 
15910-*~c=o~M=P~u=TE~=TH~-~ER OF r~utKS CURREl\ITCv-IN\JSE 
15920 * ---------------------------------------------
15930 





15990 ELSE IF <I.EO. 101 1nE· 
16000 
16010 *COMPUTE THE.NUMBER OF HORSES CURRENTLY IN USE 





.1606Q ___ ~REilJR .. ~-------------·---···---··--·-··-- ---·---··-··-· --···-· 
16070 
16080 
16090 ELSE IF CI.EG. 17) THEN 
-i~i ?8* COMP~fHl::-NiJAlTE!roi=--·nam:tRS-tuRREt\IT['Y""IN. USE _____ --·- -···-- - ·---
16120 * -----------------------------------------------16130 
_H>l 4Q ____ !,.!5t;;RF = t~R\J§E.(.l~J::':NF!U~e:< l.4) +..NRLl?E;_U ~ ).+.NRU5E06 H·r·mvsi::; ( 17 l _____ _ 








---------------------··---·--· ...... ····-····- ·-· 
ELSE IF <I.EG. 18) THEN 
_lt;i?~O-~_!;;.Q.MPUT!'~-Tl:fL1Qiflb... QYE:R..J I t'1LWQR~E:P. .. __ -----· ___ ..... _ 
16230 * ---------------------------------16240 
16250 USERF = XX<13l + XXC14l 















-l~§~g----E=LSE_I_F_< _I ._F;_fL1_9_>_T_H~_N'-------·----------·--·---- ------·····-· --· ·-· -··. 
16320 * COMPUTE THE TOTAL KM TRAVELLED 
16330 * ------------------------------
li:J 4*0 __ "'--""TT.;;:•....--=-..-..7"8"~-:-C 163:;0 USERF = xx ( :n )+XXT52 H-XX ( :;~T+X}ff:521/+XXT~:5T+XXT:5oT+xxr:57H·XX< :58 r+xx-· ---- . 




16410 ELSE IF <I.E0.20) THEN 
.1.6'120 
16430~~.-.~C~O~M~P,U~T~E.-.T~H~E.-.T~O~T~A~L--.F~U~E~L;--;c=o~N~S~U~M~E~D.----------------
16440 * -------------------------------16450 







· ELSE IF (I. EQ. 21 > Tli~N, ______ _ 






USERF = NNACT ( 18) +NNACTTI?5T+f\INAC1T4l:n+NNAC:'Tnr:; r+Nl\fACTl~6r---·- ·- ---- ·- .... 
RETURN 




















SUMMARY OF DATA USED IN THE MODEL 
~: ~ 
Table Gl describes all the statistical distributions employed for each 
product group. Only standard distribution functions were considered. The 
) 
following formulae were used to compute the different distributions: 
For Normal distributions, 
1 M - 2: xi. h · • ean = x = , w ere x. is the ith variable in the population, 
l. 
N is the number of samples used. 
N 
2. Standard Deviation = (f = _~ ___ i__ _ j 'V ( x - x )2 
For Gamma distributions, 
3. Mean = ,B = 0"2 
x 




In addition, two dimensionless coefficients were evaluated to describe the 
distribution shape •. These are the coefficients of skewness (C.O.S) and 
Kurtosis (C.O.K). The C.O.S indicates how asymetric the distribution is, 
whereas the C.O.K shows how concentrated the sample population is about 
the mean. The formulae used to compute these coefficients are as follows: 
I: ( - )3 x. - x 1. Coefficient of Skewness = l. 
N * O"' 3 
2. Coefficient of Kurtosis 2: ( x. - x )' = l. 
N *er• 
In view to decide which distribution function best fits each variable, the 
following criteria were used: 
1. For the purpose of the model, it is convenient to represent the sample 
populations by distributions which are spread over a relatively small range 
(i.e. a low standard deviation). This criterion attempts to reduce the 
degree of uncertainty about the minimum and •maximum'limits of the variables. 
For example, a Normal distribution with mean 139 and standard deviation 75 












relatively large spectrum, whereas in practice, the maximum distance 
travelled is known to be within 400 km. Effectively, the end regions of 
the distribution curve would be cut off to a large extent. In this regard, 
a better function would be desired. 
2. A Normal distribution is chosen when the standard deviation is small as 
compared to the mean. Specifically, the choice is made when OCis 
greater than 20. 
3. If ocis smaller than 5, a Gamma distribution is selected. 
4. Should neither a Normal nor a Gamma distribution be suitable, the mean 
and standard deviation for the logarithmic values -0f the samples are 
computed. In general, when this test was applied, low values were 
obtained for eras compared to x. 
The remaining variables used in the model are listed in Table G2. (Note: 












TABLE Gl - Statistical Distributions Used in the .Model 
N = Number of samples used in computing the distribution. 
x = Mean of the Normal distribution. 
0-= Standard Deviation of the Normal distribution. 
C.O.S = Coefficient of Skew. 
C.O.K = Coefficient of Kurtosis. 
J3 = Mean of the Gamma distribution. 
OC= Standard Deviation of the Gamma distribution. 
VARIABLE 1 
Loading N 95 -Time x 0,0003576 
(Hr/kg) (T 0,0004063 
c.o.s 1,099 




Unloadin,!: ~ 95 
Time x 0,0004384 






Load N -Empty x 
Time \T 





Unload N -Empty x 
Time CT 








- per trip 
- per barrel 








































































































VARIABLE 1 2 3 4 5 
Number IN 41 37 39 16 38 ,_ 
of IX 8,487 3,702 4,589 3,187 7,736 
Orders CT 3,364 1,557 1,890 1,423 4,766 
Per Day K:;.O.l: -0,3598 0,1574 -0,0595 0,4470 1,108 
K:;1. o. !< 2,201 1,651 2,098 2, 716 3,801 
Ol 6,363 5,653 5,892 5,012 2,635 
f3 1,334 0,6549 0,7789 0,6360 2,937 
DISTRIBUTION GAMMA GAMMA GAMMA GAMMA GAMMA 
Size of IN 348 179 51 294 
Order 
,_ 
14270 ~158 tx 2,195 2,607 
(kg) kl' 6303 1,088 1,738 ~472 
K:.o.~ 1,582 NVA 0,5680 0,9717 1,461 
K.:. 0 .K 4,240 2,033 2,616 4,534 
~ 0,4590 4,067 2,250 0,7623 
,B 9303 ,69· 0,3598 1,159 tz831,81 
DISTRIBUTION GAMMA GAMMA GAMMA GAMMA 
Tinie to N 423 423 423 423 423 
Inspect 
I-
0,3529 0,3529 0,3529 0,3529 0,3529 IX 
(Hr) 0- 0,00702 0,07702 0,07702 0,07702 0,07702 
K:; .o.s 0,00453 0,00453 0,00453 0,00453 0,00453 
K:.O.K 4;648 4,648 4,648 4,648 4,648 
~ 20,994 20,994 20,994 20,994 20,994 
~ 0,01681 0,01681 0,01681 0,01681 0,01681 
DISTRIBUTION NORMAL NORMAL NORMAL NORMAL NORMAL 
Lunch IN 389 389 389 389 389 - . ,_ 
Time IX 0,6712 0,6712 0,6712 0,6712 0,6712 
(Hr) <T 0,02463 0,02463 0,02463 0,02463 0,02463 
IC.o.s 0,01123 0,01123 0,01123 0,01123 0,01123 
tc.O.K 3,276 3,276 3,276 3,276 , 3,276 
"' 742,63 742,63 742,63 742,63 ~42,63 J3 0,0009038 0,0009038 0,0009038 0,000903E 0,000903E 
DISTRIBUTION NORMAL NORMAL NORMAL NORMAL NORMAL 
Repair N 58 58 58 58 58 -Time x 2,106 2,106 2,106 2,106 2,106 
(Hr) fT 1,584 1,584 1,584 1,584 1,584 
c.o.s 1,012 1,012 1,012 1,012 1,012 
C .O.!< S,266 3,266 3,266 3,266 3,266 
oc 1,768 1,768 1,768 1,768 1,768 
J3 1,191 1,191 1,191 1,191 1,191 












TABLE Gl (CONTD) 
PRODUCT CODE 
VARIABLE 1 2 3 4 5 
Km N 98 72 90 27 108 ,_ 
Travellecx 108,0 94,2 138,8 115,8 111,3 
Per Trip IT 30,99• 5,239 74,74 46,68 33,40 
K:.o.:: 0,6771 4,035 1,728 1,148 0,7813 
C .O.K 3,367 21,98 5,203 4,499 4,977 
oc 12,16 323,4 3,448 6,616 11,11 
J3 8,89 0,2913 40,25 18,81 10,02 
DISTRIBUTION LOG NORMAL NORMAL LOGNORMAL LOGNORMAL LOGNORMAL 
Vehicle N 98 72 90 27 108 -Speed x 43,54 49,00 50,24 50,30 46,86 
(Km/Hr) v 9,614 5 ,294: 5,606 11,01 9,685 
c .o. ~ 0,7541 0,007807 0,2141 0,07590 0,5404 
C .O.l< 3,835 7,798 4,092 3,308 5,514 
b<. 20,51 85,67 80,33 20,86 23,41 
/3 2,123 0,5720 0,6254 2,411 2,002 
DISTRIBUTION NORMAL NORMAL NORMAL LOG NORMAL LOGNORMAL 
Away N 323 72 323 323 323 -Time Per x 1,518 0,9905'. 1,518 1,518 1,518 
Trip (I 0,7204 0,1093 0,7204 0,7204 0,7204 
(Hr) c .o.~ 1,098 2,463 1,098 1,098 1,098 
c.o.K 3,756 14,76 3,756 3,756 3,756 
tX 4,442 82,00 4,442 4,442 4,442 
/3 0,3418 0,0120 0,3418 0,3418 0,3418 












TABLE G2 - Variables Used in the Model 
DESCRIPTION 
Maximum waiting time for one Barrel only (Hour) 
Maximum waiting time for one P.V. only (Hour) 





Maintenance time for vehicles (Hour) 24,0 
Maintenance frequency for vehicles - Products 1, 3, 4, 5 (km)5000,0 
Maintenance time for forklift trucks (Hour) 
Maintenance frequency for forklift trucks (day) 
Time to change Horse/Trailer combination (Hour) 
Time to change Barrel/Trailer combination (Hour) 
Time to change Cradles (Hour) 
Inspection time for vehicles (Hour) 
Duration of lunch (Hour) 
Time to wash Ammonium Nitrate Trailers - Friday p.m. (Hour) 
Required % load utilization on vehicles for Products 1 & 5 
Maximum overtime per trip 
Probability of repair for vehicles 
Probability of taking empties (Products 4 & 5) 


























SIMULATION RESULTS FOR ACTUAL SITUATION 
CURRENT TIME .4344+004 
STATISTICAL ARRAYS CLEARED AT TIME . 2880-+-004 
l .**STATISTICS FOR VARIABLES BASED ON OBSERVATION** 
MEAN STANDARD COEFF. OF MINIMUM MAXIMUM NO.OF 
VALUE DEVIATION VARIATICl\I VALUE VALUE OBS 
DEMAND TIME Pl . 6'50+002 . 42'5+002 . 6'53+000 . 106+o01 . 189+003 109 
TRIP TIME A Pl . 139+002 . 142+o02 . 102+001 . 177+001 . 887+002 109 
TRIP TIME 13 Pl . 141+002 . 142+o02 . 100+001 . 197+001 . 887+002 109 
TRIP TIME C Pl . 145+002 . 147+o02 . 101+001 .197+001 . 887+002 109 
DEMAND TIME P2 • 234+002 . 186+o02 . 796+000 . 294+o01 . 912+002 167 
TRIP TIME A P2 . 337+001 . 284+o00 . 84'5-001 . 269+o01 . 410+001 167 
TRIP TIME 13 P2 . 361+001 . 6'57+000 . 182+000 . 275+001 . 652+001 167 
TRIP TIME c P2 . 419+001 . 369+o01 . 881+000 . 275+001 . 275+002 167 
DEMAND TIME P3 . 372+002 . 220+002 . '589+000 . 486+001 . 989+002 104 
TRIP TIME A P3 • 641+001 . 230+001 . 360+000 . 327+001 . 179+002 104 
TRIP TIME 13 P3 • 660+001 . 237+001 . 359+000 . 327+o01 . 179+002 104 
TRIP TIME C P3 . 776+001 . :5:53+001 . 713+000 . 327+001 . 316+002 104 
DEMAND TIME P4 . 195+002 . 176+o02 . 901+000 . 208+001 . 911+002 64 
TRIP TIME A P4 . 476+001 . 182+o01 . 382+000 . 276+o01 . 111+002 64 
TRIP TIME B P4 . 493+001 . 189+o01 . 384+000 . 276+001 . 111+002 64 
TRIP TIME C P4 . :568+001 . 4:59+o01 . 809+000 . 276+o01 . 295+002 64 
DEMAND TIME p '5 . '561+002 . '514+002 . 917+000 . 140+001 . 193+003 11 :5 
TRIP TIME A P'5 . :54:5+001 . 2'53+o01 . 464+000 . 17:5+001 . 129+002 11 :5 
TRIP TIME B P:5 . :5'54+001 . 260+001 . 470+000 . 17:5+o01 . 129+002 11 :5 
TRIP TIME C P:5 . '596+001 . 388+o01 . 6:51+000 . 17:5+001 . 288+002 11 :5 
2.**STATISTICS FOR TIME-PERSISTENT VARIABLES** 
MEAN STANDARD MINIMUM MAXIMUM TIME CURRENT 
VALUE DEVIATION VALUE VALUE INTERVAL VALUE 
KM TRAVELLED 412 1417. 843 
FUEL CONSUMED 21:5. :512 
KM TRAVELLED 414 1911. 927 
FUEL CONSUMED 336. 499 
KM TRAVELLED 467 2895. 496 
FUEL CONSUMED 810. 739 
KM TRAVELLED 469 722. :547 
FUEL CONSUMED 192. 920 
KM TRAVELLED 471 3150. 76:5 
FUEL CONSUMED 1112. 220 
KM TRAVELLED 472 3762. 772 
FUEL CONSUMED 1128. 832 
KM TRAVELLED 30:5 2218. 627 
FUEL CONSUMED 998. 382 
KM TRAVELLED 422 3847. 515 
FUEL CONSUMED 1719. 839 
KM TRAVELLED 423 3423. 062 
FUEL CONSUMED 1903. 223 
KM TRAVELLED 424 3702. 209 
FUEL CONSUMED 1788. 167 
KM TRAVELLED 426 3:566. 429 
FUEL CONSUMED 1868. 809 
KM TRAVELLED 427 399:5. 182 
FUEL CONSUMED 1614. 0~3 
TOTAL KM 34614. 34:5 
TOTAL FUEL 13689. 182 
TRIPS 4 BARRELS 44. 97:5 
TRIPS 3 BARRELS 7. 614 
TRIPS 2 BARRELS 1. 000 
TRIPS 1 BARREL . 000 
TOTAL BARRELS 204. 743 
NO. OF BARRELS 2. 034 
NO. OF DRIVERS 6. 467 
NO. OF ASSISTANT 7. 903 
NO .• OF TRUCKS 2. 334 
NO. OF HORSES 4. 133 
ND. OF TRAILERS 4. 133 
0. TIME WEEK END 91. 88:5 
0. TIME WEEK DAY 271. 737 
TOTAL OVERTIME 363. 622 
TRIPS N.TIME 141. 020 
TRIPS WAITING 48. 218 
TRIPS O.TIME 118. 458 
NUMBER OF DAYS 1:51. 000 














































. 00 2400. 93 
. 00 364. 94 
107. B:> 3017. 73 
18. 98 531. 12 
169. 38 :>44:5. 64 
47. 43 1 '524. 7B 
. 00 1588. 2'j 
. 00 424. 06 
. 00 6270. 41 
. 00 2213. 4:5 
213.63 6:>2:5.61 
64.09 1957.68 
11 :5. 94 427:5. 29 
:>2. 17 1923. B8 
192.68 7115.66 
86. 13 3180. 70 
. 00 :>831. 06 
. 00 3242. 07 
193. 61 6939. 75 
93. j 1 3351. 90 
278. 68 6:5:59. 67 
146. 03 3437.27 
123. 65 827:>. BB 
49.95 3343. 46 
1395. 426424:>. BB 
558.292549:>. 31 
3.00 86.00 
" . 00 17. 00 
1. 00 1. 00 
. 00 . 00 
14. 00 397. 00 
. 00 8. 00 
1. 00 12. 00 
1.00 15.00 
. 00 6. 00 
. 00 6. 00 
. 00 6. 00 
. 00 176. 92 
18.85 :>12.02 
18. 8:5 688. 94 
4.00 266.00 
1. 00 83. 00 
4.00 219.00 
121. 00 182. 00 
70.00 70.00 
1464. 000 2400. 93 
1464. 000 364.94 
1464. 000 3017. 73 
1464. 000 :>31. 12 
1464. 000 544:5. 64 
1464. 000 1 :524. 78 
1464. 000 1 :>BB. 2:5 
1464. 000 424. 06 
1464. 000 6270. 41 
1464. 000 2213. 4::! 
1464. 000 6:>2:>.61 
1464. 000 19::!7. 68 
1464. 000 427:5. 29 
1 464. 000 1923. 88 
1464. 000 7115. 66 
1464. 000 3180. 70 
1464. 000 :5B31. 06 
1464. 000 3242. 07 
1 464. 000 6939. 75 
1464. 000 3351. 90 
1464. 000 6559. 67 
1464. 000 3437. 27 
1464. 000 8275. 88 
1464. 000 3343. 46 
1464. 00064245. 88 
1464. 0002:5495. 31 
1464. 000 B6.00 
1464. 000 17. 00 
1464. 000 1. 00 
1 464. 000 . 00 
1464. 000 397. 00 
1464. 000 . 00 
1464. 000 4. 00 
1464. 000 ::!. 00 
1 464. 000 . 1. 00 
1464. 000 3. 00 
1464. 000 3. 00 
1464. 000 176. 92 
1464.000 512.02 
1464. 000 688. 94 
1464. 000 266. 00 
1464. 000 83.00 
1464. 000 219.00 
14.64. 000 182. 00 













FILE ASSOC * NODE AVERAGE STANDARD MAXIMUM CURRENT AVERAUE 
NUMBER LABEL/TYPE LENGTH DEVIATION LENGTH LENGTH WAIT TIME 
1 ALl AWAIT .70, 1. 498 6 0 39. 689 
2 AL2 AWAIT .824 1. 225 5 1 26. 210 
3 AL3 AWAIT .997 1. 121 4 1 36. 491 
4 FORK AWAIT . 011 . 174 3 0 . 145 , AL4 AWAIT 1. 252 1. 854 10 0 10. 974 
6 AL' AWAIT 1. 393 1. 435 6 0 19. 796 
7 GTRY AWAIT .007 . 082 . 1 0 . 096 
B BAR! AWAIT .000 . 000 1 0 . 000 
9 BAR2 AWAIT . 000 . 000 1 0 . 000 
10 BAR3 AWAIT .009 . 094 1 0 . 227 
11 FPTl AWAIT .013 . 114 1 0 . 166 
12 FPT2 AWAIT .002 . 048 1 0 . 059 
13 AL6 AWAIT . 030 . 170 1 0 2. 737 
14 AL7 AWAIT .207 . 434 2 0 6. 439 
1 5 ALB AWAIT . 0:'.)9 . 238 2 0 3. 750 
16 AL9 AWAIT .410 . 692 4 0 13. 055 
17 AL10 AWAIT 1. 686 2. 287 9 0 52. 517 
18 CALENDAR 13.315 8. 531 52 7 . 759 
Note: * - The meaning of each label is as follows: 










sized vehicles respectively for Product 1. 
:Forklift Truck. 
:Allocation of vehicles for Product 2. 
:Allocation of vehicles for Product 3. 
:Gantry. 
3:Barrel Type 1, 2 and 3 respectively. 
:Fillpoint 1 and 2 respectively. 
:Allocation of small-sized and large-sized vehicles 
respectively for Product 4. 
AL8, 9, lO:Allocation of small-sized, medium-sized and large-
sized vehicles respectively for Product 5. 
4.••REGULAR ACTIVITY STATISTICS** 
ACTIVITY AVERAGE STANDARD MAXIMUM CURRENT ENTITY 
INDEX/LABEL UTILIZATION DEVIATION UTIL UTIL COUNT 
11 SMALL D. Pl . 0000 . 0000 1 0 20 
12 MEDIUM D. Pl . 0000 . 0000 1 0 46 
13 LARGE D. Pl . 0000 . 0000 1 0 40 
14 CHG HORSE 1 . 0058 . 0760 1 0 17 
15 NO REP VEH 1 . 0000 . 0000 1 0 98 
16 REP VEH 1 . 0145 . 1194 1 0 11 
21 CHG HORSE 2 . 0068 . 0824 1 0 20 
22 WASH VEH 2 . 0092 . 1089 3 0 27 
23 REP VEH 2 . 0187 . 1390 2 0 15 
24 NO REP VEH 2 . 0000 . 0000 1 0 152 
30 BARREL 1 . 0000 . 0000 1 0 225 
31 BARREL 2 . 0000 . 0000 1 0 90 
32 BARREL 3 . 0000 . 0000 1 0 69 
33 CHG BARREL . 0704 . 2::>:'7 1 0 103 
34 CHG HORSE 3 . 0109 . 1040 1 0 32 
3::> FI LLP T 2 Ol'LV . 0000 . 0000 0 0 0 
36 F ILLPT 1 ONLY . 0000 . 0000 1 0 47 
37 BOTH FILLPTS . 0000 . 0000 1 0 ::>7 
38 NO REP VEH 3 . 0000 . 0000 1 0 94 
39 REP VEH 3 . 0139 . 1171 1 0 10 
41 CHG CRADLE . 0000 . 0000 0 0 0 
42 P5WITHVEH4 . 0000 . 0000 0 0 0 
43 ND REP VEH 4 . 0000 . 0000 1 0 58 
44 REP VEH 4 . 0073 . 08~3 1 0 6 
51 SMALL D. P5 . 0000 . 0000 1 0 23 
52 MEDIUM D. P5 . 0000 . 0000 1 0 46 
53 LARGE D. P::l . 0000 . 0000 1 0 39 
54 NO REP VEH 5 . 0000 . 0000 1 o· 110 












5. **RESOURCE STATISTICS** 
RESOURCE RESOURCE CURRENT AVERAGE STANDARD MAXIMUM CURRENT 
NUMBER L.ABEL CAPACITY UTIL DEVIATION UTIL UTIL 
1 TRUCK412 0 • 19 .393 1 0 
2 TRUCK414 0 . 39 . 487 1 0 
3 TRUCK467 0 . 41 . 492 1 0 
4 TRUCK469 0 . 18 . 384 1 0 
5 TRUCK471 0 . 53 . 499 1 0 
6 TRUCK472 0 . 64 . 481 1 1 
7 HORSE30:5 0 . 67 . 469 1 0 
8 HORSE422 0 . 71 . 4:53 1 1 
9 HORSE423 0 . 60 . 489 1 0 
10 HORSE424 0 . 76 • 424 1 1 
11 HORSE426 0 . 72 . 448 1 1 
12 HORSE427 0 . 66 . 47:5 1 0 
13 TRAIL318 0 . 62 .485 1 0 
14 TRAIL430 0 . 61 . 488 1 1 
1:5 TRAIL431 0 . 68 . 467 1 0 
16 TRAIL438 0 . 67 . 469 1 0 
17 TRAIL441 0 . 78 • 416 1 0 
18 TRAIL449 0 . :54 . 499 1 1 
19 TRAIL453 0 . 23 . 423 1 1 
20 GANTRY 1 . 07 . 256 1 0 
21 FILLPTl 1 . 09 . 281 1 0 
22 FILLPT2 1 . 02 . 141 1 0 
23 FORKLIFT 5 . 35 . 620 3 0 
24 BARREL! 7 1. 20 1. 748 7 0 
2:5 BARREL2 6 . 4:5 . 864 :5 0 
26 BARREL3 3 . 39 . 719 3 0 
27 CRADLE2 2 2.00 . 000 2 2 
28 CRADLE3 2 2.00 . 000 2 2 
RESOURCE RESOURCE CURRENT AVERAGE MINIMUM MAXIMUM 
NUMBER LABEL AVAILABLE AVAILABLE AVAILABLE AVAILABLE 
1 TRUCK412 0 • 7666 -1 1 
2 TRUCK414 0 . :5702 -1 1 
3 TRUCK467 0 . :5448 -1 1 
4 TRUCK469 0 . 7781 -1 1 
:5 TRUCK471 0 . 4291 -1 1 
6 TRUCK472 -1 . 3213 -1 1 
7 HORSE305 0 . 2836 -1 1 
8 HDRSE422 -1 . 2450 -1 1 
9 HDRSE423 0 . 3536 -1 1 
10 HDRSE424 -1 . 1928 -1 1 
11 HORSE426 -1 . 2359 -1 1 
12 HORSE427 0 . 3003 ·-1 1 
13 TRAIL318 0 . 3353 -1 1 
14 TRAIL430 -1 . 3472 -1 1 
1 :5 TRAIL431 0 . 2786 -1 1 
16 TRAIL438 0 . 2836 -1 1 
17 TRAIL441 0 . 1798 -1 1 
18 TRAIL449 -1 . 4201 -1 1 
19 TRAIL4:53 -1 ·. 7239 -1 1 
20 GANTRY 1 . 9017 -1 1 
21 FILLPTl 1 . 88:57 -1 1 
22 FILLPT2 1 . 9:519 -1 1 
23 FORKLIFT 5 4.6120 0 5 
24 BARRELl 7 5. 8021 0 7 
25 BARREL2 6 5. 5530 1 6 
26 BARREL3 3 2.6110 0 3 
27 CRADLE2 0 . 0000 0 0 












**HISTOGRAM NUMBER 1** 
DEMAND TIME P 1 
OBS RELA UPPER 
FREQ FREQ CELL LIM 0 20 40 60 BO 100 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
0 . 000 .000 + + 
3 . 028 . 500+o01 +• + 
3 . 028 . 100+o02 +• c + 
2 . 018 . 1:50+o02 +* c + 
4 . 037 . 200+o02 +** c + 
5 . 046 . 250+o02 +** C· + 
11 . 101 • 300+o02 +***** c + 
6 . 055 . 350+o02 +*** c + .. 
3 . 028 . 400+o02 +* c + 
8 . 073 .450+002 +**** c + 
6 . 055 . 500+o02 +*** c + 
2 . 018 . '!550+o02 +* c + 
6 . 055 . 600+o02 +*** c + 
1 . 009 . 650+o02 + c + 
4 . 037 . 700+o02 +** c + 
7 . 064 . 7:50+o02 +*** c + 
2 . 018 . 800+002 +* c + 
5 . 046 . 8'!50+002 +** c + 
1 . 009 .900+002 + c + 
'!5 . 046 . 9:50+002 +** + 
2 . 018 . 100+o03 +• + 
1 . 009 . 105+003 + + 
3 . 028 . 110+o03 +• + 
1 . 009 . 11 :5+003 + + 
3 . 028 . 120+003 +• Cumulativ  Value + 
4 . 037 . 125+o03 +** c + 
3 . 028 . 130+003 +• c + 
2 . 018 . 13~1+003 +• c + 
1 . 009 . 140+o03 + c + 
0 . 000 . 14:!+003 + c + 
1 . 009 . 150+003 + c + 
0 . 000 . 15~H003 + c + 
1 . 009 . 160+o03 + C+ 
0 . 000 . 16:!+003 + C+ 
1 . 009 . 170+o03 + C+ 
1 . 009 . 175+003 + c 
0 . 000 . 180+003 + c 
0 . 000 . 165+003 + c 
1 . 009 . 190+003 + c 
0 . 000 . 195+o03 + c 
0 . 000 . 200+o03 + c 
0 . 000 INF + c 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
109 0 20 40 60 80 100 
Relative Frequency of Observations 
**STATISTICS FOR VARIABLES BASED' ON OBSERVATION** 
MEAN STANDARD COEFF. C:F' M!'NIMUM MAXIMUM NO. OF 
VALUE DEVIATION VARIATICJ'll VALUE VALUE OBS 












**HISTOGRAM NUMBER 2** 
TRIP TIME A P 1 
OllS RELA UPPER 
BO 100 FREQ FREQ CELL LIM 0 20 40 60 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
0 . 000 .000 + + 
21 . 193 . :500+o01 +********** + 
36 . 330 . 100+002 +***************** c + 
22 . 202 . 150+o02 +********** c + 
9 . 083 . 200+o02 +**** + 
4 . 037 . 2:50+o02 +** c + 
7 . 064 . 300+o02 +*** c + 
3 . 028 . 3:50+o02 +* c + 
3 . 028 . 400+o02 +* c + 
0 . 000 . 450+o02 + c + 
1 . 009 . 500+o02 + Cumulative Value C+ 
0 . 000 . 550+002 + C+ 
1 . 009 . 600+o02 + C+ 
0 . 000 . 650+o02 + C+ 
0 . 000 . 700+o02 + C+ 
0 . 000 . 7:50+o02 + C+ 
0 • 000 . 800+o02 + C+ 
1 . 009 . 850+o02 + c 
1 . 009 . 900+Q02 + c 
0 . 000 . 950+002 + c 
0 . 000 INF + c 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
109 0 20 40 60 BO 100 
Relative Frequency of Observations -
**STATISTICS FOR VARIABLES BASED ON OBSERVATION** 
MEAN STANDARD COEFF. CF MINIMUM MAXIMUM NO. OF 
VALUE DEVIATION VARIATia'll VALUE VALUE OBS 
TRIP TIME A Pl . 139+002 . 142+<'02 . 102+001 . 177+o01 . 887+002 109 
**HISTOGRAM NUMBER 3** 
TRIP TIME B P 1 
·OBS RELA UPPER 
FREQ FREQ CELL LIM 0 20 40 60 BO 100 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
0 . 000 .000 + + 
19 . 174 . :500+o01 +********* + 
38 . 349 . 100+002 +***************** c + 
21 . 193 . 150+002 +********** c + 
10 . 092 . 200+002 +***** c + 
4 . 037 . 250+002 +** c + 
7 . 064 . 300+002 +*** c + 
3 . 028 . 350+o02 +* c + 
3 . 028 . 400+o02 +* c + 
0 . 000 . 450+002 + c + 
1 . 009 . 500+o02 + C+ 
0 . 000 . 5:50+002 + C+ 
1 . 009 . 600+002 + Cumulative Value C+ 
0 • 000 . 650+002 + C+ 
0 . 000 . 700+002 + C+ 
0 . 000 .750+002 + C+ 
0 . 000 . 800+002 + C+ 
1 . 009 . 850+002 + c 
1 . 009 . 900+002 + c 
0 . 000 . 950+o02 + c 
0 . 000 INF + c 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
109 0 20 40 60 BO 100 
Relative Frequency of Observations -
**STATISTICS FOR VARIABLES BASED ON OBSERVATION** 
MEAN STANDARD COEFF. CF MIN In.JM MAXIMUM NO. OF 
VALUE DEVI AT ION VARIATia'll VALUE VALUE OBS 












**HISTOGRAM NUMBER 4** 
TRIP TIME C Pl 
OBS RELA UPPER 
FREQ FREQ CELL LIM 0 20 40 60 BO 100 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
0 . 000 .000 + + 
19 . 174 . 500+001 +********* + 
37 . 339 . 100+002 +***************** c + 
21 . 193 . 1:50+002 +********** c + 
10 . 092 . 200+o02 +***** c + 
4 . 037 . 250+o02 +** + 
6 . 055 . 300+o02 +*** + 
4 . 037 . 3:50+002 +** c + 
3 . 028 . 400+Q02 +• c + 
0 . 000 . 4:50+o02 + c + 
1 . 009 . 500+o02 + c + 
1 . 009 . :5:50+002 + C+ 
1 . 009 . 600+o02 + C+ 
0 . 000 . 6:50+002 + Cumulative Value C+ 
0 . 000 . 700+o02 + c+ 
0 . 000 . 750+o02 + C+ 
0 . 000 . 800+002 + C+ 
1 . 009 . 8:50+o02 + c 
1· . 009 . 900+o02 + c 
0 . 000 . 9:50+002 + <;. 
0 . 000 INF + c 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
109 0 20 40 60' BO 100 
Relative Frequency of Observations ~ 
**STAT I ST I CS FOR VARIABLES BASED ON OBSERVATION** 
MEAN STANDARD COEFF. CF MINIMUM MAXIMUM NO. OF 
VALUE DEVIATION VARIATI(X\I VALUE VALUE OBS 
TRIP TIME C Pl . 145+002 . 147+o02 . 101+001 .197+o01 . 867+002 109 
**HISTOGRAM NUMBER :5** 
DEMAND TI ME P2 
OBS RELA UPPER 
FREQ FREQ CELL LIM 0 20 40 60 80 100 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
0 . 000 .000 + + 
36 . 216 . 500+001 +*********** + 
12 . 072 . 100+002 +**** c + 
1 . 006 . 1 :50+002 + c + 
12 . 072 . 200+o02 +**** c ' + 
:5 5 . 329 . 250+002 +**************** c + 
22 . 132 . 300+002 +******* + 
3 . 018 . 3:50+o02 +* + 
0 . 000 . 400+002 + + 
7 . 042 . 4:50+o02 +** + 
6 . 036 . :500+002 +** c + 
0 . 000 . :5:rn+oo2 + c + 
0 . 000 . 600+002 + c + 
0 . 000 . 650+002 + c + 
6 . 036 . 700+o02 +** Cumulative Value c + 
4 . 024 . 750+002 +* C+ 
1 . 006 . 800+o02 + C+ 
0 . 000 . 850+o02 + C+ 
0 . 000 . 900+002' + C+ 
2 . 012 . 950+Q02 ·+* c 
0 . 000 . 100+o03 + c 
0 . 000 INF + c 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
167 0 20 40 ' 60 80 100 
Relative Frequency of Observations 
**STATISTICS FOR VARIABLES BASED ON OBSERVATION** 
MEAN STANDARD COEFF. CF MINil"PJM MAXIMUM NO.OF 
VALUE DEVIATION VARIATI(X\I VALUE VALUE OBS 













0 . 000 
0 . 000 
0 . 000 
16 . 096 
1!:)0 . 898 
1 . 006 
0 . 000 


















**HISTOGRAM NUMBER 6** 
TRIP TIME A P2 
20 40 
+ + + + + 
+***** 
60 BO ·~ 100 






+ Cumulative Value c 
+ c 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
0 20 40 60 BO 100 
Relative Frequency of Observations 
**STATISTICS FOR VARIABLES BASED ON OBSERVATION** 
MEAN 
VALUE 
STANDARD COEFF. CF' MINIMUM 
DEVIATION VARIATICJ\I VALUE 
MAXIMUM NO.OF 
VALUE 085 
TR IP TIME A P2 . 337+001 .284+ooo . 04:i-001 .269+001 . 410+001 167 
OBS RELA 
FREQ FREQ 
0 . 000 
0 . 000 
0 . 000 
12 . 072 
126 . 7~4 
22 . 132 
3 . 018 
4 . 024 
0 . 000 
0 . 000 
167 
UPPER 
**HISTOGRAM NUMBER 7** 
TRIP TIME B P2 





















































Relative Frequency of Observations ..,, 
**STATISTICS FDR VARIABLES BASED ON OBSERVATION** 
MEAN 
VALUE 
STANDARD COEFF. CF MINIMUM 
DEVIATION VARIATICJ'll VALUE 
MAXIMUM NO. OF 
VALUE OBS 












**HISTOQRAM NUMBER B** 
TRIP TIME C P2 
OBS RELA UPPER 
FREQ FREQ CELL LIM 0 20 40 60 80 100 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
0 . 000 .000 + + 
0 . 000 . lOO+oO 1 + + 
0 . 000 . 200+o01 + + 
11 . 066 . 300+o01 +*** + 
123 . 737 . 400+o01 +************************************* c + 
22 • 132 . =>OO+oOl +******* c + 
3 . 018 . 600+o01 +• c + 
4 . 024 . 700+001 +• C+ 
0 • 000 .. 0oo+oo1 + C+ 
0 . 000 . 900+001 + C+ 
0 . 000 . 100+o02 + Cumulative Value C+ 
0 . 000 . 110+o02 + C+ 
0 . 000 . 120+o02 + C+ 
0 . 000 . 130+o02 + C+ 
0 . 000 . 140+002 + C+ 
0 . 000 . 1 =>0+002 + C+ 
0 . 000 . 160+002 + C+ 
0 . 000 . 170+002 + C+ 
0 . 000 . 180+o02 + C+ 
0 . 000 . 190+002 + C+ 
0 . 000 . 200+o02 + C+ 
0 . 000 . 210+002 + C+ 
0 . 000 . 220+002 + C+ 
0 . 000 . 230+002 + C+ 
0 . 000 . 240+o02 + C+ 
0 . 000 . 2=>0+o02 + C+ 
0 . 000 . 260+o02 + C+ 
1 . 006 . 270+o02 + C+ 
3 . 018 . 280+002 +• c 
0 . 000 . 290+o02 + c 
0 . 000 INF + c 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
167 0 20 40 60 80 100 
Relative Frequency of Observations 
**STATISTICS FOR VARIABLES BASED ON OBSERVATION** 
MEAN STANDARD COEFF. CF MINIMUM MAXIMUM NO. OF 
VALUE DEVIATION VARIATICJ'll VALUE VALUE OBS 
TR IP TIME C P2 -419+001 . 369+o01 . 881+000 . 27:5+o01 . 27:H002 167 
**HISTOGRAM NUMBER 9** 
DEMAND TIME P3 
OBS RELA UPPER 
60 BO 100 FREQ FREQ CELL LIM 0 20 40 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
0 . 000 .000 + + 
1 . 010 . ~oo+oo 1 + + 
6 . O::l8 . 100+o02 +*** + 
2 . 019 . 1:50+o02 +* c + 
0 . 000 . 200+o02 + c + 
19 . 183 . 2~0+o02 +********* c + 
29 . 279 . 300+o02 +************** c + 
9 . 087 . 350+o02 +**** c + 
2 . 019 . 400+o02 +• c + 
5 . 048 . 450+o02 +** c + 
13 . 125 . 500+o02 +****** + 
1 . 010 . 550+o02 + + 
0 . 000 . 600+o02 + . + 
0 . 000 . 650+002 + + 
5 . 048 . 700+002 +•• Cumulative Value c + 
3 . 029 . 750+002 +• c + 
4 . 038 . 800+o02 +** + 
0 . 000 . 8~0+002 + + 
0 . 000 . 900+002 + c + 
2 . 019 . 950+002 +* C+ 
3 . 029 . lOO+oO~ +* c 
0 . 000 . 105+o0 + c 
0 . 000 INF + c 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
104 0 20 40 60 BO 100 
Relative Frequency of Observations -
**STATISTICS FOR VARIABLES BASED ON OBSERVATION** 
MEAN STANDARD COEFF. CF MIN If'P.JM MAXIMUM NO. OF 
VALUE DEVIATION VARIATICJ'll VALUE VALUE OBS 













TRIP TIME A P3 
OBS RELA UPPER 
FREQ FREQ CELL LIM 0 20 40 60 BO 100 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
0 . 000 .000 + + 
0 . 000 . 200+001 + + 
7 . 067 . 400+001 +*** + 
49 . 471 . 600+001 +************************ c + 
34 . 327 . BOO+oOl +**************** c + 
9 . 087 . 100+002 +**** c + 
2 . 019 . 12o+oo2 +* C+ 
1 . 010 . 140+o02 + C+ 
0 . 000 . 160+002 + C+ 
2 . 019 . 180+002 +* Cumulative Value c 
0 . 000 . 200+002 + c 
0 . 000 INF + c 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
104 0 20 40 60 80 100 
Relative Frequency of Observations 
**STATISTICS FOR VARIABLES BASED ON OBSERVATION** 
MEAN STANDARD COEFF. OF MINIMUM MAXIMUM NO. OF 
VALUE DEVIATION VARIATICJ'J VALVE VALUE OBS 
TR IP TIME A P3 . 641+001 . 230+o01 . 360+000 . 327+001 . 179+002 104 
**HISTOGRAM NUMBER 11** 
TRIP TIME B P3 
OBS RELA UPPER 
FREQ FREQ CELL LIM 0 20 40 60 80 100 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
0 . 000 .000 + + 
0 . 000 . 2oo+oo1 + + 
~ . 048 . 400+o01 +** + 
49 . 471 . 600+001 +************************ c + 
31 . 298 . 800+o01 +*************** c + 
12 . 11~ . 100+o02 +****** c + 
4 . 038 . 120+o02 +** C+ 
1 . 010 . 140+002 + C+ 
0 . 000 . 160+o02 + C+ 
2 . 019 . 180+o02 +* Cumulative Value c 
0 . 000 . 2oo+oo2 + • c 0 . 000 INF + c 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
104 0 20 40 60 BO 100 
Relative Frequency of Observations 
**STATISTICS FOR VARIABLES BASED ON OBSERVATION** 
MEAN STANDARD COEFF. OF MINIMUM MAXIMUM NO. OF 
VALUE DEVIATION VARIATI()\I VALUE VALUE OBS 













TRIP TIME C P3 
OBS RELA UPPER 
FREQ FREQ CELL LIM 0 20 40 60 80 100 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
0 . 000 .000 + + 
0 . 000 . 200+o01 + + , . 048 . 400+o01 +** + 
46 . 442 . 600+o01 +********************** c + 
29 . 279 . BOO+o01 +********t***** c + 
12 . 11:) . 100+002 +****** + 
4 . 038 . 12o+oo2 +** c + 
1 . 010 . 140+o02 + c + 
0 . 000 . 160+o02 + c + 
2 . 019 . 180+002 +• Cumulative Value c + 
0 . 000 . 200+002 + c + 
0 . 000 . 220+o02 + c + 
0 . 000 • 240+o02 + c + 
0 . 000 . 260+002 + c + 
0 . 000 . 2BO+o02 + c + 
3 . 029 . 300+002 +* C+ 
2 . 019 . 320+002 +• c 
0 . 000 . 340+o02 + c 
0 . 000 INF + c 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
104 0 20 40 60 80 100 
Relative Frequency of Observations -
**STATISTICS FOR VARIABLES BASED ON OBSERVATION** 
MEAN STANDARD COEFF. CF MINI"'-.IM MAXIMUM NO.OF 
VALUE DEVIATION VARIATIOll VALUE VALUE OBS 
TRIP TIME C P3 . 7'76+001 • !):53+o01 . 713+000 . 327+o01 . 316+002 104 
**HISTOGRAM NUMBER13** 
DEMAND TIME P4 
OBS RELA UPPER 
FREQ FREG CELL LIM 0 20 40 60 80 100 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
0 . 000 .000 + + 
17 . 266 . !)OO+oO 1 +• **** **** **** + 
4 . 063 . 1oo+oo2 +*** c + ·o . 000 . 1 :rn+oo2 + c + 
13 . 203 . 200+002 +********** c + 
20 . 313 . 2:50+o02 +**************** + 
4 . 063 . 300+o02 +*** c + 
0 . 000 . 3,0+002 + c + 
0 . 000 . 400+002 + c + 
1 . 016 . 4:)0+Q02 +• c + 
1 . 016 . 'OO+o02 +• Cumulative Value c + 
0 . 000 . ''O+o02 + c + 
0 . 000 . 600+002 + c + 
0 . 000 . 6,0+002 + c + 
2 . 031 . 700+002 +** c + 
1 . 016 . 7,0+o02 +• C+ 
0 . 000 . 800+002 + C+ 
0 . 000 . 8!50+o02 + C+ 
0 . 000 . 900+002 + C+ 
1 . 016 . 9::>0+o02 +• c 
0 . 000 . 100+o03 + c 
0 . 000 INF· + c 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
64 0 20. 40 60 BO 100 
Relative Frequency of Observations 
**STATISTICS FOR VARIABLES BASED ON OBSERVATION** 
MEAN STANDARD COEFF. CF MINIMUM MAXIMUM NO. OF 
VALUE DEVIATION VARIATIOll VALUE VALUE OBS 













TRIP TIME A P4 
OBS RELA UPPER 
b FREQ FREQ CELL LIM 20 40 60 80 100 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
0 . 000 .000 + + 
0 . 000 . 100+-001 + + 
0 . 000 . 200+-001 + + 
3 . 047 . 300+001 +** + 
24 . 373 . 400+001 +******************* c + 
15 . 234 . 500+001 +************ c + 
13 . 203 . 600+001 +********** c + 
4 . 063 . 700+001 +*** c + 
0 . 000 . 800+001 + c + 
1 • 016 . 900+-001 +* c + 
2 . 031 . 100+-002 +** Cumulative Value c + 
1 . 016 . 110+002 +* C+ 
l . 016 . 120+-002 +* c 
0 . 000 . 130+002 + c 
0 . 000 INF + c 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
64 0 20 40 60 BO 100 
Relative Frequency of Observations 
**STATISTICS FOR VARIABLES BASED ON OBSERVATION** 
MEAN STANDARD COEFF. OF MINIMUM MAXIMUM NO. OF 
VALUE DEVIATION VARIATION VALUE VALUE OBS 
TRIP TIME A P4 • 476+001 . 182+-001 . 382+000 . 276+-001 . 111+002 64 
**HISTOGRAM NUMBER13** 
TRIP TIME B P4 
OBS RELA UPPER 
FREG FREQ CELL LIM 0 20 40 60 80 100 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
0 . 000 .000 + + 
0 . 000 . 100+001 + + 
0 . 000 . 200+-001 + + 
3 . 047 . 300+-001 +** + 
21 . 328 . 400+001 +**************** c + 
15 . 234 . 500+-001 +************ c + 
14 . 219 . 600+001 +*********** + 
4 . 063 . 700+-001 +*** c + 
2 . 031 . 800+001 +** c + 
1 . 016 . 9oo+oor +* c + 
1 . 016 . 100+002 +* Cumulative Value c + 
1 . 016 . 110+002 +* c + 
2 . 031 . 120+002 +** c 
0 . 000 . 130+o02 + c 
0 . 000 INF + c 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
64 0 20 40 60 BO 100 
Relative Frequency of Observations -
**STATISTICS FOR VARIABLES BASED ON OBSERVATION** 
MEAN STANDARD COEFF. OF MINIMUM MAXIMUM NO. OF 
VALUE DEVIATION VARIATION VALUE VALUE OBS 













TRIP TIME C P4 
OBS RELA UPPER 
FREQ FREQ CELL LIM 0 20 40 60 BO 100 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
0 . 000 .000 + + 
0 . 000 . 100+001 + + 
0 . 000 . 200+001 + + 
3 . 047 . 300+o01 +** + 
21 . 328 . 400+001 +**************** c + 
14 . 219 . ::)00+o01 +*********** c + 
13 . 203 . 600+o01 +********** c + 
4 . 063 . 700+001 +*** c + 
2 . 031 . 800+o01 +** c + 
1 . 016 . 900+o01 +* c + 
1 . 016 . 100+002 +* c + 
1 . 016 . 110+o02 +* c + 
2 . 031 . 120+002 +** Cumulative Value c + 
0 . 000 . 130+002 + c + 
0 . 000 . 140+o02 + c + 
o . 000 . 1 :50+002 + c + 
0 . 000 . 160+o02 + c + 
0 . 000 . 170+002 + c + 
0 . 000 . 180+o02 + c + 
0 . 000 . 190+002 + c + 
0 . 000 . 200+002 + c + 
0 . 000 . 210+002 + c + 
0 . 000 . 220+002 + c + 
0 . 000 .230+002 + c + 
0 . 000 . 240+o02 + c + 
0 . 000 . 250+002 + c + 
0 . 000 . 260+002 + c + 
0 . 000 . 270+002 + c + 
0 . 000 . 280+o02 + c + 
1 . 016 . 290+002 +* C+ 
1 . 016 . 300+o02 +• c 
0 . 000 . 310+002 + c 
0 . 000 INF + c 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
64 0 20 40 60 80 100 
Relative Frequency of Observations -
**STATISTICS FOR VARIABLES BASED ON OBSERVATION** 
·MEAN STANDARD COEFF. OF MIN Il''PJM MAXIMUM NO. OF 
VALUE DEVIATION VARIATICl'I VALUE VALUE OBS 













DEMAND TIME P:5 
OBS RELA UPPER 
FREQ FREQ CELL LIM 0 20 40 60 BO 
100 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
0 . 000 .000 + 
+ 
12 . 104 . ::>OO+oOl +***** 
+ 
4 . 03!') • 100+o02 +** c + 
0 . 000 . 150+o02 + c + 
13 . 113 . 2oo+oo2 +****** c + 
19 . 16:) . 2:50+o02 +******** c + 
10 . 087 . 300+o02 +**** c + 
3 . 026 . 350+o02 +* c + 
1 . 009 . 400+o02 + c + 
4 . 03:5 . 4:50+o02 +** c + 
4 . 03:7 . ::;oo+oo2 +** c + 
4 . 035 . :550+o02 +** c + 
2 . 017 . 600+o02 +* c + 
0 . 000 . 6:50+o02 + c + 
0 . 000 . 700+o02 + c + 
5 . 043 . 750+o02 +** c + 
3 . 026 . 800+o02 +* 
+ 
0 . 000 . 850+o02 + 
+ 
1 . 009 . 900+o02 + 
+ 
2 . 017 . 950+o02 +* 
+ 
7 . 061 . 100+003 +*** Cumulative Value c + 
2 . 017 . 105+o03 +* 
c + 
0 . 000 . 110+003 + 
c + 
0 . 000 . 115+o03 + 
c + 
2 . 017 . 120+o03 +* 
c + 
2 . 017 . 125+o03 +* 
c + 
0 . 000 . 130+o03 + 
c + 
0 . 000 . 135+o03 + 
c + 
0 . 000 . 140+o03 + 
c + 
3 . 026 . 14!i+o03 +* 
c + 
4 . 035 . 1 :50+o03 +** 
c + 
1 . 009 . 155+o03 + 
c + 
0 . 000 . 160+o03 + 
c + 
1 . 009 . 165+o03 + 
c + 
3 . 026 . 17(}+003 +* 
C+ 
0 . 000 . 175+o03 + 
C+ 
1 . 009 . 180+o03 + 
C+ 
0 . 000 . 185+o03 + 
C+ 
0 . 000 . 190+o03 + 
C+ 
2 . 017 . 19:5+003 +* 
c 
0 . 000 . 200+o03 + 
c 
0 . 000 INF + 
c 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
11 :5 0 20 40 
60 BO 100 
Relative Frequency of Observations -
**STAT I ST I CS FOR VARIABLES BASED ON OBSERVATION** 
MEAN STANDARD COEFF. a= MINIMUM MAXIMUM NO.OF 
VALUE DEVIATION VARIATI~ VALUE VALUE 
OBS 
DEMAND TIME P5 • 561+002 . :)14+002 . 917+000 . 140+o01 
. 193+003 115 
**HIST~RAM NUMBERlB** 
TRIP TIME A P:> 
OBS RELA UPPER 
FREQ FREQ CELL LIM 0 20 40 60 BO 100 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
0 . 000 .000 + + 
1 . 009 . 200+o01 + + 
36 . 313 . 400+o01 +**************** + 
41 . 357 . 600+001 +****************** c + 
20 . 174 . soo+oo 1 -+'********* c 
8 . 070 . 100+o02 +*** Value~ 
+ 
7 . 061 . 120+002 +*** Cumulative 
c + 
2 . 017 . 140+002 +* 
C+ 
0 . 000 . 160+o02 + 
c 
-c 
0 . 000 INF + c 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
11:5 0 20 40 60 BO 100 
Relative Frequency of Observations 
**STATISTICS FOR VARIABLES BASED ON OBSERVATION** 
MEAN STANDARD COEFF. a= MINIMUM MAXIMUM NO. OF 
VALUE DEVIATION VARIATI~ VALUE VALUE OBS 













TRIP TIME B'P5 
OBS RELA UPPER 
FRECi FRECi CELL LIM 0 20 40 60 80 100 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
0 . 000 . 000 + + 
1 . 009 . 200+001 + + 
35 . 304 . 400+001 +***************C + 
41 . 357 . 60o+001 +****************** c + 
20 . 174 . 800+001 +********* c + 
8 . 070 . 10o+002 +*** c + 
7 . 061 . 12o+002 +*** Cumulative Value C+ 
3 . 026 . 140+002 +* c 
0 . 000 . 160+002 + c 
0 . 000 Ifo.F + c 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
115 0 20 40 60 BO 100' 
Relative Frequency of Observations 
**STATISTICS FOR VARIABLES DASED ON. ODSERVATION-11·* 
MEAN STANDARD COEFF. OF MINIMUM MAXIMUM NO. OF 
VALUE DEVIATION VARIATION VALUE VALUE OBS 
TRIP TIME 13 P5 . 554+001 . 26o+001 . 470+000 . 175+001 . 129+002 115 
**HISTOGRAM NUMBER20** 
TRIP TIME C P5 
OBS RELA UPPER 
FRECi FREQ CELL LIM 0 20 40 60 BO 100 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
0 . 000 . 000 + + 
1 . 009 . 200+001 + + 
34 . 296 . 40o+001 +*************** + 
40 . 348 . 600+001 +***************** c + 
20 . 174 . 800+001 +********* + 
8 . 070 . 100+002 +*** + 
7 . 061 . 12o+002 +*** Cumulative Value c + 
3 . 026 . 14o+002 +* c+ 
0 . 000 . 160+00,2 + C+ 
0 . 000 . 180+002 + C+ 
0 . 000 . 200+002 + C+ 
0 . 000 . 220+002 + C+ 
0 . 000 . 24o+002 + C+ 
0 . 000 . 260+002 + C+ 
1 . 009 . 28o+002 + c 
1 . 009 . 30o+002 + c 
0 . 000 . 320+002 + c 
0 . 000 INF + c 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
115 0 20 40 60 80 100 
Relative Frequency of Observations 
**STATISTICS FOR VARIABLES BASED ON OBSERVATION·!!-*· 
MEAN STANDARD COEFF. OF MINIMUM MAXIMUM NO. OF 
VALUE DEVIATION VARIATION VALUE VALUE OBS 


















DaNO. OF DRIVE .000 











**TABLE NUMBER 1** 
RUN NUMBER 1 
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**TABLE NUMBER 2** 
RUN NUMB ER 1 
NO. CF H 
ORS ES 
NO. CF T 
RAILERS 
• 0000 . 0000 
. 6000+o01 . 6000+o01 
**PLOT NUMBER ** 
RUN NUMBER 1 
30 
2 




40 :'.)O 60 






90 100 DUPS 
7 8 Number ----+ 23 
+ 23 of 
+ 23 Resources 
+ 12 13 
+ 23 

































































Horse & Trailer 
































t-----·:.:;,;;~~~~==~=====~+====-2 + ----~ + 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
70 















































+ 12 13 * 23 + 23 
+ 23 
+ 12 13 

















**TABLE NUMBER 3** 
RUN NUMBER 1 
DAY NO. OF B 
ARR ELS . 
MINIMUM . 0000 
MAXIMUM . 8000+001 
**PLOT NUMBER 3-** 
RUN NUMBER 1 
SCALES OF PLOT 
T:::NO. OF BARRE .000 . 100+002 . 200+002 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 DUPS 
DAY 
1 . 2880+004 + + 
2 . 2904+004 + + 
~ . 2928+004 + + . 2952+004 + + 5 . 2976+004 + + 6 . 3000+004 + + 7 • 3024+004 + + 
. 3048+004 + + 
. 3072+004 + + 
. 3096+004 + + 
. 3120+004 + + + 
. 3144+004 + + + 
. 3168+004 + + 
. 3192+004 + + + 
. 3216+004 + + + 
. 3240+004 + + + 
. 3264+004 + + + 
. 3288+004 + + + 
. 3312+004 + + 
. 3336+004 + + 
. 3360+004 + + 
. 3384+004 + + 
. 3408+004 + + 
. 3432+004 + + 
. 34~6+004 + + 
. 3480+004 + + 
. 3504+004 + + 
. 3528+004 + + 
. 3~~2+004 + + 
. 3576+004 + + 
. 3600+004 + + 
. 3624+004 + + + 
. 3648+004 + + 
. 3672+004 + + 
. 3696+004 + + 
. 3720+004 + + 
. 3744+004 + + 
. 3768+004 + + 
. 3792+004 + + 
. 3816+004 + + 
. 3840+004 + + 
. 3864+004 + + + 
. 3888+004 + + 
. 3912+004 + + 
. 3936+004 + + 
. 3960+004 + + 
. 3984+004 + + 
. 4008+0011 + + 
. 4032+004 + + 
. 4056+0011 + + 
.4080+004 Barrels + + 
. 4104+004 + + 
. 4128+004 + + 
. 41 ~2+004 + + 
. 4176+004 + + 
. 4200+004 + + + 
.4224+004 + + + 
.4248+004 + + 
. 4272+004 + + + 
. 4296+0011 + + + 
. 4320+004 + + 
62 . 4344+004 + + 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 DUPS 
DAY 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
























SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR ALTERNATIVE STRATEGIES 
TABLE Il - Variation Of Load Utiliza~ion 
VARIABLE 
Demand Time Pl: Mean 
(Hour) Maximum 
Demand Time P2: Mean 
(Hour) Maximum 
Demand Time P3: Mean 
(Hour) Maximum 
Demand Time P4: Mean 
(Hour) Maximum 
Demand Time P5: Mean 
(Hour) Maximum 
Weighted Average (Hour) 


















% LOAD UTILIZATION 






















































Utilization(%) 57,2 54,8 53,9 53,1 53,0 
Fillpt Utilization (%) 5,5 5,0 5,5 5,5 5,0 
Forklift Utilization (%) 0,34 0,30 0,35 0,28 0,28 
Barrel Utilization (%) 1,95 1,92 2,04 1,95 1,98 
. Human Resources 15,3 14,5 14,4 14,1 14,1 
Number Of Repairs 62 54 47 44 45 
Fuel Consumed (~) 26781 ~6265 24495 ~5573 26777 
Overtime (Hour) 790 857 689 734 825 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - Pl (Hour) 45,2 39,0 32,6 86,0 144,5 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P2 (Hour) 9,8 10,5 11,0 10,8 11,4 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P3 (Hour) 19,3 2a,1 19,8 19,1 19,5 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P4 (Hour) 5,3 5,3 4,6 6,9 4,1 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P5 (Hour) 19,0 25,3 33,1 15,1 23,1 












TABLE I2 - Variation Of Target Demand Time 
VARIABLE TARGET DEMAND TIME (Hour) 
Demand Time Pl: Mean 
(Hour) Maximum 
Demand Time P2: Mean 
(Hour) Maximum 
Demand Time P3: Mean 
(Hour) Maximum 
Demand Time P4: Mean 
(Hour) Maximum 
Demand Time P5: Mean 
(Hour) Maximum 
Weighted Average (Hour) 





Fillpt Utilization (%) 
Forklift Utilization (%) 
Barrel Utilization (%) 
Human Resources 
Number Of Repairs 
Fuel Consumed (~) 
Overtime (Hour) 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - Pl (Hour) 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P2 (Hour) 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P3 (Hour) 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle (Hour) 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P5 (Hour) 
































































































TABLE I3 - Variation Of Maintenance Frequency For Vehicles 
VARIABLE MAINTENANCE FREQUENCY (km) 
' 
4000 4500 5000 5500 6000 
Demand Time Pl: Mean 175,0 185,0 126,0 47,9 177,0 
(Hour) Maximum 464,0 487,0 355,0 129,0 510,0 
Demand Time P2: Mean 23,3 25,6 23,4 24,5 24,6 
(Hour) Maximum 90,9 96,0 91,5 95,9 95,2 
Demand Time P3: Mean 36,2 41,1 36,5 30,2 40,2 
(Hour) Maximum 94,9 127,0 96,5 93,9 117,0 
Demand Time P4: Mean 19,1 17,2 19,3 20,4 20,6 
(Hour) Maximum 70,3 71,1 67,9 71,6 71,1 
Demand Time P5: Mean 54,5 41,8 40,9 42,1 42,9 
(Hour) Maximum 187,0 108,0 173,0 145,0 126,0 
' 
Weighted Average (Hour) 61,0 58,5 49,4 32,2 60,1 
Truck Utilization (%) 36,0 38,8 36,3 34,7 35,3 
Horse/Trailer 
Utilization (%) 70,8 71,8 69,8 64,2 68,0 
Overall Vehicle 
Utilization (%) 53,4 55,3 53,1 49,4 51,7 
Fillpt Utilization (%) 5,5 5,5 5,5 5,0 5,5 
Forklift Utilization (%) 0,34 0,30 0,28 0,26 0,31 
Barrel Utilization (%) 1,83 2,01 1,95 1,80 1,83 
Human Resources 14,1 14,8 14,1 13,1 13,6 
Number Of Re~airs 48 48 44 42 42 
Fuel Consumed (~) 24366 25068 125573 23828 ~3909 
Overtime (Hour) 743 734 730 590 700 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - Pl (Hour) 117,3 142,6 86,0 16,9 114,8 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P2 (Hour) 10,4 12,9 10,8 11,0 11,3 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P3 (Hour) 14,8 21,3 19,1 14,2 23,3 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P4 (Hour) 3,2 4,1 6,9 4,4 3,9 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P5 (Hour) 21,7 15,4 15,1 13,4 15,4 












TABLE I4 - Variation of Maintenance Time For Vehicles 
VARIABLE 
Demand Time Pl: Mean 
(Hour) Maximum 
Demand Time P2: Mean 
(Hour) Maximum 
Demand Time P3: Mean 
(Hour) Maximum 
Demand Time P4: Mean 
(Hour) Maximum 
Demand Time P5: Mean 
(Hour) Maximum 
Weighted Average (Hour) 
Truck Utilization (%) 
Horse/Trailer 








































Utilization (%) 66,8 69,8 68,0 
Overall Vehicle 
Utilization (%) 51,3 53,1 50,9 
Fillpt Utilization (%) 5,5 5,5 5,5 
Forklift Utilization (%) 0,33 0,28 0,27 
Barrel Utilization (%) 2,01 1,95 1,95 
Human Resources 13,7 14,1 13,3 
Number Of Repairs 44 44 39 
Fuel Consumed (~) 25050 ~5573 ~3931 
Overtime (Hour) 820 734 685 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - Pl (Hour) 59,6 86,0 146,3 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P2 (Hour) 8,5 10,8 13,8 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P3 (Hour) 20,1 19,1 18,6 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P4 (Hour) 5,2 6,9 4,1 
L_oad Wai ting For 
Vehicle - P5 (Hour) 19,3 15,1 15,1 












TABLE I5 - Variation of Maximum Overtime Per Trip 
VARIABLE 
Demand Time Pl: Mean 
(Hour) Maximum 
Demand Time P2: Mean 
(Hour) Maximum 
Demand Time P3: Mean 
(Hour) Maximum 
Demand Time P4: Mean 
(Hour) Maximum 
Demand Time P5: Mean 
(Hour) Maximum 
Weighted Average (Hour) 





Fillpt Utilization (%) 
Forklift Utilization (%) 
Barrel Utilization (%) 
Human Resources 
Number of Repairs 
Fuel Consumed (~) 
Overtime (Hour) 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - Pl (Hour) 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P2 (Hour) 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P3 (Hour) 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P4 (Hour) 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P5 (Hour) 
Weighted Average (Hour) 
































































































TABLE I6 - Variation Of Probability Of Repair 
VARIABLE PROBABILITY OF REPAIR 
0,05 0,075 0,10 0,125 0,15 
Demand Time Pl: Mean 118,0 227,0 126,0 166,0 180,0 
(Hour) Maximum 343,0 637,0 355,0 471,0 622,0 
Demand Time P2: Mean 27,9 21,6 23,4 23,4 21,9 
(Hour) Maximum 91,1 74,5 91,5 72,6 72,4 
Demand Time P3: Mean 48,4 37,7 36,5 46,3 34,2 
(Hour) Maximum 149,0 105,0 96,5 118,0 96,2 
Demand Time P4: Mean 18,6 16,9 19,3 17,9 18,5 
(Hour) Maximum 70,3 69,1 67,9 70,0 72,2 
Demand Time P5: Mean 41,7 47,2 40,8 46,5 48,2 
(Hour) Maximum 118,0 149,0 173,0 141,0 174,0 
Weighted Average (Hour) 51,5 70,6 49,4 58,9 59,5 
Truck Utilization (%) 34,8 29,8 36,3 35,2 33,8 
Horse/Trailer 
Utilization (%) 69,2 65,7 69,8 69,5 66,3 
Overall Vehicle 
Utilization (%) 52,0 47,7 53,1 52,4 50,1 
Fillpt Utilization (%) 5,0 5,5 5,5 5,0 5,0 
Forklift Utilization (%) 0,41 0,26 0,28 0,25 0,28 
Barrel Utilization (%) 1,92 2,13 1,95 2,04 2,01 
Human Resources 13,8 12,6 14,1 14,0 13,2 
Number Of Trips 536 522 535 534 524 
Number Of Repairs 26 39 44 61 87 
Fuel Consumed (t) 25216 24511 25573 24456 23380 
Overtime (Hour) 737 812 734 720 802 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - Pl (Hour) 86,8 166,3 86,0 103,4 94,2 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P2 (Hour) 15,5 9,4 10,8 10,1 8,9 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P3 (Hour) 25,8 21,6 19,1 27,2 16,9 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P4 (Hour) 6,4 3,6 6,9 4,6 5,1 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P5 (Hour) 13,8 16,9 15,1 21,3 16,7 












TABLE I7 - Variation Of Inspection Time 
VARIABLE INSPECTION TIME (Hour) 
0,35 0,45 0,60 0,75 
Delllar:id Time Pl: Mean 126,0 155,0 204,0 225,0 
(Hour) Maximum 355,0 509,0 489,0 623,0 
Demand Time P2: Mean 23,4 24,0 25,8 24,4 
(Hour) Maximum 91,5 72,4 91,6 72,9 
Demand Time P3: Mean 36,5 37,9 40,8 49,9 
(Hour) Maximum 96,5 100,0 95,1 148,0 
Demand Time P4: Mean 19,3 19,9 17,2 18,9 
(Hour) Maximum 67,9 73,6 69,6 69,7 
Demand Time P5: Mean 40,8 51,2 73,0 41,3 
(Hour) ·Maximum 173,0 167,0 312,0 121,0 
Weighted Average (Hour) 49,4 57,8 67,7 68,6 
Truck Utilization (%) 36,3 35,2 30,8 32,2 
Horse/Trailer 
Utilization (%) 69 ,8 70,3 65,7 67,3 
Overall Vehicle 
Utilization (%) 53,1 52,8 48,2 49,8 
Fillpt Utilization (%) 5,5 5,5 5,5 5,5 
Forklift Utilization (%) 0,28 0,38 0,30 0,34 
Barrel utilization (%) 1,95 1,89 2,07 2,10 
Human Resources 14,1 13,9 12,6 13,1 
Number Of Repairs 44 53 38 45 
Fuel Consumed (t) 25573 24873 24786 24691 
Overtime (Hour) 734 828 831 855 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - Pl (Hour) 86,0 87,8 135,6 178,7 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P2 (Hour) 10,8 11,0 13,0 .. 12,9 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P3 (Hour) 19,1 20,5 24,2 28,5 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P4 (Hour) 6,9 5,0 3,3 4,5 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P5 (Hour) 15,1 24,8 31,2 16,7 












TABLE 18 - Variation Of Time To Change Horse/Trailer Combination 
VARIABLE DURATION (Hour) 
0,25 0,50 0,75 
Demand Time Pl: Mean 53,3 126,0 190,0 
(Hour) Maximum 147,0 355,0 496,0 
Demand Time P2: Mean 22,4 23,4 24,1 
(Hour) Maximum 90,7 91,5 72,2 
Demand Time P3: Mean 36,7 36,5 57,5 
(Hour) Maximum 101,0 96,5 95,5 
Demand Time P4: Mean 21,5 19,3 16,9 
(Hour) Maximum 71,4 67,9 68,8 
Demand Time P5: Mean 39,7 I 40,8 44,3 
(Hour) Maximum 120,0 173,0 123,0 
Weighted Average (Hour) 33,9 49,4 63,4 
Truck Utilization (%) 36,3 36,3 33,8 
Horse/Trailer 
Utilization (%) 63,3 69,8 70,5 
Overall Vehicle 
Utilization (%) 49,8 53,1 52,2 
Fillpt Utilization (%) 5,5 5,5 4,5 
Forklift Utilization (%) 0,33 0,28 0,30 
Barrel utilization (%) 2,31 1,95 1,83 
Human Resources 13,2 14,1 13,8 
Number Of Repairs 46 44 50 
Fuel Consumed (~) 24397 25573 24866 
Overtime (Hour) 673 734 803 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - Pl (Hour) 22,2 86,0 127,9 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P2 (Hour) 10,1 10,8 10,3 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P3 (Hour) 20,4 19,1 19,9 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P4 (Hour) 4,6 6,9 4,9 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - Po (Hour) 13,9 15,1 16,3 












TABLE I9 - Release of Constraint on Horse/Trailer Combination 
VARIABLE WITH ACTUAL ANY COMBINATION 
COMBINATIONS POSSIBLE 
Demand Time Pl: Mean 126,0 110,0 
(Hour) Maximum 355,0 322,0 
Demand Time P2: Mean 23,4 20,5 
(Hour) Maximum 91,5 90,9 
Demand Time P3: Mean 36,5 35,7 
(Hour) Maximum 96,5 100,0 
Demand Time P4: Mean 19,3 17,7 
(Hour) Maximum 67,9 69,4 
Demand Time P5: Mean 40,8 54,1 
(Hour) Maximum 173,0 186,0 
Weighted Average (Hour) 49,4 45,2 
Truck Utilization (%) 36,3 31,7 
Horse/Trailer 
Utilization (%) 69,8 70,1 
Overall Vehicle 
Utilization (%) 53,1 50,9 
Fillpt Utilization (%) 5,5 5,5 
Forklift Utilization (% 0,28 0,34 
Barrel Utilization (%) 1,95 1,93 
Human Resources 14,1 13,4 
Number Of Repairs 44 41 
Fuel Consumed (~) 25573 24997 
Overtime (Hour) 734 787 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - Pl (Hour) 86,0 70,6 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P2 (Hour) 10,8 7,3 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P3 (Hour) 19,1 19,0 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P4 (Hour) 6,9 4,9 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P5 (Hour) 15,1 27,8 












TABLE IlO - Reduction in Truck Resources 
VARIABLE NO RESOURCE (REDUCED FROM 1 TO 0) 
REDUCTION TRUCK TRUCK TRUCK 
412 414 467 
Demand Time Pl: Mean 126,0 105,0 201,0 66,1 
(Hour) Maximum 355,0 342,0 578,0 174,0 
Demand Time P2: Mean 23,4 20,5 23,2 24,1 
(Hour) Maximum 91,5 72,2 73,1 91,5 
Demand Time P3: Mean 36,5 33,6 33,2 34,0 
(Hour) Maximum 96,5 92,8 97,2 93,3 
Demand Time P4: Mean 19,3 17,9 16,5 17,7 
(Hour) Maximum 67,9 68,2 68,7 74,7 
Demand Time P5: Mean 40,8 47,3 41,3 125,0 
(Hour) Maximum 173,0 127,0 141,0 273,0 
Weighted Average (Hour) 49,4 42,8 55,4 50,0 
Truck Utilization ( %) 36,3 37,6 35,4 39,0 
Horse/Trailer 
Utilization (%) 69,8 68,3 68,7 67,3 
Overall Vehicle 
Utilization (%) 53,1 53,0 52,1 53,2 
Fillpt Utilization (%) 5,5 5,0 5,5 5,5 
Forklift Utilization (%) 0,28 0,30 0,30 0,34 
Barrel Utilization (%) 1,95 1,83 1,86 1,92 
Human Resources 14,l 13,2 12,9 13,1 
Number Of Repairs 44 47 55 44 
Fuel Consumed (~) 25573 22982 24293 23494 
Overtime (Hour) 734 655 708 750 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - Pl (Hour) 86,0 66,6 206,0 32,4 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P2 (Hour) 10,8 6,6 10,6 11,4 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P3 (Hour) 19,1 17,2 17,1 16,5 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P4 (Hour) 6,9 4,9 4,9 4,7 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P5 (Hour) 15,1 16,8 18,8 67,8 












TABLE IlO (CONTD) 
VARIABLE NO RESOURCE (REDUCED FROM 1 TO 0) 
REDUCTION 
TRUCK TRUCK TRUCK 
469 471 472 
Demand Time Pl: Mean 126,0 141,0 108,0 539,0 
(Hour) Maximum 355,0 345,0 342,0 122,0 
Demand Time P2: Mean 23,4 20,9 25,0 20,8 
(Hour) Maximum 91,5 71,9 94,4 72,2 
Demand Time P3: Mean 36,5 35,4 38,5 33,7 
(Hour) Maximum 96,5 95,6 119,0 92,0 
Demand Time P4: Mean 19,3 21,0 28,9 19,5 
(Hour) Maximum 67,9 71,6 79,2 67,0 
Demand Time P5: Mean 40,8 43,5 36,0 75,8 
(Hour) Maxiinum 173,0 120,2 io3,8 219,0 
Weighted Average (Hour) 49,4 50,0 44,7 107,8 
Truck Utilization (%) 36,3 38,8 40,8 45,8 
Horse/Trailer t 
Utilization (%) 69,8 68,5 70,0 64,7 
Overall Vehicle 
Utilization (%) 53,1 53,7 55,4 55,3 
Fillpt Utilization (%) 5,5 5,5 4,5 5,5 
Forklift Utilization (%) 0,28 0,31 0,28 0,24 
Barrel Utilization (%) 1,95 2,04 1,98 2,07 
Human Resources 14,1 13;4 13,7 13,3 
Number Of Repairs 44 49 47 59 
Fuel Consumed (~) 25573 24760 23992 26587 
Overtime (Hour) 734 777 745 800 
'Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - Pl (Hour) 86,0 99,1 68,6 400,1 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P2 (Hour) 10,8 7,5 12,7 8,2 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P3 (Hour) 19,1 17,2 24,9 16,4 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P4 (Hour) 
\ 
6,9 9,9 19,4 8,2 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P5 (Hour)· 15,1 17,6 14,4 61,2 












TABLE Ill - Reduction in Mechanical Horse Resources 
VARIABLE NO RESOURCE (REDUCED FROM 1 TO 0) 
REDUCTION 
HORSE HORSE HORSE 
422 423 424 
Demand Time Pl: Mean 126,0 71,6 135,0 151,0 
(Hour) Maximum 355,0 191,0 386,0 533,0 
Demand Time P2: Mean 23,4 226,0 30,6 75,7 
(Hour) Maximum 91,5 336,0 95,0 147,0 
Demand Time P3: Mean 36,5 35,7 102,0 34,1 
(Hour) Maximum 96,5 92,9 190,0 102,0 
Demand Time P4: Mean 19,3 17,7 18,5 20,0 
(Hour) Maximum 67,9 71,0 68,5 90,1 
Demand Time P5: Mean 40,8 46,6 44,9 38,7 
(Hour) Maximum 173,0 142,0 143,0. 124,0 
Weighted Average (Hour) 49,4 105,7 66,3 68,8 
Truck Utilization (%) 36,3 35,2 40,7 33,0 
Horse/Trailer 
Utilization (%) 69,8 66,2 79,6 70,6 
Overall Vehicle 
Utilization (%) 53,1 50,7 60,2 51,8 
Fillpt Utilization (%) 5,5 5,5 5,5 5,5 
Forklift Utilization (%) 0,28 0,34 0,42 0,3.2 
Barrel Utilization (%) 1,95 1,83 2,10 1,86 
Human Resources 14,1 12,2 14,4 12,1 
Number Of Repairs 44 48 46 41 
Fuel Consumed (~) ~5573 25355 24019 24088 
Overtime (Hour) 734 790 856 854 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - Pl (Hour) 86,0 36,1 95,5 76,6 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P2 (Hour) 10,8 199,2 18,2 63,4 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P3 (Hour) 19,1 18,3 82,1 17,0 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P4 (Hour) 6,9 4,5 4,9 6,1 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P5 (Hour) 15,1 19,7 14,5 13,4 












TABLE Ill (CONTD) 
VARIABLE NO RESOURCE (REDUCED FROM 1 TO 0) 
REDUCTION HORSE HORSE 
426 427 
Demand Time Pl: Mean 126,0 371,0 116,2 
(Hour) Maximum 355,0 1020,0 202,0 
Demand Time P2: Mean 23,4 30,4 28,7 
(Hour) Maximum 91,5 94,9 95,0 
Demand Time P3: Mean 36,5 37,2 45,8 
(Hour) Maximum 96,5 142,0 121,0 
Demand Time P4: Mean 19,3 19,1 17,6 
(Hour) Maximum 67,9 70,6 69,5 
Demand Time P5: Mean 40,8 46,4 43,5 
(Hour) Maximum 173,0 146,0 140,0 
Weighted Average (Hour) 49,4 93,6 50,2 
Truck Utilization (%) 36,3 37,5 37,5 
Horse/Trailer 
Utilization (%) 69,8 74,6 77,6 
Overall Vehicle 
Utilization (%) 53,1 56,1 57,6 
Fillpt Utilization (%) 5,5 5,5 5,0 
Forklift Utilization (%) 0,28 0,25 0,31 
Barrel Utilization (%) 1,95 2,04 1,92 
Human Resources 14,1 13,3 13,6 
Number Of Repairs 44 44 57 
Fuel Consumed ( t) 25573 24563 24351 
Overtime (Hour) 734 836 748 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - Pl (Hour) 86,0 265,4 79,6 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P2 (Hour) 10,8 18,9 16,6 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P3 (Hour) 19,1 17,2 30,3 
Load Waiting For > 
Vehicle ~ P4 (Hour) 6,9 4,5 3,9 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P5 (Hour) 15,1 21,5 17,0 












TABLE 112 - Reduction in Trailer Resources 
VARIABLE 
Demand Time Pl: Mean 
(Hour) Maximum 
Demand Time P2: Mean 
(Hour) Maximum 
Demand Time P3: Mean 
(Hour) Maximum 
Demand Time P4: Mean 
(Hour) Maximum 
Demand Time P5: Mean 
(Hour) Maximum 
Weighted Average '(Hour) 





Fillpt Utilization (%) 
Forklift Utilization (% 
Barrel Utilization (%) 
Human Resources 
Number Of Repairs 
Fuel Consumed (t) 
Overtime (Hour) 
Load Wai ting For , 
Vehicle - Pl (Hour) 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P2 (Hour) 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P3 (Hour) 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P4 (Hour) 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P5 (Hour) 
Weighted Average (Hour) 


























































































































TABLE Il2 (CONTD) 
VARIABLE NO RESOURCE (REDUCED FROM 1 TO 0) 
REDUCTION 
TRAILER TRAILER TRAILER 
441 449 453 
Demand Time Pl: Mean 126,0 74,2 786,0 120,0 
(Hour) Maximum 355,0 185,0 1260,0 356,0 
Demand Time P2: Mean 23,4 19,0 18,1 30,9 
(Hour) Maximum 91,5 70,4 71,8 95,7 
Demand Time P3: Mean 36,5 1150,0 34,6 41,4 
(Hour) Maximum 96,5 1380,0 96,9 143,0 
Demand Time P4: Mean 19,3 17,5 20,1 18,8 
(Hour) Maximum 67,9 70,6 73,1 70,7 
Demand Time P5: Mean 40,8 35,0 46,4 38,4 
(Hour) Maximum 173,0 157 ,0 138,0 130,0 
Weighted Average (Hour) 49,4 210,4 161,2 51,2 
Truck Utilization (%) 36,3 31,7 37,3 37,8 
Horse/Trailer 
Utilization (%) 69,8 55,2 65,6 70,7 
Overall Utilization (%) 53,1 43,5 51,5 54,3 
Fillpt Utilization (%) 5,5 4,0 5,0 5,5 
Forklift Utilization (%) 0,28 0,26 0,22 0,40 
Barrel Utilization (%) 1,95 1,44 2,04 2,04 
Human Resources 14,1 11,6 13,7 
' 
14,4 
Number Of Repairs 44 59 50 53 
Fuel Consumed (t) 25573 22297 23884 ~4632 
Overtime (Hour) 734 785 648 878 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - Pl (Hour) 86,0 40,3 481,7 80,3 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P2 (Hour) 10,8 6,5 4,6 18,2 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P3 (Hour) 19,1 705,6 16,43 19,0 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle·- P4 (Hour) 6,9 5,2 6,4 5,3 
Load Waiting For 
Vehicle - P5 (Hour) 15,1 8,8 17,0 16,4 














DATA ON DISTRIBUTION FOR JANUARY AND FEBRUARY 1988 
TABLE Jl - Distribution Details 
LOAD DISTANCE 
VEHICLE CAPACITY TRIPS CARRIED TRAVELLED OVERTIME 
-- kg -- kg km Hr 
TRUCK 412 - P5 2583 21 35166 2196 14,1 
TRUCK 414 - Pl 2060 31 48460 3842 13,8 
TRUCK 467 - P5 6270 48 17509,5 4936 21,3 
- P4/PE * TRUCK 469 6060 44 147464 5137 59,8 
- P4/PE * TRUCK 471 11512 63 176982 6613 36,l 
TRUCK 472 - Pl 13332 49 441364 5010 22,3 
HORSE 305 - Pl 22690 53 867039 5183 13,0 
HORSE 422 - P2 N/A 85 N/A 7436 60,5 -
HORSE 423 - P3 N/A 58 N/A 7168 154,3 
HORSE 424 - Pl 22690 1 20136 120 1,0 
- P2 N/A 19 N/A 1803 21,9 
- P3 N/A 51 N/A 8617 110,0 
HORSE 426 - Pl 11540 2 18573 212 0,0 
- P2 N/A 52 N/A 2813 28,2 
..:. P3 N/A 4 N/A 741 31,2 
HORSE-427 - Pl 11540 1 10118 117 0,0 
- P3 N/A 34 N/A 7041 88,9 
TOTAL. -- 616 1940397 68985 676,4 
The; average,·load I utilization for the vehicles carrying Products 1 and 5 is 
evaluated as follows: 
Average Load Utilization = 
= 
Total Load Carried 
Maximum Load That Can Be Carried 
Total Load Carried 
~(Number of Trips * Load Capacity) 
1940397 kg 
(21*2583 + 31*2060 + 48*6270 + 22*6060 + 
28*11512 + 49*13332 + 53*22690 + 22690 + 
2*11540 + 11540) kg 
= 0,696. 
Note: * - These values include the number of trips for Product 4. The 
number of trips for Product 5 were 22 and 28 respectively, and 
are used in the above calculation. 
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